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Editorial note
We are happy to bring out this volume of Gipan, a research journal of Central
Department of Linguistics, Tribhuvan University. We have adopted double-blind peer
review policy from this issue onward. The papers included in this volume were reviewed
by experts in the related fields, and subsequently revised by the authors.
We hope the articles included in this volume will make academic contribution in
exploring the emerging issues in linguistics in this area. The Himalayan range houses
scores of languages, big and small, safe and endangered belonging to a number of
language families across the political boundaries in general and Nepalese Linguistics in
particular. Except for two papers related to archeology, and language planning, the papers
included in this issue are about Tibeto-Burman, and Indo-Aryan languages spoken in
Nepal. Interestingly, this volume will, therefore, contribute to the study of Indo-Aryan
and Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal.
Based on the fresh data obtained from fieldwork from different ecological and
geographical areas of Nepal, the papers included in this are mainly descriptive and
typologically informed. The articles included in this volume cover a wide range of topics
beginning from linguistic archeology, sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, lexical
variations, phonetics and phonology, morphosyntax, and typology. The papers in this
volume are related to different languages, and different areas of linguistics. It is, however,
not easy to make a watertight distinction among different fields of linguistics in some
cases. Most of the papers deal with the descriptive-typological phenomenon of individual
languages whereas others take the typological and psycholinguistic perspectives in
analyzing the other cases.
Like in previous volumes, this volume presents the linguistic diversity of Nepal in
selecting the languages taken for study. Maheshwor Joshi argues that Himalaya
witnessed the earliest human activities in Asia, and that these early hominins were
equipped with the neural mechanisms that implicated speech production which has a deep
evolutionary history. In another paper, Mark Donohue examines the classification of the
languages of Nepal by taking into consideration their morphosyntactic features and
applying computational methods.
Broadly, three papers are related to sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics, including
honorificity. Bhim Narayan Regmi takes the national census data of 2068 BS and
discusses a number of issues in association with the possibility of using other languages
than Nepali in administration. Julian Vasseur shows the mixed use of Nepali and
English among Nepali mother tongue speakers who are educated through Englishmedium boarding schools. Lekhnath Sharma Pathak explores the psycholinguistic
processes of honorification manipulation in Nepali language. He shows that significant
influencers in choice of honorifics are fluctuation in state of mind and proximality.

Four papers deal with phonetics, and phonology of the languages of Nepal, viz. Nepali,
Chamling, Thami and Thakali. Rajesh Khatiwada argues that “retroflex” as a phonetic
and phonological category “does exist” in Nepali based on two different palatographic
and linguographic studies. In his article on phonetic analysis of Chamling vowels
Bhabendra Rai concludes that fundamental frequency (F0) values vary in terms of
gender, age, different contexts or conditioning environments. Mark Turin outlined four
aspects central to Thangmi morphophonology: the remnants of what may be a defunct
liquid-nasal alternation, a brief overview of assimilation, a robust review of intervocalic
approximants and finally a brief note on syncope. Dan Raj Regmi and Ambika Regmi
present some properties of basic sounds and syllable structure in Thakali and compare
them with the phonological properties of Bodish as well as with the West-Bodish
languages spoken in Nepal. Thakali exhibits a rich inventory of 33 segmental consonant
phonemes, and 6 vowels, and Thakali also presents contrasts involving voice onset time
and murmur in consonants.
Two papers are about different aspects of syntax of two Tibeto-Burman languages of
Nepal, viz. Puma and Nubri in a general sense. Narayan P. Sharma in his analysis of
Puma verbal agreement system overviews the historical status of conjugations observed
in Puma with regard to the Proto-Kiranti verbal agreement system, and shows that some
suffixes are cognate with the Proto-Kiranti reflexes. In another paper, Dubi Nanda
Dhakal presents the nominal morphology and noun phrase structures of Nubri, a Tibetan
language spoken in the northern Gorkha. He generalizes that the constituents that take
part in the noun phrase structure and their positions are similar to some "Sinospheric"
Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in the same region.
Tara Mani Rai applies lexicostatistical method and shows that there are not much lexical
variations across the villages where Hayu is spoken. The Hayu varieties spoken in five
different points are mutually intelligible to each other. The lexicostatistical data show that
there is not much lexical variations across the villages where Hayu is spoken.
Roop Shree Ratna Bajracharya, Santosh Regmi, Bal Krishna Bal, Balaram Prasain
demonstrate the development of natural sounding Text-to-Speech (TTS) system for
Nepali using the Festival system by generating natural sounding screen reader that can be
useful for visually impaired and blind community.
We thank the authors and peer reviewers who helped us in bringing this journal into
fruition.
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COGNITIVE ARCHAEOLOGY: IN SEARCH OF THE EARLIEST SYNTACTIC
LANGUAGE-USERS IN HIMALAYA
Maheshwar P. Joshi
Recent scientific studies unfold that neural structures bearing on intonation of speech have a deep
evolutionary history traced to mammal-like reptiles called therapsids found in the Triassic period
(∼252.17 mya, million years ago). Therefore, these structures were already present in the
primates. It goes to the credit of Homo sapiens who developed it to the extent that humans are
defined as symbolling animals, for language is the most articulated symbolism. Cognitive
archaeology makes it clear that it took hominins millions of years to develop a syntactic language.
Stratigraphically controlled and securely established artefact-bearing sites of the Middle
Palaeolithic Arjun complex in the Deokhuri Valley, West Nepal, provide firm dates for the
presence of the earliest syntactic language speakers in Himalaya from 100 ka to 70 ka (thousand
years ago).
Keywords: cognitive archaeology, neural structure, syntactic language, verbal communication,
Arjun complex

1. Introduction
Study of prehistory of language falls in the domain of cognitive archaeology and this
discipline ‘is still in early development’ (Renfrew 2008: 67). To the best of my
information, no scholar studying South Asian prehistory has addressed this issue despite
the fact that South Asia is very rich in material culture vis-à-vis prehistory of language
(see for details, Joshi 2014: in press-a; Joshi 2017: in press-b). Since my primary concern
in this essay is Himalaya in general and Central Himalaya in particular, I will focus on the
earliest syntactic language-users in the context of Central Himalaya.
Recent archaeological investigations in Europe, Africa, and Near East led scholars to
formulate two models of language evolution, namely, ‘Human Revolution scenario’ that
credits Europe for this evolution, and ‘Out-of-Africa scenario’ model that credits it to
Africa (see for details and further references, Botha and Knight (eds.) 2009; see also,
Possehl 2007; Dennell and Petraglia 2012). Significantly, celebrated cognitive scientist
Philip Lieberman’s recent studies (2013; 2016) clearly show that ‘the intonation of
speech involves neural structures that have a deep evolutionary history’ (Lieberman 2013:
Ch. 3, and in passim) and that ‘the neural mechanisms implicated in speech production
were present in earlier hominins’. It can be ‘traced back to therapsids, mammal-like
reptiles... of the Triassic, Jurassic, and early Cretaceous eras’ (Lieberman 2016: 138),
dating back to ∼252.17-100.5 mya.1 However, there are progressive stages of language
evolution from the ACS (animal communication systems) to protolanguage to fully
syntactic language (Calvin and Bickerton 2000; Bickerton 2009). Interestingly, ‘syntax
evolved gradually in terms of steps or stages’ (Botha 2009: 96), i.e., as a ‘historical
process’ (Tomasello 2003), and in syntactic theory ‘the grammatical structure of language
is the mediator between signal and meaning’ (Kinsella 2009: 6, and in passim), thus
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suggesting a long process and complex cognitive ability, as Bickerton (2009) has vividly
described.
Scholars engaged in probing language evolution have identified certain behavioural traits
in archaeological record that imply syntactic language. The widely used evolutionary
terminology in prehistoric archaeological record, introduced by Clark (1977 [1961]: 2338, and in passim, table 5) is defined as Mode system of lithic technology. Accordingly,
Mode 1 stone tools, also known as Oldowan (dated to 2.6 mya, named after Olduwai
Gorge in Tanzania, where they were first discovered), reflect ad hoc lithic technology
aimed at obtaining sharp-edged tools. Read with recently discovered Lomekwian tools
(dated to 3.3 mya, first discovered at Lomekwi 3 in Kenya, Harmand et al. 2015), Mode
1 are the earliest stone artefacts fashioned by our remote ancestors. These tools suggest
that their users had developed slightly higher level of ape grade adaptive behaviour
(Wynn and McGrew 1989; Wynn et al. 2011; Davidson and McGrew 2005). Next to
Mode 1, appeared Mode 2 lithic technology characterized by the Acheulian biface
exhibiting new concept and technology in stone knapping. The name Acheulian was
given after the site of St. Acheul on the terraces of the Somme, France, where hand axes
were first identified as a distinct prehistoric tool type. Mode 2 technology shows that its
users had developed the ‘notion of a tool’. It has a deep bearing on the development of
cognitive behaviour, for tools knapped in this technology display ‘rudimentary ideas of
spatial measurement and symmetry’ (Wynn and McGrew 1989: 395). Wynn (2002: 398400) contends that this ‘artifactual symmetry was not slow and continuous’, it was ‘the
first episode of development’ when Homo erectus had appeared in the scene. Wynn’s
arguments find remarkable support from Stout et al’s (2008; see also Semaw et al. 2009)
‘positron emission tomography study of functional brain activation during experimental
ESA [Early Stone Age] (Oldowan and Acheulean) toolmaking by expert subjects’.
Mode 3 tools characterized by deliberately prepared core technique as exemplified by
Levallois is a technological successor to Mode 2 technology. McBrearty and Brooks
(2000) have discussed this issue in detail. On the basis of archaeological record and
hominin fossils they suggest that appearance of the MSA (Middle Stone Age,
corresponding to the Middle Palaeolithic of Europe) coincides with the appearance of
fossils attributed to H. Helmei, which may be ‘sunk into H. Sapiens’ with ‘a time depth of
ca. 250–300 ka’ (Ibid: 529). Defining the behavioural traits of anatomically modern
Homo sapiens (AMH), they attribute it to a gradual process of change as evidenced in the
African MSA rather than a revolution.
Even if it was not a revolutionary cognitive leap, prepared core technology exemplified
by the Levallois is a marked advancement in lithic technology. It is amply clear from
Boëda’s (1995) graphic study of the Levallois technique that privileges technology over
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style. Scholars are unanimous in that the Levallois technique could be learned only
through adequate apprenticeship. Lycett et al (2016: 32) observe:
if any lithic products required active instruction during the Lower–Middle Palaeolithic, then
Levallois reduction stands out as the most plausible candidate. This emphasizes the importance
of addressing this question, given the implications it might have upon the role of social
learning capacities (or lack thereof) in the eventual population replacement of H.
neanderthalensis by H. sapiens during the later Pleistocene.

How social learning was carried out? Had humans developed language skills to impart
social learning as postulated by Isaac (1976) or else it could be possible without use of
language as Wynn (1991) argues. A persuasive study of this kind was first presented by
Leroi-Gourhan (1993 [1964]). Leroi-Gourhan (Ibid: 133) notes that we have to ‘rely
exclusively on the stone industry’ to unfold ‘technical evolution stretching back from
Homo sapiens to the Australanthropians’. Showing critical importance of bipedalism and
the anatomical changes that followed, he discusses at great length as to how in sync with
these changes our remote ancestors progressively advanced in lithic technology from
simple ‘choppers’ (Mode 1) of the ‘pebble culture’ to ‘microliths’ (Mode 5) (Ibid: Chs. 34). He synthesises technical evolution with the capacity of language as follows:
There is probably no reason, in the case of the earliest anthropoids, to separate the level of
language from that of toolmaking: Throughout history up to the present time, technical
progress has gone hand in hand with progress in the development of technical language
symbols. It is possible, in the abstract, to conceive of a purely gestural technical education; in
practice, even completely silent instruction will actuate a reflective symbolism in both teacher
and pupil. The organic link appears to be strong enough to justify crediting the
Australopithecinae [authors of Mode 1 technology] and the Archanthropians [authors of Mode
2 technology] with language at a level corresponding to that of their tools...
Techniques involve both gestures and tools, sequentially organized by means of a "syntax" that
imparts both fixity and flexibility to the series of operations involved. This operating syntax is
suggested by the memory and comes into being as a product of the brain and the physical
environment. If we pursue the parallel with language, we find a similar process taking place...
The early Palaeoanthropians [authors of Mode 3 technology] were the direct inheritors of this
situation, but their possibilities became gradually extended. The exteriorization of nonconcrete
symbols took place with the Neanderthalians, and technical concepts were thenceforth
overtaken by concepts of which we have only manual operating evidence – burial, dyes,
curious objects. This evidence, however, is sufficient to establish with certainty that thought
was being applied to areas beyond that of purely vital technical motor function...
If language really sprang from the same source as technics, we are entitled to visualize
language too in the form of operating sequences limited to the expression of concrete
situations, at first concurrently with them and later involving the deliberate preservation and
reproduction of verbal sequences going beyond immediate situations (Ibid: 114-16).

It may be noted here that Leroi-Gourhan had developed his theory after receiving
adequate training and practice in ethnology, physical anthropology, archaeology, and
linguistics, which is a rare feat (White 1993: xiv). It was developed earlier than Noam
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Chomsky’s Syntactic Structures (2002 [1957]) that ‘was the snowball which began the
avalanche of the modern “cognitive revolution.”’ (Lightfoot 2002: v). Interestingly,
Leroi-Gourhan’s monumental work anticipates nearly all subsequent developments in the
field of sensory-based internal systems and material culture vis-à-vis language evolution
studies, for subsequent researches in language cognition seem to strengthen his postulates
with new data, though his intellectual debt is barely remembered (cf. White 1993).
2. Language evolution in archaeological record
According to Marwick (2003), the African evidence suggests use of ‘arbitrary bidirectional symbols and expression of displacement communication system’ after ‘1.9’
mya when ‘the first Homo habilis fossils appear’. This inference is drawn from gradual
increase in the distance of raw material transfer from 3 to 13 kms ‘during the period 1.9–
1.6’ mya, 4 to 15 kms during ‘1.6 to 1.2’ mya, and ‘15 km to 100 km’ after ‘1.2’ mya.
Accordingly, this accounts for human ‘ability to pool information collected by individuals
through face-to-face negotiation and the use of a protolanguage’ (Ibid: 71), which also
facilitated human colonization outside Africa. Experimental archaeology also supports
that: ‘Linguistic communication plays a key role in this system of apprenticeship by
facilitating joint action and the cultural construction of identity’ (see for details and
further references, Stout 2010). Leroi-Gourhan’s study demonstrates that ‘the process of
extraction of a cutting edge from a lump of flint varied in time proportionally with the
ratio between the length of cutting edge obtained and the volume of flint required to
obtain it’, which he explains in ‘figure 64’ of his work (Leroi-Gourhan 1993 [1964]: 13437). He further shows remarkable similarity in the ‘increase in brain volume and technical
evolution’, which, when translated into a diagram (Ibid: 137-38, figure 65), runs as two
almost flat horizontal lines up to the Acheulian (Mode 2 technology), and thereafter ‘rise
steeply during the Moustero-Levalloisian period’ (Mode 3 technology), ‘while those
representing brain volume flatten out and remain flat until the present day’. Interestingly,
Bar-Yosef (2008) draws our attention to the intricacy of Levalloisian technology and
states that it involves oral communication to impart this knowledge. He posits that, like
Out-of-Africa scenario, the Levalloisian technology was invented in ‘a specific region of
the Old World and only later spread all over to be shared by many other groups, enriched
in due course by a series of additional technical improvements’ (Ibid: 376-77; see also,
Lieberman 2013: Ch. 5).
Undoubtedly, Mode 3 technology is crucial to explaining the evolution of language from
‘protolanguage’ stage to ‘syntactic’ stage. Recent archaeological studies in Central and
southern Africa unfold two distinctive phases of Mode 3 technology during the MSA.
Thus, stone tools exemplified by segments (somewhat crescent-shaped artefacts, hence
also called ‘crescents’ or ‘lunates’) with backed retouch appear in small number along
with other tools in the earliest Central African MSA (~300,000 ya), but are rare
thereafter. Whether they were used as hand-held scrapers or hafted on bone or wooden
handles is uncertain (Deacon and Deacon 1980). However, in the MSA industry called
the Howiesons Poort in southern Africa, ‘between about 70,000 and 55,000 years ago,
segments and other backed tools were the most common stone tools’ (Wadley 2010:
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S112). Wadley’s (2010) experimental study clearly shows that in the Howiesons Poort
industry segments as multipurpose artefacts could be used both as tools and weapons, and
their hafting was an intricate process (see, Ibid: s113 for illustrations). Obviously, in the
first phase of Mode 3 technology a crescent-shaped artefact appears in small number in
the earliest Central African MSA, thereby implying its minimal, limited use. In the
second phase, it becomes the most common multipurpose artefact in the Later southern
African MSA. These developments implicate social learning by means of demonstration
and verbal communication. It will be clear from Wadley’s following observations:
Mental rotation, a capacity implying advanced working-memory capacity, was required to
place the segments in various positions to create novel weapons and tools. The compound
glues used to fix the segments to shafts are made from disparate ingredients, using an
irreversible process. The steps required for compound-adhesive manufacture demonstrate
multitasking and the use of abstraction and recursion. As is the case in recursive language, the
artisan needed to hold in mind what was previously done in order to carry out what was still
needed. Cognitive fluidity enabled people to do and think several things at the same time, for
example, mix glue from disparate ingredients, mentally rotate segments, talk, and maintain fire
temperature. Thus, there is a case for attributing advanced mental abilities to people who lived
70,000 years ago in Africa without necessarily invoking symbolic behaviour (Ibid: S111).

Wadley’s observations find remarkable support from cognitive scientist Barnard. Based
on his earlier studies spanning over past two decades, Barnard explores how the ‘working
memory’ progressively evolves from ‘a four-subsystem architecture’ of ‘a prototypical
mammal’ like a zebra to a ‘nine-subsystem human architecture’ (Barnard 2010).
Mammalian minds were augmented by successive interacting ‘additions of one new
subsystem’ ultimately leading to enhanced working-memory capacities in modern
humans. He proposes nine-subsystem human architecture in somatic and visceral
response mechanism to evaluate ‘evidence concerning relationships between cognition
and emotion in both normal healthy individuals and those with various
psychopathologies’. Accordingly, six-subsystem architecture matches the capability of
great apes and by inference of the last common ancestor shared with modern humans. The
remaining three subsystems represent the three successive evolutionary steps to attain H.
Sapiens sapiens architecture (see, Ibid: fig. 3 on page S45). Applying this ‘system-level’
approach to the archaeological record, he suggests that six-subsystem architecture
matches the mental capabilities of great apes and the earliest Homo sapiens (who used
Mode 1 technology). He shows ‘increasing differentiation limited to the articulatory
domain’ of Homo erectus, which suggests presence of properties of entities that would
‘fit to assign the emergence of a seven-subsystem architecture to Homo erectus’ (who
used Acheulian technology, i.e., Mode 2). He adds that the Levallois flakes (Mode 3)
‘provide good evidence’ of eight-subsystem human architecture. Finally, use of
intricately prepared compound adhesives in hafting found at Sibudu (also a Mode 3 site,
representing Howiesons Poort industry) in southern Africa from 70 kya illustrate the
‘nine-subsystem human architecture’ as contrasted to the single adhesive use of
‘noncompound’ materials such as bitumen in Neanderthal hafting. Furthermore, during
the nine-subsystem architecture phase we also witness ‘appearance of art and personal
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ornamentation and the use of mineral pigments’, which are ‘all traditionally associated
with the emergence of symbolic representation’ (Ibid: S51-52; see also Barnard et al
2017). He notes:
The emphasis here on a sequence of well-specified architectures brings into focus the idea that
evolution enabled minds with more advanced architectures to do more things at the same time.
By the very nature of the sequence, our proposals inherently provide tight couplings between
the evolution of cognitive processes, language, meaning, and more refined emotions. The
system-level account directs our attention away from evidence pinpointing the emergence of
particular capabilities such as the use of iconic, indexical, and symbolic representations and
more toward asking questions about the “whole package” of theoretically derived capabilities
that come with a mind organized in a particular way (Barnard 2010: S50-S51).

The above summary suggests that oral signalling was central to the social behaviour of
our species from Homo erectus to Anatomically Modern Humans and that in terms of
evolution stone technology and language run as two parallel rising trajectories over time.
It also suggests that cognitive archaeology contributes substantially to the study of origin
of language.
3. Archaeological record of Himalaya
Archaeological record of Asia clearly shows that the Himalayan region was the cradle of
Homo in Asia. This aspect remains almost eclipsed owing to the hegemony of the famous
South Indian Acheulian site of Attirampakkam which has been subjected to extensive and
intensive studies. It is considered to be a key waypoint in the human expansion from
Africa to South Asia and beyond towards East Asia (Dennell 2011). In the following table
I have listed some representative prehistoric sites in the Himalaya to show that its rugged
terrain was not deterrent to the earliest hominins who made it their cradle.
Table 1: Outline of different techno-facies discovered in Himalaya1
Techno-facie
Stratigraphy
Date
Site/region
Geological
Pleistocene
Potwar & Jammu- ‘Soan’
Kashmir
(Mode 1 to Mode 4 context
Different glacial
type?)
(Now outdated)
sequences
(Now outdated)
Riwat
Pre Acheulian
Geological
∼2 mya/2.6 mya
(Mode 1)*
context
Dina & Jalalpur,
Acheulian
0.7 mya & 0.4
North Pakistan
(Mode 2)*
Geological
mya
context

Uttarbaini,
Jammu & Kshmir
Nalagarh,
1

Pre Acheulian
(Mode 1)*
Acheulian

Geological
context
Geological

Reference
De Terra and
Paterson
1939

2.8 ± 0.56 mya

Dennell et al
1988/
Dennell
2009
Rendell and
Dennell
1985
Verma 1991

Pinjor:

Verma 1975

Lower

Dates taken from International Chronostratigraphic Chart, Cohen et al. 2013, updated; Ward
and Kischvink 2015.
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Himachal Pradesh
Masol,
Punjab

(Mode 2)*
Pre Acheulian
(Mode 1)*

context
Geological
context

Pleistocene
2.6 mya

Toka,
Himachal Pradesh

Post-Acheulian
‘Mode 1 and Mode
3’*
Acheulian
(Mode 2)*

Homogeneity of
artefacts and the
site context
Homogeneity of
artefacts and the
site context
Homogeneity of
artefacts and the
site context

Mid-Late
Pleistocene
Upper Siwalik
sediments,
˃ 0.6 Ma
Late Pleistocene
50–30 ka

Gaillard et al
2008

Surface finds

No date

Verma et al
2012

Surface finds

No date

IAR 1977-78

Surface finds

No date

stratigraphical
contex
stratigraphical
contex

˃ early MidPleistocene
Early
Pleistocene to
early
Middle
Pleistocene
˃ early MidPleistocene
Eemian age
100 ka to 70 ka
(Middle
Palaeolithic)
25 to 40 ka
(Upper
Palaeolithic)

Joshi 1981;
2008
Corvinus
2007

Atbarapur,
Punjab
Dzama Thang,
Spiti Valley,
Himachal Pradesh

Kalsi,
Uttarakhand
Narayan
Ganga
Valley,
Uttarakhand
Suwal Valley,
Uttarakhand
Gadari.
Satpati Hill.
Brakhuti W.
West Nepal

Arjun complex,
West Nepal

Brakhuti Industry,
West Nepal

Ammapur,
Lamahi,
Bhatarkund

&

Prepared
core
technology & blade
elements
(Mode 3 & Mode
4)*
Unifacial & bifacial
artefacts
(Mode 1 type)
Flakes & scrapers
Levalloisian
technique
(Mode 3?)
Microliths
(Mode 5 type)
Acheulian;
Acheulian.
(Mode 2)*
Large flake core
industry
(Mode 1 type)*

Prepared
core/
Levallois & blade
elements
(Mode 3)
Unutilised
&
utilised
flakes,
blade-flakes,
corescrapers,
choppers, unifaces
and sumatraliths
(Mode 4)*
Microlithic
(Mode 5)*

stratigraphical
contex
stratigraphical
contex

stratigraphical
contex

stratigraphical
contex

Late Pleistocene

Malassé et al
2016/
Gaillard
et al 2016
Chauhan
2007

Chauhan et
al
2017/
Joshi 2017

Corvinus
2007

Corvinus
2007

Corvinus
2007
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West Nepal
Chabeni,
West Nepal
Patu,
Eastern Nepal.
Garo Hills
Assam

Kale,
Teehum,
Glow, Alubari &
Chamba,
Arunachal
Pradesh
Khangkhul
Khullen,
&
Agartala,
Manipur
Teliamura,
Jirania,
Sonai
Bazar, Sonaram,
Mohanpur,
Agartala,
&
Jamjuri

Mesolithic

stratigraphical
contex

Before 7,000 BP

Corvinus
2007

Assorted tools
(Mode 1 to Mode 5
types?)

Surface finds

No date

Assorted tools
(Mode 1 to Mode 4
types?)

Surface finds

No date

Sankalia
1974;
Sharma
1974; 1979;
Sharma 1996
Sharma
1979;
Sharma 1996

Assorted tools
(Mode 1 to Mode 5
types?)

Surface finds

No date

Sharma
1979;
Sharma 1996

Assorted tools
(Mode 1 to Mode 5
types?)

Surface finds

No date

Sharma 1996

* sensu Clark 1977 [1961].
The above table makes it clear that next to Africa the earliest hominin activities are
witnessed in the Himalaya. However, as may be noticed, barring few sites, most of the
Palaeolithic find-spots in Himalayan region are surface finds (cf. Chauhan 2007).
However, the monumental work of Corvinus (2007) in Nepal compensates for this
deficiency. It deals with ‘mostly stratigraphically controlled’ and ‘more or less securely
established’ artefact-bearing sites in Central and adjoining West Nepal in ‘a chronological
order’ dating back from the Lower Palaeolithic through the Neolithic. Furthermore, it
situates these sites in appropriate South Asian, East Asian, and Southeast Asian
archaeological context. It unfolds existence of discrete stages of techno-cultural
complexes from Mode 1 to Mode 5. Significantly, Corvinus reports Acheulian bifaces
from Gadari in the Babai Valley, which is ‘barely 15 km away’ from Brakhuti W. in the
Tui Valley where she discovered ‘large, almost huge flakes and cores and one large
uniface’ but ‘no true bifaces’ (Ibid: 87), apparently representing Mode 1 technology. This
situation clearly unfolds simultaneous occurrences of two discrete technologies (large
flake core industry and Acheulian) in close geographical proximities of each other within
the Babai formation, thus challenging both environmental and technological determinism
in Himalayan prehistory.
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Thus, Corvinus’ work serves as an index to the prehistory of the Himalaya. What is
central to present study is the presence of discrete Middle Palaeolithic (Mode 3) technocultural complex in the Deokhuri Valley, with ‘Arjun 3’ as the principal site (Ibid: 180).
Arjun complex has yielded, among others, prepared cores some bearing ‘Levallois
element’. As noted above, the MSA/the MP marks quantum leap forward in human
cognition and matching language acquisition skills as is evident from Wadley’s (2010)
study of the Howiesons Poort MSA industry and Barnard’s (2010) study of the ‘ninesubsystem human architecture’, cited above. According to Corvinus, the ‘artefact
horizon’ of the Middle Palaeolithic Arjun complex ‘has an age of somewhat 100 ka to 70
ka, as on geological and sedimentological ground one would estimate an Eemian age’
(Ibid: 183-84). Applying Wadley’s and Barnard’s studies to Himalayan evidence, it may
be suggested that hominins using syntactic language were widespread in Himalaya (Table
1, showing widespread Mode 3 technology exemplified by Levalloisian cores and flakes
from Kashmir to Arunachal Pradesh), and that in West Nepal their presence is securely
dated to between 100 and 70 ka.
Admittedly, language is the most articulated symbolism in human culture, but Mode 3
artefacts mentioned in Table 1 above cannot be cited in the context of symbolic
behaviour. For this purpose we invoke rock drawings, which are also widely distributed
in the Himalayan region. Table 2 gives relevant information about the distribution of
representative regions in Himalaya bearing petroglyphs and pictographs dating back from
the Upper Palaeolithic to the Bronze Age.
Table 2: Profile of petroglyphs and pictographs reported from Himalaya
Region
Idiom
Theme
Date
Eastern
Petroglyphs
Depressions/zoomorphs/ Uncertain
Himalaya
anthropomorphs/
Neolithic(?)
floral/geometric motifs.
Central
Depressions/zoomorphs/ ‘older than the
Petroglyphs
Neolithic’
anthropomorphs/
Himalaya
floral/geometric motifs.
Depressions/zoomorphs/ Lower
Petroglyphs
Nepal
Palaeolithic (?)
floral/geometric motifs
to Megalithic.

Petroglyphs
and
pictographs

Zoomorphs/
anthropomorphs/
floral/geometric motifs
Depressions/zoomorphs/
anthropomorphs/
floral/geometric motifs

Upper
Palaeolithic to
Epipalaeolithic
Mesolithic (?)
to Bronze Age
(excluding
Buddhist)

Petroglyphs
and

Depressions/zoomorphs/
anthropomorphs/

Mesolithic (?)
to Bronze Age

Uttarakhand

Pictrographs

Himachal
Pradesh
Spiti Valley

Kashmir,
adjoining

Reference
Bezbaruah 2014

Pohle 2003

Rivett-Carnac
1877;
Joshi
1987; 2014: In
press-a
Joshi
1974;
2014: In press-a
Bellezza 2015;
Chauhan
and
Joshi 2017; Joshi
2017; Joshi et al
2017;
Dowad
and Norbu 2017
Allchin
1987;
Bruneau 2007;
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NorthPakistan,
Western
Tibet
&
Afghanistan

pictographs

floral/geometric motifs

(excluding
Buddhist)

Bruneau
and
Bellezza 2013;
Olivieri 2010;
Mock 2013;
Vernier 2016

Despite several scientific attempts at dating prehistoric rock drawings ‘a reliable scientific
method to establish their absolute antiquities’ is yet to come into view (Watchman 1997:
21). Therefore, scholars take into account circumstantial, inferred archaeological,
comparative, and stylistic grounds to work their chronology. Accordingly, some of the
petroglyphs, notably, large depressions probably used as containers, may belong to the
early Palaeolithic, while dates of the remaining ones are uncertain as they are found in
different archaeological contexts (Joshi 1987; 1988; 2014: in press-a). As regards the rock
paintings, the ones from Uttarakhand are class by themselves and the earliest seem to be
contemporaneous, if not earlier, with the earliest rock paintings of Bhimbetka assigned to
‘40,000-15,000’ by Wakankar (1984). Thus, there is a strong probability that the earliest
rock paintings in Uttarakhand belong to the Upper Palaeolithic and the latest one the
Epipalaeolithic (Joshi 2014: in press-a; Joshi et al. 2017). No doubt, it is speculative and
subject to sudden death the moment a compelling scientific method is developed in the
light of which these drawings declared Neolithic or much later. Nevertheless, the
symbolic aspect of these rock drawings cannot be overlooked. It seems that prehistoric
community resorted to depictive symbolism, what Leroi-Gourhan’s pioneering study
terms as ‘The Birth of Graphism’ (Leroi-Gourhan 1993 [1964]: 187-216), to give
expression to its perception of mundane as well as metaphysical world effectively owing
to deficiency in spoken language. It was the initial stage of syntactic language.
4. Situating the earliest language-users of Himalaya in archaeology
The Himalayan region is a depository of amazingly large number of languages belonging
to four major language families, namely, Indo-European, Tibeto-Burman, Austroasiatic,
and Dravidian. It also preserves two language isolates, namely, Burushaski, spoken in the
central Hunza Valley of northern Pakistan, and Kusunda, spoken in Central and West
Nepal by a precariously small group of former foragers commonly known as ‘Ban Raja’
(Blench 2008: 160-61). Furthermore, origin of Raute or Raji, the language of the huntergatherer group variously called Raute, Raji, Banraja or Banraji (Bandhu 2017; Rastogi
2017), which occupy forests of Far West Nepal and eastern Kumaon (Uttarakhand), also
remains disputed (Krishnan cited in Zoller 2016: 3). There is thus a strong probability of
survival of some elements of language(s) of the authors of Mode 3, Mode 4, and Mode 5
stone tools and prehistoric rock paintings of Himalaya in extant language isolates, or else
in substrate words of unknown origin in all the extant languages. In this connection, we
must take into account the fact that in the above-mentioned four major language families
Austroasiatic is the oldest and largest language family, the remaining three belong to the
named language family category. Austroasiatic has several branches and Munda is one of
its ‘primary’ branches (Blust 2013: Ch. 11; see also Kumar and Reddy 2003; Sidwell
2015; cf. Majumdar 2010). According to Sharma (2003), Munda is the sub-stratum of
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‘Tibeto-Himalayan languages’. Therefore, there are three major candidates, namely,
Munda, Burushaski, and Kusunda, whose roots may go back to the Middle Palaeolithic. It
will be clear from what follows.
Let us begin with the language isolate Burushaski of central Hunza Valley in the
Karakoram massif. According to consensus view, it belongs to the Dene-Caucasian
language family, which also includes Basque. Basque is ‘related to the language spoken
by Cro-Magnons, the first modern humans in Europe’ (Cavalli-Sforza 2001: 112, 121,
141-42, 149, 158; see also, Piazza and Cavalli-Sforza 2006). In sum, roots of Basque go
back to at least the Upper Palaeolithic. What about Burushaski? On the analogy of
Basque, it can be suggested that the forebears of Burushaski speakers may also have been
related to the authors of different stages of Mode 3 and Mode 4 technologies, namely,
‘proto-Levalloisian [Mode 2?], early Levalloisian, distinctly Levalloisian [Mode 3], and
late Levalloisian of Europe [Mode 4?]’, discovered in neighbouring Potwar and Kashmir
region (Paterson 1939: 303, 307-10).
The other language isolate found in Himalaya is Kusunda, spoken in Central and
adjoining West Nepal. Not far towards south of Kusunda speakers, Corvinus discovered
several sites yielding the Middle and the Upper Palaeolithic tools in the Dang-Deokhuri
Valleys with Arjun 3 as the representative Middle Palaeolithic site, mentioned above.
Evidently, Kusunda-speaking folks are also found in close proximity of archaeological
sites yielding Mode 3, Mode 4, and Mode 5 tools. Therefore, as in case of Burushaski, the
forebears of Kusunda speakers may also be associated with the authors of Mode 3, Mode
4, and Mode 5 tools. It is interesting to note that in some recent linguistic studies it has
been suggested that Kusunda also belongs to Dene-Caucasian family of languages (van
Driem 2008; Bengtson 2009). However, Gerber’s (2017) recent detailed combined study
of Burushaski, Kusunda, Yenisseian and Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit languages suggests
that though they are ‘typologically similar’, particularly in ‘complex verbal morphology’,
it does not ‘provide evidence for genealogical relationship’ (Ibid: 191-92). Interestingly,
recent linguistic and genome studies have complicated the identity of the Kusundaspeaking people because of Kusunda’s closeness to ‘Indo-Pacific family of languages’
(Whitehouse et al. 2004; Rasmussen et al. 2011).
Thus, the issue is still open, and Kusunda’s relationship with Dene-Caucassian vis-à-vis
Austroasiatic remains ambivalent. What is certain, however, is that the earliest syntactic
language-users were roaming in Himalaya at least between 100 ka and 70 ka. These dates
are considerably older than the linguistic reconstruction of the prehistory of Himalayan
languages that hardly conceives beyond the Neolithic agricultural dispersal (see for
example, van Driem 2011).
5. Conclusion
In the preceding sections of this essay we have seen that archaeological record unfolds
that Himalaya witnessed the earliest human activities in Asia, and that these early
hominins were equipped with the neural mechanisms that implicated speech production
which has a deep evolutionary history. We have also noticed that during the period of
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Mode 3 technology hominins developed complex process of manufacturing glue to
fashion a tool with jointed parts, such as a barbed spear. To impart knowledge of this
technology required adequate verbal communication. Thus, presence of Mode 3
technology implicates syntactic language. However, Mode 3 tools cannot be cited as
evidence for symbolic behaviour in which language plays central role (see for details,
Deacon 1997).
Archaeological evidence brings to light that the MSA/the MP characterised by Mode 3
heralds a graduated and punctuated growth towards modern human behaviour (see for a
detailed discussion and further references, McBrearty and Brooks 2000). The pronounced
traits of modern behaviour as noticed in archaeological record during the MSA/the MP
are: ‘Symbolic behaviour; Regional artefact styles; Self adornment, e.g., beads and
ornaments; Use of pigment; Notched and incised objects (bone, egg shell, ocher, stone);
Image and representation; Burials with grave goods, ocher, ritual objects’ (Ibid: 518-528,
Table 3 on page 492). These traits do imply language (Ibid: 486). Since no prehistoric site
in the Himalaya has been subjected to extensive excavations, we have hardly any
information to trace these traits. We can infer some of these traits from meagre, but vital
information from Arjun complex, a conglomeration of the MP sites in Nepal, which
clearly suggests structured patterns of raw material use, fashioning and discarding of
tools, and land use as may be inferred from Corvinus’ following observation:
The composition of artefacts varies among these localities, and this suggests that different
activities were carried out at each site. The main site, Arjun 3, displays the definite features of
a camp-cum-factory...
The interesting observation is that all localities in the Arjun area, though close to each other,
are found in different environmental and geological settings and contain evidence of a variety
of activities (Corvinus 2007: 198).

These activities clearly suggest a well-coordinated socio-economic life and adequate
communication system, thus implicating syntactic language.
As regards symbolic behaviour, rock paintings of Uttarakhand provide good evidence for
it. Though these paintings date back from the Upper Palaeolithic, they display sociocultural concepts of their times which their authors transferred into visual form for public
consumption and future references. Some of these activities have been identified by the
present author with ancestor worship, and coalition rituals such as trance journeys and
spirit possession (Joshi 2014: in press-a; 2017: in press-b). Following McBrearty and
Brooks (2000), it may be suggested that some of these concepts may have deeper roots.
Such activities could not be carried out in the absence of syntactic language.
In conclusion, the earliest syntactic language-speaking folks were widespread in
Himalaya and Arjun complex of West Nepal supplies firm dates of their presence
between 100 ka and 70 ka. Arguably, the language(s) of the authors of the pre-Neolithic
material culture, especially Central Himalayan rock paintings, should survive either in
extant language isolates, or else in substrate words of unknown origin in the extant
languages of Central Himalaya (Joshi 2014: in press-a). For this reason, we should not be
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surprised to find terminology used in hunting-gathering lifestyle and equipments thereof,
kinship and social relations, and rituals and religious beliefs having the same importance
in studying the character of the pre-Neolithic languages as the flora and fauna in the
language-farming hypothesis of the Neolithic ones. In this respect the Central Himalayan
rock paintings and language phyla are indispensable and need adequate multi-disciplinary
research.
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RETROFLEXION IN NEPALI
Rajesh Khatiwada
Nepali, an Indo-Aryan language spoken in Nepal along with India and Bhutan, and some parts of
Burma, possesses three coronal stops (2 plosives and 1 affricate). Retroflexion is traditionally
considered as the distinctive feature between two different types of plosives. Though retroflexion
in Nepali is considered- like in the case of other Indo-Aryan languages- a fundamental distinctive
articulatory parameter (Bhat 1973, Ladefoged and Bhaskararao 1983, Ladefoged and Maddieson
1996), Pokharel (1989), however, claims that there is no retroflex category in Nepali, because the
“so-called” (sic.) Nepali retroflex stops are not produced with the “tongue tip curling back” as it
is described in the traditional grammar. In this work, I have tried to show that this claim is just
one side of the story and that the “retroflex” as a phonetic and phonological category “does
exist” in Nepali. Based on two different palatographic and linguographic studies (of 9 speakers –
four females and five males- of Nepal) I have presented a different scenario than that of Pokharel,
without completely denying his claim.
Keywords: retroflexon, Nepali, palatography, linguography, apicality

1. Introduction
Although the Nepali grammatical tradition goes back to the 19th century, very few explicit
linguistic studies have been done since. Situation of phonetic and phonological study is
very far from being satisfactory. Acoustic study of the Voice Onset Time (VOT) of
Nepali stops done by Poon and Mateer seems to be the first instrumental work done in
Nepali (Poon and Mateer 1985). The PhD dissertation of Pokharel comes next; his work
embraces many different domains of Nepali phonetics and phonology (Pokharel 1989).
Though Pokharel’s articulatory data (palatography and x-rays) were based on a single
speaker of Nepali, his work is a milestone of the experimental work opening different
domains of study of Nepali phonetics and phonology. His experimental verifications are
still valuable and important. He claimed that Nepali, unlike other Indo-Aryan languages
does not possess retroflex but apico-alveolar type. The present work tries to verify this
claim with the help of 9 native speakers.
Based on direct palatography and linguography method, this work’s main goal is to study
different places of articulation and lingual contact type of coronal stops of Nepali. Based
on 9 speakers (5 males and 4 females), the present paper summarizes results from two
different experimental works realized for a chapter of my PhD thesis defended in 2014
(Khatiwada 2017). The linguistic variety used in this study carried out in France is the
standard Nepali spoken by the educated speakers whose first language is Nepali and who
practice this language in their daily life in Nepal or in France.
This work based on articulatory data is descriptive without any particular theoretical
‘pretention’, the work however is based on the idea that phonological feature should be
grounded on phonetic features (Clements 2006, 2009). Different phonetic realizations for
the same phonological category are quite natural and expected.
Gipan 4. 2019. 19-29.
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2. Phonological inventory of Nepali consonants
The table 1 below presents 27 phonologically contrastive consonants of standard Nepali
spoken in Nepal (Bandhu et al. 1971, Pokharel 1989, Khatiwada 2009).
Table 1: 27 phonologically distinctive consonants of Nepali. Consonants from spelling
pronunciation of Sanskrit borrowed words are not included in this list.
Bilabial Dental
Alveolar
Retroflex
Palatal
Velar
Glottal
b
t
d
ʈ
ɖ
k
ɡ
Plosive
p
pʰ bʱ tʰ
dʱ
ʈʰ
ɖʱ
kʰ
ɡʱ
Affricate
ts
dz
tsʰ dzʱ
Nasal
m
n
ŋ
Tap or flap
r
Fricative
s
ɦ
Lateral
l

The above list does not include consonants that we might find in some spelling
pronunciation of Sanskrit borrowed words. All consonants, except the velar nasal /ŋ/ can
occur in any syllabic position (though we find some onomatopoeic words starting with
this phoneme at the beginning of a word as in ŋjar ŋjar or ŋur ŋur growling (Bandhu et
al. 1971: 26). Only clusters C1C2 with glides (j and w) and rhotique (r) in the C2 position
are found in Nepali, though insertion of vowel epenthetic are often found in the case of
C1r. (for more information see Bandhu et al. 1971: 34-35).
Like other Indo-Aryan languages, Nepali has a contrastive series of retroflex stops /ʈ ʈʰ ɖ
ɖʱ/ in addition to its dental and affricate alveolar stops. Though some linguists
unconvinced by the presence of retroflex stops in Nepali use apical alveolar to define this
series (Pokharel 1989), this work tries to show that this statement needs to be examined
experimentally. With the help of direct palatography and linguography, I attempt to show
that retroflex stops are present in Nepali though this does not involve higher degree of
retroflexion like in other South Asian languages (Ladefoged and Bhaskararao 1983) and
the Nepali retroflex consonants are not always phonetically “retroflexed”. Different types
of retroflexion along with the apical alveolar type consonants are regrouped inside a
single phonological category, retroflex stops.
3. Methodology
Three different series of Nepali coronal stops were taken to study the production of these
consonants. The articulatory data were taken using the direct palatography and the
linguography method.
3.1 Corpus
Two corpora were used to determine the articulation configuration of the Nepali coronal
stops. To avoid the coarticulation effect, the same vowels at both side of the studied
consonant are used. In order to get the natural pronunciation, special attention was paid to
the real words, but some logatoms (non-sense) words are equally used when no real
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words were found. The first corpus relates studying places of articulation of simple
dental, affricate and retroflex consonants in function of their voice and aspiration
features. For the first experiment, only [a] was used in two adjacent vocalic positions,
(C1) V1C2V2, where the C2 is the studied consonant. The 12 different consonants used in
the first corpus are listed in table 2. It should be noted that the plosive voiced retroflex
consonants /ɖ/ and /ɖʱ/ are systematically produced as retroflex flap [ɽ] and [ɽʱ].
Table 2: Corpus of first experience. T: voiceless unaspirated, Tʰ: Voiceless aspirated, D: voiced
unaspirated, Dʱ : voiced aspirated
Retroflex
Affricate
Dental
t /t/ [mata] mother
/t/ [baʈa]
basin /ts/ [batsa]
promise
forehead
lambs
calves
[matʰa]
[paʈʰa]
[batsʰa]
tʰ /tʰ/
/tʰ/
/tsʰ/
d /d/ [ada]
half
/ɖ/ [gaɽa]
cart
/dz/ [badza]
musical instrument
dʱ /dʱ/ [badʱa] obstacle
/ɖʱ/ [gaɽʱa] dark
/dzʱ/ [badzʱa] logatom

The Second corpus (Table 3) was studied to examine whether there are coarticulation
effects in function of three different major vowels namely /i a u/. The purpose of this
second corpus is to study the influence of the different vocalic context on the place of
articulation and on lingual contact type. We have restricted the analysis to only the
articulation of the robust consonantal position which is voiceless, unaspirated consonant,
i.e. [ʈ].
Table 3: Corpus of second experiment: aCa, iCi and uCu.
Dental
Retroflex
Affricate
/aCa/ [mata]
mother
[baʈa]
basin
[batsa]
/iCi/
[miti]
date
[miʈi]
logatom [mitsi]
/uCu/ [kutu]
logatom
[muʈu]
heart
[mutsu]

promise
(she) pressed, (she) squeezed
logatom

All words with the target consonants were embedded in the carrier phrase “babako
____________” (Father’s __________), and were taken two times each.
3.2 Participants
Five (3 males and 2 females) and four (3 males and 1 female) participants with no
articulatory and perceptive defects volunteered respectively in the first and second
experiments. All experiments were done in Paris. Except for the two participants (F1 and
M1) living in France for the last 20 years at the moment of study, all other participants
were living in Nepal. They have never spent more than one year outside of Nepal and at
the time of this study they were either visiting Paris or studying in Paris.
3.3 Analysis and interpretation
Direct palatography and linguography (Marchal 1988, Ladefoged 2003) were used to
determine the information on the place of articulation and type of lingual contact of the
studied consonant. Though old, direct palatography and linguography are still very useful
and efficient methods for linguistic research. They are simple, economical, portable and
informative to the linguist. Both palatograms (showing the area of the palate where the
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tongue tip and surface make contact) and linguograms (showing the tongue contact
during the articulation) were obtained by using a digital (video) camera. To take
palatography, first we paint the tongue with the help of a small brush, a mixture of black
substance prepared with charcoal, chocolate powder and edible oil; then we ask the
participant to pronounce the word with the target consonant, and finally we put a small
mirror inside the mouth to take the picture of the mark left by tongue contact on the
palate. Direct linguography is just the opposite process to the palatography. Instead of
painting the tongue tip and surface, this time we paint the palate with the mixture and take
picture of the tongue with the mark of the mixture on the palate. Palatography is used as a
cover term in this work for both methods.
Different methods exist to determine different articulatory zones. In the present work, the
place of articulation is identified with reference to the dentition plan proposed by Firth
(1948) with a slight modification on my part. Unlike Firth’s original plan, mid-canine line
is introduced between lateral incisor and canine line, reducing hence alveolar region
(figure 1 left). The modified reduced alveolar zone corresponds to the alveolar zone
proposed by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) where this zone denotes only the front part
of the alveolar ridge. Table 4 summarizes the criteria which help us to define different
places of articulation used in this work.

Figure 1: Reference lines and articulatory zones with a slight modification of Firth’s dentition
plan, with a new mid canine line (left) and subdivision of tongue proposed by Catford (right).

Concerning the lingual contact, this work is inspired by the lingual division proposed by
Catford (1977) (Figure 1 right). As for the place of articulation, it is not easy to delimitate
precisely the different frontier between the rim, tongue tip, tongue blade and tongue back.
This study tried to be coherent and consistent during these interpretations.
Table 4: Different articulatory zones based on Firths original plan (see figure 1 (left))
1
Incisor line
Dental
3a
Lateral incisor line + mid-canine line
Alveolar
1,2 – 3a / 3b
Incisor + lateral incisor + mid-canine line
Dento-alveolar
4
Mid-canine line + first molar
Post-alveolar
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5
6
7

st

nd

1 molar + 2 molar
2nd molar + 3rd molar line
4th molar line

Pre- palatal
Palatal
Velar

But giving alone the contact type does not inform much if we don’t take in consideration
the lingual configuration. If we consider the English [t] articulated at the alveolar ridge
with tongue tip contact, as in ten [ten] dʌs दस and Nepali [t], articulated by some Nepalese
speakers at the same region with tongue tip, we don’t have the same acoustic outcome.
For a Nepali ear, the first [t] resembles more as Nepali [ʈ] as in टन [ʈin] tin than in तन
[tin] three. Though the two segments are defined phonologically as apico-alveolar these
are not realized phonetically the same. The question is: what is that phonetic feature
which differentiates these two different “apico-alveolar” segments?
It seems that the “apicality” does not have the same “features” in different languages.
One can say that we are dealing with two different languages and the same features are
not produced with the same phonetic output. Taking just these two parameters alone i.e.
the place of articulation and the lingual contact is not sufficient to define appropriately
these two types of sound which are treated as the same in the classical phonetic
description (apico-alveolar). Lingual contact is not just an obstruction at the palate
without any lingual configuration consideration as it is “considered” in classical phonetic
descriptions (Léon 1992, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996).
Following Hála (1964), it is important to underline that the tongue is indivisible, so when
we are using parameters such as “apical” or “laminal”, we cannot imagine just the tongue
tip (apex) or the tongue blade raising and making obstruction against the palate. For Hála,
one should conceive the notion of apical or laminal as the “predominance” of this part of
the tongue rather than “just” this part of the tongue. He defines apical as a consonant
formed “principally” with the tongue tip. Based on x-ray film of different apical
consonant types, Hála observed that the tip of the tongue can create obstruction against
the palate in three different ways: either horizontally, when the surface of the tongue body
makes contact horizontally against the palate, or vertically by the extreme part of the
tongue (the part which Catford called rim (figure 1 left)), or at the underneath of the
tongue tip (sub-apical part), as we can see in the following original diagram presented by
the author (figure 2).
Hála depicted three different types of apical [t] in different languages: the first type is the
[t] as in French, which he called “horizontal type” because the consonant is articulated by
the back of the tongue making constriction against the upper palate horizontally (picture
1), the second type of apical [t] is the English one where the articulation is of “vertical
type of apical” which is formed by the extreme tongue tip or rim which creates the
obstruction vertically against the alveolar ridge which Hála called cacuminal (figure 3.2).
The last type of the apical is presented in figure 3.3, which is the Tamil retroflex
consonant [ʈ], where the tongue tip is applied vertically and it is retroflexed.
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Figure 2: Three types of « apical » described by Hála, (1) “horizontal” type, like Czech or French
t, (2) “vertical” type like English t, and (3) “vertical retroflex” type like Tamil ʈ (Hála 1964)

The present work is influenced by Hála’s proposition which I found to be the most
convincing analysis in the case of retroflex and dental consonants.
4. Results and discussion
4.1 Experiment 1: stops in the function of voice and aspiration
Though we did not find any major difference concerning the place of articulation and the
lingual contact of the four different laryngeal types, the voiced aspirated and the voiced
consonants show “lighter” contact than their counterpart i.e. the unaspirated and the
aspirated voiceless consonants.
a. Dental and affricate
We have observed that all of our five participants use, to a certain extent, the same places
of articulation and the same lingual type during the production of the simple dental and
affricate production. Except for one participant M1, who systematically articulated his
“simple dental category consonant” at the alveolar zone and affricates at the post-alveolar
zone, all the other four participants show consistency on the production of dentals and
affricates on the dental-alveolar zone. Concerning the lingual configuration, except M3,
who seemed to use pure tongue tip (apical) contact, all the other four participants used the
tongue blade to produce these two categories.

mata

batsa

Figure 3: Palatograms and linguograms of mata (speaker F1) and batsa (speaker F2. Both words
are typical examples of the dento-alveolar type produced with the blade of the tongue (laminal).
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Following table 5 summarizes the result of the first experiment of simple dentals and
affricates:
Table 5: Results of dental and affricate stops of Nepali. PA : place of articulation, LC : Lingual
contact, D: dental, DA: dento-alveolar, A: Alveolar, L: Laminal, Ap: Apical, AL: Apico-laminal,
Pal: Post-alveolar
/t/
/ts/
/tʰ/
/tsʰ/
/d/
/dz/
/dʱ/
/dzʱ/
LOC PA LC PA LC PA LC PA LC PA LC PA LC PA LC PA LC
F1
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
F2
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
M1
A
L
PA L
A
L
PA L
A
L
PA L
A
L
PA L
M2
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
DA L
M3
DA AL DA L
DA Ap DA L
D
Ap DA L
D
Ap DA L

b. Retroflex
Retroflex consonants in Nepali show a considerable number of variations during its
production. These variations concern not only the place of articulation but also the type of
tongue contact during the production. Though the post-alveolar zone is the more used
place of articulation, we noticed the larger place of articulation zone from alveolar to prepalatal zone involved during its production.

baʈa
Figure 4: Palatogram (left) and linguograms for Speaker F1. Palatal contact is behind the alveolar
ridge. The tongue tip and the rim without retroflexion are used. Type is the typical example of
apico-alveolar type described by Pokharel (1989).

Following table 6 summarizes the articulatory strategy of the speakers about the use of
the tongue contact and the place of articulation during the retroflex production. In this
first study, we can observe that 75% of the productions are of the cacuminal type as
against only 25% which are of the real retroflexion type.
Table 6: Summary, results of Retroflex. PA : place of articulation, LC : lingual contact, Post-Al:
Post alveolar, C : cacuminal, SA : sub-apical
/ʈ/
/ ʈ ʰ/
/ɖ/
/ɖʱ/
LOC
PA
LC
PA
LC
PA
LC
PA
LC
F1
Post-Al C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
F2
Post-Al C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
M1
Post-Al C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
M2
Post-Al C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
Post-Al
C
M3
Pre-pal
SA
Pre-pal
SA
Pre-pal
SA
Pre-pal
SA
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4.2 Experiment 2: contextual influence
The second experimentation shows less variation in the case of simple dentals and
affricate consonants. But contrary to the first experience, the second one shows more
retroflexed type during the production of the retroflex category. Very few cacuminal type
consonants were found in the latter experience.
a. Dental and affricate
Simple coronal consonants which are defined as “dental” are produced with the blade of
the tongue. Most of the dental consonants are produced in the large expanded zone that
we can define as dento-alveolar. But we also find a variation of production inside this
category a large spectrum of place of articulation. Though dento-alveolar productions are
the most preferred type, some ‘dental’ types and ‘alveolar’ types are also found in this
experiment making the spectrum larger for place of articulation for this category.
We also found variation in the case of lingual contact. Though laminal is the lingual
contact type common during the production of the Nepali dentals, some “apical” type
were also found during some dental production. One speaker produced the apico-laminal
type creating a large contact.
The Nepali affricates are articulatorily a very stable class. In the second experiment as
well as in first one, they are produced at the large dento-alveolar space. Table 7
summarizes the results of dental and affricate consonants of experiment 2.
b. Retroflex
Retroflexion showed an important variation during its production: both the place of
articulation and the lingual contact types are affected by this variation. Our result of the
second experiment shows that the post-alveolar region is the most “used” region during
the production of the retroflex consonants (see Table 4). Only retroflex consonants
pronounced in #__iCi were produced systematically as the alveolar type. Some more
posterior types such as pre-palatal, are also being observed among some participants.
Compared to Pokharel’s claim (Pokharel 1989), these posterior types are quite new and
are similar to the traditional description of retroflex sounds in South Asian languages
(Ladefoged and Bhaskararao 1983).
baʈa
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miʈi

muʈu

Figure 5 : Linguograms of Corpus 2 test words as produced by the speaker M4 in different vocalic
contexts : baʈa, miʈi and muʈu.

If a majority of participants of the first experience used the rim (tongue tip, see Catford
1977), we observed, in the second experience- especially during the production of /i/ and
/u/- the presence of more sub-apical contact i.e. tongue tip is retroflexed. Contrary to
Pokharel who had claimed that Nepali does not possess any retroflex consonants but only
apico-alveolar type (Pokharel 1989), our study found different types of lingual
configuration and show that retroflex consonants do exist in Nepali.

baʈa

miʈi

muʈu

Figure 6: Palatograms of Corpus 2 test words as produced by the speaker M4 in different vocalic
contexts: baʈa, miʈi and muʈu. The high front vowel is realized further forward and with only the
tip and the rim of the tongue without sub-apical (retroflexion) contact.

Our result however is not contradictory to Pokharel’s result; instead, has tended to verify
his claim adding more variation - thanks to more number of participants. Only the
consonants pronounced with the front vowel [i] are produced more front type i.e.
alveolar, otherwise those which were produced in the environment of [a] and [u],
produced more generally as post-alveolar and as pre-palatal in some cases. Table 7
summarizes the result of our second experiment.
Table 7: Summary of results of three coronal category of Nepali
Contexts
/t/
/ts/
LOC
PA
LC
PA
LC
aCa
DA
L
DA
L

/ʈ/
PA
PP

LC
SA
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F3

M4

M5

M6

iCi
uCu
aCa
iCi
uCu
aCa
iCi
uCu
aCa
iCi
uCu

DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA

L
L
L
L
L
Al
Al
Al
A
A
A

DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

A
Post-al
Post-al
A
Pre-pal
Post-al
A
Post-al
A
A
Post-al

C
SA
SA
C
SA
SA
C
SA
C
C
C

Our study also confirms that the articulatory variations exist inside the retroflex
consonant class (Ladefoged and Bhaskararao 1983, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996).
This variation is not just between different speakers but within the same speaker, more
often due to vocalic environment.
5. Conclusion
The present study based on direct palatography and linguography tried to examine the
different places of articulation and the lingual configuration of the Nepali coronal stops.
We found that the articulatory descriptions of dentals and affricates agree with Pokharel’s
claim whereas retroflex consonant types show a different scenario from that of his
analysis. Unlike Pokharel, we observed a large spectrum of retroflex consonants in
Nepali. These variations (cacuminal (rim) and retroflexion) exist at the inter-speaker level
as well as the intra-speaker level (vocalic contextual variation). This confirms that both
types of production represent the same phonological category, i.e. retroflex. There is no
language in the world that possesses two different types, i.e. cacuminal type and retroflex
type, causing two different phonological categories in the sense presented by Hála’s
(Hála’s 1964).
Though direct palatography and linguography give us many valid arguments to support
the present claim, it is however necessary to use other more precise and dynamic
investigation methods such as the ultrasound method, MRI, EMMA. Though Kochetov
and Pouplier took a single speaker, their recent work based on ultrasound of Nepali stops
is quite promising (Kochetov, Pouplier and Truong 2013). Further sophisticated
investigation is required and with more number of participants.
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A TYPOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF NEPALESE LANGUAGES
Mark Donohue
The languages of Nepal are established as belonging to four families, with the recent addition of
Austroasiatic speakers in the east. This paper moves away from language classification into
genealogical families, and examines the classification of the languages of Nepal by examining
their morphosyntactic features and applying computational methods.
Keywords: typology, computational analysis, Nepal, comparative morphosyntax.

1. Introduction
Language classification according to descent follows from the application of the
comparative method to appropriate data (lexical, or morphological). Typological
classification examines languages to determine similarities in structure, without requiring
similarities of the sort that lead to judgements of cognacy.
In this paper I examine 59 languages spoken primarily in Nepal, and compare and
interpret the results of the clustering analysis performed using Splitstree (Huson and
Bryant 2006).
2. The database
The data used is a set of coded features approximately corresponding to the
morphosyntactic features present in the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS;
Haspelmath and Dryer 2013). Features were, wherever possible, recoded to present
binary features. Thus, for instance, the feature ‘Order of Subject and Verb’, which has
three categorial values in the original WALS coding, was recoded as two features, ‘SV’
and ‘VS’, both binary valued. The three values of the original feature can be coded with
different combinations of plusses and minuses for the two binary features. After very
poorly attested features were discarded (and any not involving morphosyntax), there were
282 recoded features. Of these, 53 were not contrastive for the languages of Nepal; for
instance, there are no languages of Nepal for which VS is the basic order of subject and
verb, and so this feature was discounted. The remaining 229 features were at least
minimally contrastive.
Table 1: Recoding of a WALS feature
Original
(1 feature)
Subject precedes verb (SV)
Subject follows verb (VS)
Both orders with neither dominant

Recoded
(2 features)
SV (+/–)
VS (+/–)

Examining the database, there were 59 languages primarily spoken in Nepal for which at
least 50% of the original set of 282 features were coded, and these languages were the
ones examined. The languages involved are from four families, Indo-European,
Gipan 4. 2019. 30-37.
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Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman, and the language isolate Kusunda. The Indo-European
languages considered were Nepali, spoken Nepali, Majhi, Darai, Rana Tharu, and
Saptariya Tharu. The lone Dravidian language in the sample was Kurukh (Oraon). The
Tibeto-Burman languages included varieties from a number of different subgroups:
Tibetic (Dolpo, Jirel, Lamjung Yolmo, Lhomi, Mustangi, Nubri (western), Nubri
(eastern), Sherpa, Sherpa (Hile), Tsum, and Yohlmo (Helambu), Tamangic (Chantyal,
Gurung, Manange, Nar-Phu, Seke, Central Tamang, Western Tamang, Eastern Tamang,
Thakali), other Bodic (Dhimal), Newaric (Kathmandu and Dolakha Newar, plus Baram
and Thangmi), Western Himalayan (Raji, Raute), the so-called ‘Kiranti’ languages
(Athpare, Bahing, Bantawa, Belhare, Camling, Dumi, Hayu, Jero, Khaling, Koyi, Limbu,
Sunwar, Thulung, Wambule, Yakkha, Yamphu), plus Chepang and Bankariya, Dura,
Ghale, Kaike, Kham, Kuke, Magar. This is not an exhaustive listing of Nepalese
languages, but constitutes those languages which were in the database and which were
sufficiently coded to allow for meaningful typological classification. The locations of the
different languages are shown in Figure 1, coded according to their position in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Map showing locations of the languages analysed

3. Methods
It is not possible to compare 229 features between a single pair of languages, let alone 59.
Splitstree is a software package designed to take large amounts of data from a large
number of sample points, and present the results of various clustering analyses in the
form of a two-dimensional phylogram. Since the input data represents typological
features, the output will show the degree of similarity between any one language and the
others in the dataset. It is not possible for a language to appear as notstructurally related
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to the other languages in the database, but we can assess the different levels of similarity.
A neighbornet representation allows for a non-categorial display of relationships, and
since typological traits are known to be subject to diffusion, this presents a more realistic
way to evaluate similarities between different languages and be able to interpret the
results. I will first present the results of the analysis of the 59 languages in the database
that are sufficiently well coded, and the focus on the emergent low-level clusters.
4. Results
Figure 2 presents the neighbournet analysis of all 59 languages. It is clear that there are
two sharply defined parts of the graph, one clearly separated from the rest at the top, and
one less clearly defined onthe right. They both have about the same number of languages,
one third of the dataset each, and the remaining languages form a non-clustering third
part of the data.

Figure 2: Neighbournet analysis of 59 languages

Taking the top third of the graph in detail, we can see how these languages relate to each
other. The languages in this branch of the graph are all Tibeto-Burman, and are
predominantly from two genealogical groups: Tibetan, and Tamangic. In addition there
are two Newaric languages, Baram and Dura, and the Kaike and Ghale languages, which
have a complicated language history. The Tibetic languages are typologically similar,
with Dolpo, Mustang, Yolmo (Helambu and Lamjung), and Sherpa from Hile all forming
a typological subgroup together. Included in this group are the non-Tibetic languages of
Kaike and Nar-Phu; both of these languages are in extensive contact with Tibetic
languages, and have clearly been affected by them structurally.
At the bottom of Figure 3 we find most of the Tamangic languages: three varieties of
Tamang, Gurung, Seke, Thakali, Manange, and peripherally Chantyal, but also the
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Tibetic languages of Lhomi (more central) Sherpa. Compared to the other Tibetic
languages in Figure 3, Lhomi and (central) Sherpa have been much more strongly
influenced by the languages of the Nepalese hills, away from the Tibetan plateau and a
linguistic ecology that reinforces the Tibetic typology.

Figure 3: Neighbournet analysis of 20 languages at the top of Figure 2

The less clearly defined group on the bottom right of Figure 2 is shown in detail in Figure
4. These 20 languages are mostly from the Kiranti group (though see Ebert 2003 for
qualification of this label), with all the languages included showing a shared headmarking typology that is not found in most other languages of Nepal. The presence of
Chepang and Kham in this typological group, and the failure of Limbu to separate out
from the various Rai languages, emphasises the point that typological analysis does not
replicate linguistic lineages (Donohue and Musgrave 2007). We further note that almost
none of the smaller clusters within this group reflect accepted subgroups of Kiranti.
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Figure 4: Neighbournet analysis of 20 languages at the right of Figure 2

The remaining 19 languages from Figure 2 do not form a coherent group, but have been
treated together for the purposes of exemplification. The languages to the far left of
Figure 2 are Kuke, Kusunda, and the two Nubri varieties. These languages appear at the
bottom of Figure 5, and clearly stand out from the other languages of Nepal. As can be
seen in Figure 5, Kusunda is quite typologically distinct from the other languages in the
study.There is a clearly defined cluster consisting of the Indo-European languages, on the
left of Figure 5, with Kurux tenuously linked to this group as part of a pan-South Asian
typological group distinct from the structural norms of the mostly Tibeto-Burman
languages of the Himalayas. Trailing towards the Kiranti group to the right in Figure 2 we
have the disparate Tibeto-Burman languages Dhimal, Raute, Bankariya and Thangmi,
which do not form a group against any other languages, but (as with the rest of the nonIndo-European languages in Figure 5 apart from Kuke and Nubri) are a set of ‘left-over’
languages that are not part of the major typological subgroups that have emerged from the
analysis. At the bottom right of Figure 5 we can see the typological position of the
languages of Upper Gorkha: Nubri varieties (Samagaun and Prok) cluster together,
closely joined by Kuke, and tenuously connected with Tsum.
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Figure 5. Neighbournet analysis of 19 languages at the bottom-left of Figure 2

5. Interpretation
As mentioned above, certain discrepancies between accepted linguistic phylogenies and
the clusters arising from computational typological analysis. The appearance of Sherpa
and Lhomi embedded within the (sub-)cluster that is made up of central hills Tamangic
languages shows that extensive contact with non-Tibetic languages can affect a languages
(morphosyntactic) typology to the point that it no longer behaves like its close relatives;
similarly, extensive contact with Tibetan languages has led the language of Nar and Phu
to more closely resemble these languages than its Tamangic relatives. At the same time,
the appearance of both Tibetic and Tamangic languages in a single cluster, most distinct
from the other languages in the sample, indicates shared language history in the form of
genealogical links, or areal diffusion. There is no surprise in the suggestion that Tibetic
and Tamangic languages form a subgroup (e.g., Thurgood 2003), but it is all but certain
that Baram does not constitute part of a subgroup including the Tamangic and Tibetic
languages (the position of Ghale and Kaike are more contentious, and the affiliations of
Dura have not yet been elucidated). The geographic proximity of Ghale, Kaike, Baram
and Dura to the other languages in this part of the graph makes it very likely that
extensive language contact has affected the structure of these four languages to the point
that they now behave, typologically, more like the Tamangic (Ghale) or Tibetic (Kaike)
languages than any other group in Nepal.
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In Figure 4 we saw the clustering confusion that arises in a geographically and
typologically tightly knit group of languages from eastern Nepal, with clear evidence of
multiple layers of typological sharing. The presence of Chepang, Kham and Raji in this
group, despite their lack of genealogical or geographic affinity with the Kiranti
languages, and in the absence of these three languages themselves forming a genealogical
or geographic grouping, suggests that the typological profile typified by the Kiranti
languages was previously more widespread than it is today, and that the eastern
exemplars of this stuctural profile represent relics of an earlier time during which headmarking and prefixation was more widespread in the region that is now Nepal.
The ‘remnant’ languages which have been shown in detail in Figure 5 offer much for
interpretation and speculation. The first point of note is Kusunda, typologically distinct
from the other languages in Figure 5 and those in Figure 2. Kusunda is an isolate, but that
alone does not require that it be typologically distinct from its neighbours (witness the
similarity of Nihali and Burushaski to South Asian typological norms). Kusunda,
nevertheless, presents a very different morphosyntactic profile that is very different from
the other languages of Nepal (e.g., Donohue and Gautam 2013, Donohue, Gautam and
Pokharel 2014, Gautam and Donohue 2014, Watters et. al. 2005, and other work). Within
the Indo-European cluster on the left of Figure 5 we can see that ‘Hill Nepali’, the variety
of Nepali used by non-Chetri-Bahun speakers, is still firmly in the Indo-European cluster,
but is leaning towards the Tibeto-Burman languages (in Figure 5, it leans to the left of the
Indo-European cluster, towards Newari). Here, too, we can see the effects of language
contact in this quantified methodology we can detect the substratal effects on the
morphosyntactic typology of languages.
The position of the Nubri varieties, Kuke, and Tsum is very interesting. Nubri and Tsum
are lexically Tibetic languages; nonetheless, their morphosyntactic profile does not fit the
the Tibetic languages in Figure 3, but represents a continuum of variation towards the
non-ergative profile of Kusunda.
6. Discussion
Further work will involve the comparison of phonological features, as well as
morphosyntactic ones, to determine whether or not, and to what extent, these different
datasets result in different clusters amongst the languages compared (see Donohue 2014).
It has been suggested (McConvell 2002, 2008) that nominal morphosyntax and verbal
morphosyntax show different patterns of diffusion, and reflect different kinds of contact
scenarios, so a separation of nominal and verbal traits would both allow for a test on this
hypothesis, and potentially greater insights into recent and ancient language contact
scenarios in Nepal.
Further, it is clear that the addition of extra languages would allow for more perspective
on the bounds of areality. These languages would be selected from areas close to Nepal
and as representatives of the families involved (eg., more plateau Tibetan languages to
offer a genealogical perspective, more southerly Indo-European languagesaway from the
Himalayas, and also Tibeto-Burman langauges from both west of and east of Nepal.
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NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASE STRUCTURE IN NUBRI
Dubi Nanda Dhakal
This paper is a preliminary investigation of the nominal morphology and noun phrase structures
of Nubri, a Tibetan variety spoken in the northern Gorkha. Nubri shares a number of inflectional
and derivational features with Tibetan languages, such as Kyirong Tibetan. Like its close Tibetan
varieties, a number of modifiers such as, genitive-marked nouns, demonstratives, relative clauses
etc. precede the head nouns, whereas some other modifiers, such as article, emphatic marker,
numerals etc. follow them in the noun phrase.
Keywords: Nubri, noun phrase, premodification, postmodification

1. Introduction and typological features
Nubri is spoken in Tsum Nubri Village Council in the northern Gorkha. The 'Nubripas'
(Nubri people) have been recorded as one of the nationalities of Nepal as 'Larke'.
Although Nubri is enumerated as a distinct language in Ethnologue and Glottolog, this is
not enumerated as a distinct language in 2001census.1 There are a few studies associated
directly to the Nubri language (Webster 1992; Dhakal 2018a, Dhakal 2018b, Tamang and
Rai 2018, Donohue 2018) among others. The genetic classication proposed in Bradley
(1997) is given in Figure 1.
----------------------------------------------------------------Tibeto-Burman
Western TB
Central Bodish/Tibetan
Central
gTsang
Lho,NUBRI, Gyalsumdo

---------------------------------------------------------------Figure 1: Genetic classification of Nubri (Bradley 1997: 5)

Similarly, Tournadre (2016) also mentions that Nubri is spoken along the Sino-Nepalese
border, and he classifies this in 'South Western Section' based on the 'geolinguistic
continuum'. Bielmeir et al. (2008) has compared the Tibetan dialects spoken in NepalTibet border and provides a phonemic inventory of Nubri words.
A recent sociolinguistic survey (Tamang and Rai 2018) reveals a number of facts related
to the Nubri language. One of the features it points out is the speech variations in
different villages where it is spoken. There seems to be speech variations of the Nubri
language when a few selected words are compared. Table 1 shows the variations at
lexical level in different villages.

1
The ISO code of Nubri as mentioned in Ethnologue is (ISO 639-3), and this is listed as (nubr1241) in
Glotolog. Ethnologue estimates that the number of Nubri speakers is around 2000.
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Table 1: Comparison of some lexical items
English
hair
face
nose
elbow
palm
knife
river

Namrung
ʃà
ŋōdoŋ
narki
rúdzuma
para
ɖiù
tsāŋpo

Lho
ʃà
honoŋ
narki
rúdzuma
para
ɖiù
tsaŋbo

2

Sama
rʰa̤
dzʰiŋen
natu
puŋba
thil
ɖuku
luŋba

The sociolinguistic survey shows that the variety spoken in Sama is distinct compared to
the varieties spoken in some other villages (Tamang and Rai 2018). This is further
corroborated by the observation of Donohou (2017)3. The language bears the
characteristics of 'Sinospheric' languages (Matisoff 1990; 2007: 2-3). Nubri is tonal (cf.
Hildebradnt 2007), heavily monosyllabic, and makes use of less morphology. It is an
SOV language. The comparative and superlative forms of adjectives are morphologically
derived. The clauses can be combined with the sequence of verbs known as 'serial verbs'
(see examples 21, 83). The agreement pattern of verbs loosely follows the 'conjunct' and
'disjunct' (cf. Hale 1980, Hargreaves 2005; DeLancey 2003a, 2003b). It is not apparent
yet whether it distinguishes the kind of verb agreement system known as 'conjunct' vs.
'disjunct' like that in classical and Lhasa Tibetan, or has some innovations. The copulas
are used to express evidentiality and other tense and aspect system (Dhakal 2018b). The
detailed analysis of the finite verbs in Nubri is yet to be investigated.
2. Data and methodology
The data for this study were obtained from direct elicitation. Moreover, the sentences
from a text have been examined to further confirm the nature of the noun phrases that
actually occur in the texts. The data for this study mainly come from the speakers from
Prok village in the northern the Gorkha. The analysis of the noun phrase in Nubri is
primarily based on Dryer (2007).
3. Nouns: introduction
Nubri contains plain and honorific nouns, like in other Tibetan varieties (cf. DeLancey
1998). While the plain nouns are used to refer to ordinary people and items, the honorific
nouns are particularly employed to refer to the monks and monasteries. In addition to
religious contexts, honorific vocabularies (nouns) are intented "respect is intended
according to social and according to the rules of social behaviour" (Koshal 1979: 79).
Examples (1) present sets of nouns that contrast between plain and honorific forms.

2

The table is based on the data presented in Tamang and Rai (2018).
Donohue (March 9, 2018, personal communication) points out that there might be as much as five differernt
variations of Nubri.
3
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(1)
'leg'
'water'
'speech'
'hair'
'cap'
'face'
'liquor'
'spoon'
'plate'
'shoes'
'shirt'

Plain
kaŋba
tʃhu
kē
ʈa
ʃamu
ŋonoŋ
arak
khjumuk
thaliŋ
kaptʃa
totaŋ

Honrific
ʃap
tʃhap
suŋké
uʈa
uʃa
ʃaldoŋ
phʏ
solkhim
solther
ʃaplam
na̱msa

Although we can get a number of monosyllabic nouns in Nubri, there are polysyllabic
nouns as well. Some polysyllabic nouns in Nubri are given in (2).
(2) phakpa 'pig'
ghuri 'cat'
bale 'bread'
balba 'frog'

3.1 Formation of nouns
Nouns are derived by using the diminutive suffix -ʈuk, and -ruk. These suffixes are
conditioned by phonological environments. The derivation of diminutive noun is rather
limited, and applies only to a small set of nouns (3).
(3) ki 'dog'
phakpa 'pig'
ghuri 'cat'
dʒhõ 'hen'

kipʈuk 'puppy'
phakʈuk 'piglet'
ghuʈuk 'kitten'
dʒhipʈuk 'chicken'

In addition, there is a diminutive form of the noun that ends in -ui, such as ra 'goat', rui
'small/young goat'4. The derivational suffix might be linked to derivational suffix -ʈuku in
some Tibetan languages5. Heine and Kuteva (2004: 640) note that 'the diminutive suffix
denotes the young of an animal or small token denoted by the base noun.
Some place nouns are derived by using the nominalizing suffix -sa. Although this suffix
is fairly productive in deriving nouns in some other languages (DeLancey 1999), it is not
very productive in Nubri. Examples are given in (4).
(4) ʃɛ 'eat'
kol 'boil'
tse: 'play'

4

ʃɛsa 'pot for eating'
kolsa 'pot for boiling'
tse:sa 'playground'

The suffix -u may be related to the noun bu 'son' as noted in Huber (2002: 68).
The suffix -ʈuk as a diminutive suffix is also found in Gyalsumdo (Dhakal 2015: 9), in which this is derived
from the word ʈuku 'child'.
5
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The suffix -sa is also used in relative clause formation. The derivational suffix -sa has its
connnection to the word 'earth' in Tibetan languages (DeLancey 1999), and this is true in
Nubri as well.
Some nouns are derived by using the nominalizing suffix -pa. The nouns derived by using
the suffix -pa refer to the inhabitant nouns in Nubri (5-6).
(5) bø 'Tibet'
tsum 'Tsum'
ju̱l 'village'
roŋ 'low land'

bøpa 'Tibetan'
tsumpa 'inhabitant of Tsum'
ju̱lpa 'villagers'
roŋpa 'man from lowland'

(6) tsum-ba-gja
gompa
ʃaŋ
re
Tsum-NMLZ-PL monastery build
COP
‘The Tsum people built the monastery.’

The nouns mentioned in (5-6) are derived from nouns. In addition, the derivational suffix
-pa is also suffixed to verbs to derive nouns. We obtained only a few nouns derived by
using the derivational suffix -pa in Nubri. However, this is reported as a common process
in other Tibetan varieties, such as Kyirong Tibetan (Huber 2002: 64).
(7) tshoŋ 'sell'
khur 'carry'

tshoŋpa 'seller'
khurpa 'porter'

A more productive derivational suffix in Nubri is -tsi, or -tse which is used to derive
nouns of various sorts. Some derived nouns are given in (8).
(8) ju̱l 'village'
par 'photo'
ghon 'to wear'
thuŋ 'to drink'
ʃɛ 'to eat'

ju̱ltse 'villager'
partse 'camera'
ghontsi 'clothes'
thuŋtsi 'drink'
ʃɛtsi 'food stuff'

In addition to derivation of nouns, nouns are also formed by compouding in Nubri. Most
of them are coordinate nouns in which both of the nouns act as heads. We see that ju̱l
'village', and mi 'man' both occur to refer to 'villager' (9).
(9) ju̱l 'village'
l̥ a 'god'
l̥ a 'god'
mik 'eye'
mik 'eye'
sa 'earth'
narki 'nose'
mik 'eye'
laŋpo 'bull'
ʃiŋ 'wood'
sa 'earth'

mi 'man'
khaŋ 'house'
mu 'daughter'
ʈhul 'deceive'
pu 'hair'
num 'oil'
ɖuk 'dragon'
tʃhu 'water'
tshembo 'big'
pu 'insect'
gul 'shake'

ju̱lmi 'villager'
l̥ akhaŋ 'heaven'
l̥ amu 'god daughter'
mikʈhul 'magic'
mikpu 'eyebrow'
sanum 'kerosene'
namɖuk 'mucous'
miktʃhu 'tear'
laŋpotshe 'elephant'
ʃiŋpbu 'termite'
saŋgul 'earthquake'
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It is relevant to menion that Nubri does not have a grammatical gender. However, there
are some masculine nouns that begin with p-, and some feminine nouns that begin with
m-. Some examples follow (10).
(10) magen 'old woman'
matshap 'substitute mother'
tʃhau 'grand son'

pagen 'old man'
phatshap 'substitute father'
tʃhõu 'grand daughter'

3.2 Nominal inflections
The nouns in Nubri inflect for emphasis, number, and case6. The emphasis suffix -kar is
attached to the nouns as shown in (11-12).
(11) palʈen daŋ nima ɲi-kar
khim-la
Palten and Nima two-EMPH
house-LOC
‘Both Palten and Nima went home.’

bu-soŋ
go-PST.DJ

(12) ŋa̱
bhõ dʒupa ɲi-kar-la
arak
two- EMPH-DAT liquor
1SG
girl thin
‘I gave liquor to both of the girls.’

tē-hin
give-PST.CJ

The plural suffix is -kja/-gja in Nubri as shown in (13).
siŋ
(13) ŋa̱
bhitsa-kja ʃi
1SG child-PL
die
finish
‘My children might have died.’

jo̱ʈo
COP.POSSIBILITY

Nubri is an ergative absolutive language, but the ergative marker occurs rarely with the
agent of the transitive verbs. The ergative, instrumental, and genitive case marker is -ki,
and the locative, absolutive is -la. These case markers are also common in other Tibetan
varieties spoken in the same geographical region, such as Lowa and Gyalsumdo (cf.
Dhakal 2015, 2018b). The ablative marker is -ni, and the allative is -thu. Despite the fact
that the numeral classifier occurs in (14b), this is not present in (14a).
The numeral classifier optionally occurs with the numerals. In other words, while some
numerals take the classifier, others do not. First of all, let's consider the following
examples in which we see the presence and absence of classifier. The classifier follows
the noun in (14b) but is absent in (14a).
(14) a. tā
ɲi
lep-dzoŋ
horse
two
come-PST.DJ
‘Two horses came.’
b. bhõ
sum-bo
girls
three-CLF
‘Three girls came.’

6

lep-dzoŋ
come-PST.DJ

Although the purpose of this article is to explore the noun phrase structure in Nubri, only a brief discussion
of the nominal inflection is given here aiming to provide some background information.
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4. Noun phrase
The noun phrase taken in this article 'a syntactic constituent' (Dryer 2007: 151), and is
mainly based on typological frame. Both the premodifiers, and postmodifiers take part in
the noun phrase in Nubri. While discussing the noun phrase structure, we discuss the
noun phrase head, and then different constituents that occur as pre-modifiers, and
postmodifiers.
The pronouns, noun alone, or the noun with modifiers form the noun phrases in Nubri.
Example (15) has a pronoun as an NP, example (16) has a noun without any modifiers,
and examples (17,18) contain the NPs with numerals, and adjective as a modifier
respectively. Additionally, the example in (19) contains the NP without any noun as head,
and is thus 'headless'.
bu-soŋ
(15) kho
go-PST.DJ
3SG
‘He went.’
(16) balaŋ ra
naŋla
duk
COP
cow
animal.shed inside
‘The cow is in an animal shed.’
(17) ŋa̱
tā
ɲi-di
ʈhik
1SG horse two-DEF pull
‘I led two horses.’
(18) ŋa̱
ra
ghjawa
goat fat
1SG
‘I bought the fat goats.’

tʃik
one

khor-hin
ake-PST.CJ
ɲo-hin
buy-PST.CJ

(19) ŋa̱
ghjawa tʃikpe
ɲo-hin
dʒupa
1SG
only
buy-PST.CJ thin
fat
‘I only bought the fat one, not the thin one.’

di
DEF

me-ɲo
NEG-buy

There are a number of elements which form the noun phrases. Givón (2001: 2) mentions
that both the bound forms and independent lexical items occur in noun phrase structures.
The bound morphemes include (such as classifiers, number, case markers, and
demonstratives/articles). In addition, the independent lexical items include lexical words,
such as demonstratives, adjectives, compounding nouns, numerals and quantifiers and
prepositional phrases and relative clauses. These different constituents will be considered
while analyzing the noun phrase structure in Nubri. For the sake of convenience, we will
broadly divide the noun phrases that contain elements with premodifiers, and
postmodifiers7.

7

LaPolla (2015) points out the internal structure of the noun phrase in Tibeto-Burman. He notes that proto
Tibeto-Burman (noun) phrase structure follows the constitutens in the following order: (Demonstrative-head;
Head-Attributive; Relative clause-Head, Head-Number; Genitive-Head). Nubri is fairly consistent with the
order of the constituents in noun phrase as mentioned in LaPolla (2015).
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4.1 Premodification
There are a number of constituents that premodify the nouns in Nubri. They include
genitive marked nouns, demonstratives, and relative clauses.
4.1.1 Genitive nouns
The possessive relation is expressed in two ways in Nubri. Firstly, it is shown simply by
juxtaposing the possessor and the possessed items in that order. Although there is no
overt genitive marking in this construction, the nouns in the first position is realized as
genitive marked nouns. A couple of examples follow.
awa thaŋbo jø
(20) ŋa̱
COP
1SG father good
‘My father is well.’
(21) dhoŋpo hjaŋlak dzar-soŋ
tree
branch fall-PST.DJ
‘The branch of the tree fell down.’

In addition to the genitive structure illustrated in (20-21), the genitive marker -ki, -gi, -i
are suffixed to the possessor nouns in genitive phrases. Examples follow.
khim
(22) ŋa̱-ki
1SG-GEN
house
‘My house’
(23) ŋotso-gi
khim
house
all-GEN
‘All's house’

It is obvious from these examples that the genitive relation is shown by the genitivemarked nouns (or pronouns) followed by the head nouns, or the juxtaposed nouns.
In addition to the genitive-marked nouns, the adverb takes the genitive case marker.
There are adverbs that show the direction, such as ho, hau '('that side/ thither'). They
immediately precede the head nouns. Interestingly, such adverbial showing the
directional can also be genitive case-marked (25). Such expressions are often
accompanied by gestures in actual speech.
(24) hau ɲa̱
khim
that up
house
‘The house of above (there)’
(25) hau wa-gi
magen
that below-GEN woman
‘The woman below (there)’
(26) hau ɲa̱
reka
that up
hill
‘The hill over (there)’
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In each of these examples (24-26), the expression to show the direction precedes the
nouns. Cross-linguistically, the adverbs modify the verbs, but there are cases where they
also modify the nouns' (Dryer 2003: 175). Like nouns, the adverbs in these noun phrases
optionally take the gentive marked nouns.
4.1.2 Demonstratives
Nubri makes a two-way distinction of demonstratives, viz. proximal and distal (27-28).
Demonstratives precede the head nouns in Nubri.
kapʃa
(27) di
this shoe
‘This shoe’
(28) hau khim
that house
‘That house’
(29) ŋa̱-ki di
kapʃa ale
ŋā-la
1SG
rupee five-LOC
this shoe
‘I bought this shoe for five rupees.’

ɲø-hĩ
buy-PST.CJ

As mentioned in Dryer (2003: 47), the demonstratives preceding the nouns are more
common than the demonstratives following the nouns in TB languages.
4.1.3 Relative clauses
Relative clauses are generally marked either by -sa, or by -ken. The clause marked with sa appears with place relativization (30-32).
ɖo-sa
lamgja
(30) nubri
Nubri
go-NMLZ road
‘The road to go to Nubri’
(31) di
ŋa̱
de-sa
ju̱l
re
this 1SG sit-NMLZ village COP
‘This is the village where I lived.’
(32) di
ra
tshoe-sa
naguŋ
re
COP
this goat
graze-NMLZ forest
‘This is the forest where (we) graze goats.’

And the relative clause marked with -ke appears in the relative clause to modify the nouns
with different semantic categories.
(33) kho-gi
tshø-ken
jo̱pa -di
simpu
prepare-REL food-DEF tasty
3SG-ERG
‘The food that he has prepared is tasty.’
(34) ŋa̱
thu-ken
mi
man
1SG meet-NMLZ
‘The man I had met’

duk
COP
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Here are some examples in which nouns are modified by relative clauses. The relativizing
suffix -ken is attached to the verbs. Since the clause appears as a modifer of the noun
when a relative clause modifies it, it is a more complex kind of modification (Dryer 2007:
192).
4.2 Postmodification
As discussed before, there are a number of constituents follow the nouns in noun phrases
in Nubri. Such post-nominal constituents include the articles (definite and indefinite),
numerals, adjectives of various semantic categories including quantifiers, expression of
approximation, and emphatic expression.
4.2.1 Articles
Both the definite and indefinite articles are used in Nubri.
(i) Definite article
The definiteness is expressed with the article -di in Nubri. The definite article occurs at
the end of the noun phrase. We see that the definite article -di is attached dirrectly to the
noun in (35), but it is attached to the adjective in (36).
lep-soŋ
(35) betsa-di
child-DEF come-PST.DJ
‘The child came.’
(36) betsa ghjaba-di
lep-soŋ
come-PST.DJ
child
fat-DEF
‘The fat child came.’

The definite article is attached to the last constituent of the noun phrase in (79).
(ii) Indefinite article
The indefiniteness is expressed by the article -ra in Nubri as shown in (37-40).
(37) ʈã-ra
money-INDEF
‘Some money’
(38) saŋgul-la
mi-ra
ʃi-soŋ
earthquake-LOC man-INDEF die-PST.DJ
‘Some people died in the earthquake.’

The expression of indefiniteness is uttered in response to a question 'Who came?' (39).
The speaker does not clearly state the person to come, but replies that 'somebody came'
(40).
(39) su
lep-soŋ
who
come-PST.DJ
‘Who came.’
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(40) mi-ra
lep-soŋ
man-INDEF
come-PST.DJ
‘Some men came.’

The indefiniteness is also expressed by the lexical word tʃikra alone. Example (42) can be
taken as an answer to (41).
(41) tʃi
dzhe-soŋ
which happen-PST.DJ
‘What happened?’
(42) tʃik-ra
dzhe-soŋ
one-INDEF happen-PST
‘Something happened.’
(43) ŋa̱ tʃik-ra
ɲø-hin
buy-PST.DJ
1SG one-INDEF
‘I bought something.’

The indefiniteness is also expressed by the numeral alone. Examples (44-45) can be taken
as a question and answer pair.
(44) khø
ghana
phĩ
2SG
go (PST)
where
‘Where did you go?’
(45) ŋa̱
tʃik-la
phĩ
1SG one-LOC
go (PST)
‘I went somewhere.’

4.2.2 Emphasis
There are some lexical items used to show the emphasis, such as raŋ 'only', tale 'only', or
a 'also'. The emphatic word also follows the definiteness article if they co-occur.
raŋ
lep-soŋ
(46) ho-di
that-DEF
only come-PST.DJ
‘That very one came.’
(47) ŋa̱
di khim naŋ
raŋ
di
hĩ
1SG this house inside EMPH DEF COP
‘(I) was inside this (very) house.’ [Nubri3.26]
(48) khuŋgja
ɲi
raŋ
they
two EMPH
‘Only two of them ran.'

tale
only

ɖho-dzoŋ
run-PST.DJ

4.2.3 Numerals
The numerals of all sorts (viz. cardinals, ordinals, fractionals, including quantifiers, and
expressions that expresses approximative number) follow the head nouns in Nubri. This is
an areal feature of central Bodish languages (cf. Dryer 2003: 47). We present below the
discussion of different numerals that can occur with the nouns.
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(a) Cardinals
The cardinal numerals follow the nouns. Examples follow.
(49) tolmo ɲi
cow
two
‘Two cows'
(50) bhõ
sum
daughter three
‘Three daughters'

The numerals can also occur with the pronouns. When the numerals follow the pronouns,
it shows the actual number of participants (51-52).
(51) ɲi
ɲi
khim-la
raŋ
ɲal-hin
house-LOC EMPH
1PL two
sleep-PST.CJ
‘Two of us (we two) slept right in the house.'
(52) khø
sum-gi
tʃi
tʃi
2SG
what
three-ERG
what
‘What did you three of you eat?'

ʃɛ-hin
eat-PST.CJ

(53) khim-la
ɲi
ghaɲuŋ
tale
aged couple
only
house-LOC we
There are only two (of our spouses) in my house.'

(b) Ordinals
The ordinal numerals terminate in -wa although the term for 'first' ends in -ʃo. There are
expressions, such as ŋama 'first', ɲi-wa 'second', sumwa 'third' etc. Examples follow.
bheme
ŋama-di
(54) kho
3SG
first-DEF
wife
‘His first (former) wife died.'
(55) kho
ŋanʃo
khim
3SG
first
house
‘His first house is good.'

ʃi-soŋ
die-PST.DJ

jakpo
nice

jø
COP

An example of the multiplicative adjective is given in (56).
(56) ŋa̱-le
thaŋ
ɲi
mi
1SG-ABL times two man
‘The man twice as rich as me'

bhara
richer

(c) Fractionals
The fractionals also participate in the noun phrase structure. Nubri has distinct terms for
the words such as phe 'half' and tʃapta 'all'. Examples follow.
(57) lɛka
dzoŋ
ʃiŋ-soŋ
work half
finish-PST.DJ
‘Half of the work is finished.'
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(58) ŋa̱
tam
dʒapdak
I
matter
all
‘I heard all the things.'

gho-joŋ
hear-PST.DJ

(59) ŋa̱ tʃi
ghã
gho
I
anything hear
hear
‘I did not hear anything.'

ma-ɲuŋ
NEG-EXP

(d) Quantifiers
There are some expressions to show the quantity. The quantifiers follow the head nouns
in noun phrases.
(60) kho-la
bhetsa ghatsø
jø
he-DAT child
how many COP
‘How many children does he have?'
(61) lã
tʃhumbo reli
ja̱mbu-la
monk big
some Kathmandu-LOC
‘Some big lamas are in Kathmandu.'

duk
COP

The numerals follow the adjectives when they cooccur.
tʃøma
ɲi
(62) ra
goat small
two
'Two small goats died.’

ʃi-dzoŋ
die-DJ

4.2.4 Approximative expression
The numerals follow the head nouns, and the approximative words, such as su 'around'
dze 'nearly' follow the numerals.
(63) khjoktoŋ sum dzotʃik
boy
three around
‘About three boys came.’

lep-soŋ
come-PST.DJ

(64) ŋigja
ʃaŋma sum dzotʃik
tsum-la
1PL
three approximately Tsum-LOC
day
‘We lived in Tsum nearly three days.’ [Nubri1.113]

de
sit

hin
COP

(65) ʃaŋma sum
tsø
ʃi
tsø
sapduŋ ma-rak
nearly
three
nearly four
food
day
NEG-get
‘(We) did not get food for three or four days.’ [Nubri3.84]
(66) ghjami
ŋa
tsø
foreigner five
around
‘About five foreigners came.’

lep-dzoŋ
come-PST.DJ

In order to show the approximate expressions, the numerals may appear in sequence one
after another. When these numerals occur in sequence, they show the approximate
number (67).
(67) ŋigja elo-la
ʃaŋma
ʃi
ŋātʃik
ɲal-hĩ
we
yard-LOC around day fifteen
sleep-PST-CJ
‘(We) slept in the yard for about fifteen, or twenty days.'
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4.2.5 Adjective
Adjectives follow the head nouns in Nubri. Although adjectives precede the head nouns
in some Tibeto-Burman languages, the adjectives follow the noun in noun phrase in
Tibetan varieties (cf. Dryer 2003: 45). A couple of examples follow.
(68) kho-gi
bhõ leu
tʃik
3SG-ERG girl beautiful one
‘He married a beautiful girl.’

na:
laŋ-dzoŋ
marriage do-PST.DJ

(69) nubri-la
khim tʃhomo
duk
COP
Nubri-LOC house big
‘There are big houses in Nubri.’

4.2.6 Other constituents
Sometimes the proper nouns occur with the other nouns and they form a single noun (7072). The kinship terms are followed by the proper nouns.
atsu
ghjatsho
duk
(70) lho-go
Lho-gen
brother Ghyacho COP
‘There was brother Ghyalcho from Lho.’
(71) atʃo
l̥ akpa
ghana so̱ŋ
brother brother where go
‘Where did the Lakpa brother go?'
(72) sonam aʃaŋ
khim-la
Sonam uncle
house-LOC
‘Sonam uncle is right at home.'

hinum
possibility

raŋ

duk

EMPH

COP

In addition to the modifers mentioned above, the question words also follow the head
nouns in Nubri. See one more example in (73).
bhetsa maŋlø
jo̱
(73) khø-la
you-dat child
how much
COP
‘How many children do you have?’

Some words that appear in the question appear in this kind of construction, such as su
'which', ʃakpa 'how much' etc.
4.3 Modifiers alone as NP
There is a clear reference that the speaker is referring to the 'earthquake' when he makes
use of the modifiers, such as tshimbo 'big' in (74). However, the modifier alone functions
as NP in this context (74). The discourse context tells us the kind of noun the speaker is
referring to.
(74) tshumbo-di
lep-soŋ
big-DEF
come-DJ
‘The big one came.’
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(75) ŋa̱
tshea
di
ma-ɲuŋ
1SG
bigger
DEF
NEG-experience
'I did not see the big one.’
(76) tʃik-di
lep-soŋ
come-PST.DJ
one-DEF
‘That one came.’
(77) nakpo-di
bu-dzoŋ
go-PST.DJ
black-DEF
‘The black one went.’

The numeral alone forms a NP in (45, 76). The discussion also shows that different
constituents may occur in the noun phrase structure in Nubri. Within the scope of this
paper, the noun phrase in Nubri can be generalized as in (78).
(78) NP → (DEM) (GEN) (Rel CL) N (ARTICLE) (QUAN) (EMPH) (NUM) (ADJ) (APPROX)

The relative clause immediately precedes the noun, and it is again preceded by genitivemarked noun. The demonstrative adjective occurs in the initial position if it occurs in a
noun phrase. The modifiers that participate in the noun phrase are given in (78), and they
occur in that order in Nubri.
After looking at the positions of the constituents of the noun phrases, let's look at the
order of modifiers in (79-80).
(79) di
bu-gi
khim-la
dhe-gen bhedza-di tshelø
house-LOC sit-NMZ child-DEF how big (size)
this brother-GEN
'How big is the child staying in the house of this brother?'
(80) halamana ra
dʒupa nakpo ŋā dzotʃik
raŋ
kha naŋ
around goat big
black five that much EMPH snow inside
'Almost five big black goats in particular were buried in the snow.'

duk
COP

tshu-soŋ
bury-PSTDJ

We see that a number of modifiers precede the head noun whereas others follow it in
examples (79-80). Although the sentence with a number of modifers preceding and
following the head nouns at the same time is not common, these examples present the
combinatory potentials of the Noun Phrase constituents in Nubri.
5. Conclusion
The analysis reveals that the nouns and noun phrases in Nubri resemble to Tibetan
varieties in many respects. Some nominal modifiers, such as demonstrative, genitive, and
relative clauses precede the head nouns. The remaining post-nominal constitutents, such
as articles (definite and indefinite), quantifier, emphatic expression, numeral, adjective,
and approximative expression follow the head nouns. The constituents that take part in
the noun phrase structure and their positions are similar to some Tibetan varieties, such as
Gyalsumdo (Dhakal 2018), Kyirong Tibetn (Huber 2002), Dongwang Tibetan (Bartee
2007), and Ladakhi (Koshal 1979) among others. A number of modifiers may co-occur in
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elicited data (79-80), but only some kinds of noun phrases occur frequently when the
texts are examined.
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Abbreviations
ACC
COP
CLF
DAT
DEM
DJ
ERG
INDEF
NPST
PL
REL
SIM

2

accusative
copula
classifier
dative
demonstrative
disjunct
ergative
indefinite
non-past
plural
relativizer
simultaneous converb
second person pronoun

ART
CJ
CVB
DEF
DIM
EMPH
GEN
LOC
NEG
PST
REL CL

1
3

article
conjunct
converb
definite
diminutive
emphasis
genitive
locative
negative
past
relative clause
first person pronoun
third person pronoun.
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PUMA VERBS AND THE PROTO-KIRANTI VERBAL AGREEMENT SYSTEM
Narayan P. Sharma
The purpose of this paper is to overview the historical status of conjugations observed in the Puma
language based on a comparison of Proto-Kiranti verbal agreement system. The provenance of
Proto-Kiranti affixal agreement paradigms is presented by investigating the conjugations of
Puma. While some Puma suffixes are identical with the Proto-Kiranti morphemes, a few are
cognate with the Proto-Kiranti reflexes.
Keywords: Proto-Kiranti, verb agreement, arguments, reflexes, Puma

1. Introduction
Languages differ considerably with respect to the conditions under which they display
verbal person marking. Kiranti languages like Puma are typically characterized by
complex verbal agreement system, where verbal person marking is obligatory and both A
and P arguments are triggered. Like most other Kiranti languages, Puma distinguishes
eleven pronominal categories.
Previous comparisons of Kiranti verbal agreement systems (van Driem 1991) display the
conjugations of Kiranti verbs to reflect a split-ergative system in which third person A
arguments are triggered differently in the verb than first and second person A arguments.
In Kiranti languages the person marking of first and second person A arguments follows
an ergative pattern and the marking of third person A arguments in the verb follows an
accusative pattern (van Driem 1991: 345) in which separate sets of morphemes index for
a third person patient (3P) as opposed to a third person S or A arguments (3S/A).
It is worthy to note that Thangmi, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Nepal, whose
genetic affiliation is unclear (between Newar and Kiranti), exhibits the Kiranti splitergativity model in structure while it differs in the specifics in which only the first person
is indexed ergatively and second and third persons show the accusative pattern (Turin
1998: 485).
Contrary to this, Puma exhibits upside down ergativity in which S arguments are indexed
in the same way as P arguments with the first person singular and plural, while A
arguments are indexed in the same way as S arguments but differently from P arguments
with the third person (Sharma 2014).
2. Proto-Kiranti conjugation system
DeLancey (1989: 332) notes that there is a strong case for reconstructing the ProtoTibeto-Burman (PTB) paradigm for the common ancestor of Kiranti, Gyarong, Nungish,
Kuki-chin and Kham. For detailed information about historical reconstruction of ProtoTibeto-Burman languages, it is worthy to see (Matisoff 2003).
Gipan 4. 2019. 54-62.
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Based on the purpose of this paper, we discuss here for just Proto-Kiranti paradigm. In
fact, the Proto-Kiranti verb model is developed by the previous comparisons of the
conjugational morphology of Bahing, Kulung, Thulung, Lohorung, Limbu, Dumi and
Hayu verbs. The Proto-Kiranti model, proposed in van Driem (1991: 354), is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: The Proto-Kiranti verbal agreement system
-ŋa 1SG/NPST
-k 1PL
-k NPST -aŋ 1SG/PST
-ci 1/2DL.S/P -ŋ 1SG.A
-ni 2PL
-ya EXCL
me- Σ STEM -nši +AUX1
+AUX2
3PL.A
REFL
-tɛ PST -na 2
-ci DL.(S)A -u 3P
-m 1/2PL.A -i INCL
-nya 1SG → 2
-ci 3DL.P

3. Proto-Kiranti morpheme *-me
The modern reflexes of the Kiranti third person plural agent *me- are prefixes in those
languages which have prefixes and are suffixes in languages which lack prefixes, other
than a prefix of negation (van Driem 1991: 347).
As the morphological analysis of Puma verbal agreement affixes demonstrates, the Puma
third person plural mʌ- marks the plurality of both third person S and A arguments. We
discuss morphemes in Puma which have clear Proto-Kiranti cognates. Tables 2 to 6 show
Puma reflexes which are identical to their Proto-Kiranti cognates (cf. Sharma 2014).
With respect to the third person plural Proto-Kiranti prefix *me-, while it is reflected as a
prefix in Puma and Limbu as in Proto-Kiranti, it is reflected as a suffix in the rest of the
languages, as in Table 2.
Table 2: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti affix *meProto-Kiranti
*me3PL
NS.S/A
Limbu
mɛHayu
-me
3PL
Thulung
-mi
3PL → 3
Lohorung
-mi
3PL
Bahing
-me
3PL → 3/3PL.S
-m
3PL.S/A
Puma
mʌ3PL.S/A

*pf.2
pf.1
sf.3
sf.2
sf.3
sf.3
sf.3
pf.3

Plural number of a first or second person A argument is indexed by the cognate suffix *m. Note that the Puma plural agent morpheme -m triggers the plural of first and second
person S and A arguments only, as in (1) from Sharma (2014):
(1) a. khokkuci mʌ-pis-a
3PL.ABS
3PL.S/A-speak-PST
‘TheyPL spoke.’
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b. khokkuci-a ke-lai
kha-mʌ-sont-a
3PL-ERG 1DL-DAT
1NS.PL-3PL.S/A-persuade-PST
‘TheyPL persuaded usINCL.’

As can be seen from the above examples the suffix -mʌ occurs only with the third person
plural S and A arguments. The suffix occurs in only two form, namely 3PL>1NS and
3PL>3NS in the transitive paradigm. It does not occur in negated forms because the
negation morpheme pʌ-, which also occupies the third prefix slot takes precedence as in
Sharma (2014: 149):
(2) a. khokkuci ni-pʌ-pis-en
3PL.ABS
NS.S/A-NEG-speak-NEG.PST
‘TheyPL did not speak.’
b. khokkuci-a ke-lai
kha-ni-pʌ-sont-en
3PL-ERG 1DL-DAT
1NS.P-3S/A-NEG-per.-NEG.PST
‘TheyPL did not persuade usPL.INCL.’

4. Proto-Kiranti morpheme *-m
Turning to the suffix -m, the first or second person plural agent morpheme is reflected as a suffix
in Proto-Kiranti, as illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first or second person suffix *-m
Proto-Kiranti
*-m
1/2PL
*sf.6
-mʔna
1PL.EXCL.S/A.PST
sf.7
Limbu
PL.A
-m
sf.7
Kulung
-am
1PL → 3
sf.5
-m
2PL → 3
sf.5
PL
Thulung
-mi
sf.8
sf.5
Lohorung
-m
1PL.EXCL.S/A; 2PL→3
Bahing
-mi
3PL/1PL.EXCL
sf.3
Puma
-m
1/2PL.A
sf.3

The suffix -m marks a first or second person plural agent in 1/2>3 forms. It occurs only
after the third person patient morpheme <-u~ -i~ -a~ -o>, as in:
khokku-lai
(3) a. ke-a
1PL.INCL-ERG
3SG-DAT
‘WeINCL persuade him.’
b. khʌnnanin-a
2PL-ERG
‘YouPL cut him.’

khokku-lai
3SG-DAT

sont-u-m
persuade-3P-1/2PL.A
tʌ-bha-a-m
2-cut-3P-1/2PL.A

5. Proto-Kiranti dual morpheme *-ci
Some of the reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first and second person dual morpheme *-ci are
listed in Table 1, reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti third person agent morpheme *-ci are
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provided in Table 4, and reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti third person patient (3P) morpheme
*-u are given in Table 6 (cf. Turin 1998: 487).
Table 4: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti second person dual suffix *-ci
Proto-Kiranti
*-ci
1/2DL
DL.S/P
-si, -tchi
Limbu
Kulung
-ci
1/2DL
DL
Thulung
-ci
DL
Lohorung
-ci
Bahing
-si
DL.S/P
-sa
1DL.INCL
-su
1DL.EXCL
DL
Puma
-ci

*sf.4
sf.4
sf.3
sf.4
sf.3
sf.4
sf.4
sf.5
sf.2

6. Proto-Kiranti third person morpheme *-ci
The suffix -ci ~ -cʌ marks only dual number. It occurs in combination with all persons
and tenses and with all speech act participants. The allomorph -cʌ occurs only in two
cases, namely 2DL>1SG and 3DL>1SG.
(4) a. khʌnnaci-a ŋa-lai
2DL-ERG 1SG-DAT
‘YouDUAL persuade me.’

tʌ-son-ŋa-cʌ/*ci-ŋ
2-per.-1SG.S/P.NPST-DL-1SG [COPY]1

b. khokkuci-a
ŋa-lai
pʌ-son-ŋa-cʌ/*ci-ŋ
1SG-DAT 3S/A-persuade-1SG.S/P.NPST-DL-1SG [COPY]
3DL-ERG
‘TheyDUAL persuade me.’

The following examples show uses of the dual suffix -ci.
(5) a. keci
ips-a-ci
1DL.ABS sleep-PST-DL
‘WeDUAL slept.’
b. keci-a
khokku-lai
1DL-ERG 3SG-DAT
‘WeDUAL tease her.’

cut-ci
tease-DL

c. khokku-a keci-lai
3SG-ERG 1DL-DAT
‘He teases usDUAL.’

pʌ-cut-ci-ka
3S/A-tease-DL-EXCL

Table 5: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti third person morpheme *-ci
Proto-Kiranti
Limbu
Kulung
Thulung
1

*-ci
-si
-ci
-ci

3DL.A
NS.S/P
3PL
3DL.P

*sf.4
sf.8
sf.5
sf.8

The copy of the final nasals of the preceding morpheme is a common characteristic of Kiranti
languages (van Driem 1993; Ebert 1997).
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Lohorung
Bahing
Puma

-ci
-si
-ci

NS.P
DL.P
3NS.P

sf.6
sf.8
sf.5

The suffix -ci ~ -cʌ marks a non-singular third person P and appears with the first person,
second person and third person A argument. Its two allomorphs are the result of vowel
harmony with the preceding syllable, as illustrated in Sharma (2014: 150):
(6) a. ŋa-a
khokkuci-lai
1SG-ERG 3NS-DAT
‘I help them.’
b. ke-a
1PL.INCL-ERG
‘We help them.’

khokkuci-lai
3NS-DAT

phad-u-ŋ-cʌ-ŋ
help-3P-1SG.A-3NS.P-[COPY]
phad-u-m-cʌ-m
help-3P-1/2PL.A-3NS.P-[COPY]

c. khʌnna-a
khokkuci-lai
2SG-ERG
3NS-DAT
‘YouSG help them.’

tʌ-phad-i-ci
2-help-3P-3NS.P

d. khʌnnaci-a
ŋa-lai
2DL-ERG
1SG-DAT
‘YouDUAL help me.’

tʌ-pha-ŋa-cʌ-ŋ
2-help-1SG.S/P.NPST-3NS.P-[COPY]

As can be seen from example (6) that the non-singular suffix -ci- ~ -cʌ is followed by a
copy slot, which is usually occupied by a copy of only the nasal of the preceding person
and/or number suffix. In (6c) this copy slot remains empty when no nasal precedes the
suffix -ci such as the third person patient suffix -i. This nasal copying also occurs when
the negative marker precedes -ci. The nasal of the morpheme -in is suffixed after -ci as
shown below:
(7) khʌnna-a
khokkuci-lai
2SG-ERG
3NS-DAT
‘YouSG do not help them.’

tʌ-phad-in-ci-n
2-help-NEG-3NS.P-[COPY]

Alternatively, in Puma the distribution of the non-singular suffix -ci- ~ -cʌ can also be
analysed in terms of a vowel harmony rule as -ci- occurs only after the front vowel /i/,
while -cʌ occurs after the non-front (i.e. mid and back) vowels /a/, /ʌ/, /o/ and /u/.
It is not unusual for Kiranti languages to have two homophonous suffixes occurring in
different slots denoting different meanings. The first is a proper dual marker and the
second, which has been ‘generalized’ in van Driem’s (1990: 38) words, shows the
meaning of non-singularity.
7. Proto-Kiranti 3p morpheme *-u
This suffix occurs only in the direct third person P forms of the transitive paradigm, with
the exception of dual forms. It has altogether four allomorphs, two of which (-u and -i)
are categorically determined and two of which (-a and -o) are phonologically determined.
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Table 5: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti third person morpheme *-u
Proto-Kiranti
*-u
3P
*sf.5
Limbu
-u
3PL
sf.4
Thulung
-u
1EXCL → 3.NPST
sf.7
Lohorung
-u
3P
sf.4
Thangmi
-u
3P
sf.3
sf.4
Kulung
-o~-ə~-u
3P
Puma
-u~-i~-a~-o
3P
sf.1

The underlying form of all these allomorphs is -u, which is related to the proto-Kiranti
morpheme *-u as reconstructed by van Driem (1993) (although he analyses it as a third
person P morpheme). A morphophonological rule that turns stem-final /a/ into /o/ before
a following (usually third person P) suffix -u exists in several other Kiranti languages
(e.g. Limbu and Wambule) (cf. Stutz 2005). Let us examine examples from Sharma
(2014: 143):
(8) a. khokku-a khokku-lai
3SG-ERG 3SG-DAT
‘He beat him.’

ɖher-i
beat-3P

b. khʌnna-a khokku-lai
2SG-ERG 3SG-DAT
‘YouSG beat him.’

ɖher-u-m
beat-3P-1/2PL.A

c. ŋa-a
khokku-lai
1SG-ERG 3SG-DAT
‘I cutNPST him.’

bha-a-ŋ
cut-3P-1SG.A

d. ŋa-a
khokku-lai
1SG-ERG 3SG-DAT
‘I cutPST him.’

bho-o-ŋ
cut-3P-1SG.A

Examples (8c-d) distinguish the stem final vowel changing2.
8. Proto-Kiranti morpheme *-ŋa
In Puma, the involvement of a first person singular is always expressed overtly. -ŋa and oŋ occur on a verb to mark the subject of an intransitive verb and the object of a transitive
verb in the non-past and past tense respectively, while -ŋ appears on a verb to mark a first
person transitive subject in both tenses.
Tables 7 to 9 show reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first person morpheme *-ŋa, first person
agent morpheme *-ŋ, first person tense morpheme *-aŋ.
2

Generally past and non-past remain unmarked unless there is a possibility of vowel lengthening.
Primarily the non-past forms are such as bha-a-ŋ > bha-u-ŋ and the past forms are bho-o-ŋ > bhau-u-ŋ. However, due to stem final vowel changing, it is difficult to make a distinction between past
and non-past tense as vowel lengthening is only realised in careful pronunciation of adult speakers.
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Table 6: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first person non-past morpheme *-ŋa
Proto-Kiranti
*-ŋa
1SG.NPST
sf.3
Dumi
-ŋ
1SG
sf.2
Hayu
-ŋo
1SG.S/P.NPST
sf.2
Thulung
-ŋi
1SG/P
sf.1
Lohorung
-ŋa
1SG
sf.2
Puma
-ŋa
1SG.S/P.NPST
sf.1

The suffix -ŋa is a portmanteau containing the meaning of non-past tense and first person
singular, as in Sharma (2014):
(9) a. ŋa
1SG.ABS
‘I laugh.’

ri-ŋa
laugh-1SG.S/P.NPST

b. khʌnna-a ŋa-lai
2SG-ERG 1SG-DAT
‘YouSG hit me.’

tʌ-cet-ŋa
2-hit-1SG.S/P.NPST

9. Proto-Kiranti morpheme *-aŋ
Turning to the suffix -aŋ, the first person singular past morpheme is reflected as a suffix in ProtoKiranti, as illustrated in Table 8.
Table 7: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first person past morpheme *-aŋ
Proto-Kiranti
*-aŋ
1SG.PST
*sf.3
Limbu
-aŋ
1SG.S/P.PST
sf.4
Lohorung
-iŋ
1SG.S/P.PST
sf.2
Thangmi
-ŋa
1SG
sf.5
sf.1
Puma
-oŋ
1SG.S/P.PST

This portmanteau suffix is the past counterpart of -ŋa marking a first person singular
subject or patient in the past tense, as presented in:
(10) a. ŋa
ri-oŋ
1SG.ABS
laugh-1SG.S/P.PST
‘I laughed.’ (Sharma 2014)
b. khʌnna-a
2SG-ERG
‘YouSG hit me.’

ŋa-lai
1SG-DAT

tʌ-cet-oŋ
2-hit-1SG.S/P.PST

10. Proto-Kiranti morpheme *-ŋ
Turning to the suffix -ŋ, the first person agent morpheme is reflected as a suffix in Proto-Kiranti.
However, it is noteworthy that Hayu has alternations for this, as illustrated in Table 9:
Table 8: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first person agent morpheme *-ŋ
Proto-Kiranti
*-ŋ
1SG.A
*sf.5
Limbu
-ŋ
1SG.A
sf.5
Hayu
-ŋ~-N~-soŋ
1SG.A
sf.3
sf.5
-n
1SG.A
Lohorung
Puma
-ŋ
1SG.A
sf.1
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This suffix occurs when a first person singular agent acts on third person patient (1SG>3)
in the non-past and past tense. It occurs only after the third person patient morpheme <-u
~ -i ~ -a ~ -o>.
(11) ŋa-a
1SG-ERG
‘I hit him.’

khokku-lai
3SG-DAT

cetdh-u-ŋ
hit-3P-1SG.A

11. Proto-Kiranti morpheme *-k
Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first person plural morpheme *-k are presented in Table 10.
Table 9: Reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first person plural morpheme *-k
Proto-Kiranti
*-k
1PL
sf.2
Dumi
-k
1PL
sf.2
Kulung
-ka
sf.6
EXCL
Thulung
-ki
sf.6
EXCL
Bahing
-k
1PL.EXCL
sf.8
-ka~-ko~-ku
1EXCL.S/A
sf.5
EXCL
Lohorung
-ka
sf.8
EXCL
sf.8
Puma
-ka

In Puma pronouns are marked for the distinction of inclusive and exclusive reference.
Puma also marks dual number in its pronouns. The first person non-singular inclusive is
unmarked on the verb, while the first person non-singular exclusive is marked by the
suffix -ka on the verb, as illustrated in Sharma (2014: 151):
(12) a. ke-ka
1PL-EXCL.ABS
‘WeEXCL talk.’

baŋŋ-i-ka
talk-1/2PL-EXCL

b. keci-ka-a
kitāp
1DL-EXCL-ERG
book.ABS
‘WeDL.EXCL read the book.’

khipd-i-ci-ka
read-1/2PL.NPST-DL-EXCL

c. khokku-a keci-ka-lai
3SG-ERG 1DL-EXCL-DAT
‘He helps usDL.EXCL.’

pʌ-pha-ci-ka
3S/A-help-DL-EXCL

The suffix -ka only co-occurs with the non-singular first person S argument, A argument
and P argument. This suffix is never found with a hearer (the second person). The
exclusive marker -ka, according to van Driem’s (1990) reconstruction of proto-Kiranti
morphemes, is common in several Kiranti languages, and is a reflex of the proto-Kiranti
first plural morpheme *-k and the exclusive marker *-ya, which coalesced as a single
morpheme later due to their frequent co-occurrence.
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12. Conclusion
The Puma first person singular non-past morpheme -ŋa, dual suffix -ci, third person nonsingular suffix -ci, first person agent morpheme -ŋ and third person patient morpheme -u
are identical with the Proto-Kiranti morphemes. The Puma first/second person plural
morpheme -mʌ, first person past morpheme -oŋ and first person exclusive morpheme -ka
are cognate with the Proto-Kiranti reflexes.
Conjugations of Kiranti languages, when systematically compared with similar
conjugations in Tibeto-Burman languages beyond the Kiranti, may be shown to be
retentions of an archaic Tibeto-Burman verbal agreement pattern (van Driem 1991: 355).
It is observed that in Kiranti languages, as well as in the Tibeto-Burman languages in
general, there is a strong evidence that the presence of a velar nasal /ŋ/ indicates the
involvement of a first person singular agent in the historical reconstruction.
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REVISITING THE MORPHOPHONOLOGY OF THANGMI:
A TIBETO-BURMAN LANGUAGE OF NEPAL
Mark Turin
This article revisits the morphophonology of Thangmi, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Nepal
by a community group of the same name whose grammar and lexicon I was involved in documenting from 1996 onwards. The Thangmi (Nepali Thāmī) are an ethnic group who number around
30,000 and inhabit the central eastern hills of Nepal. The Thangmi are autochthonous to the upper
reaches of Dolakhā district as well as to the eastern valleys of Sindhupālcok district, and their
hitherto undocumented Tibeto-Burman language has two distinctly recognisable and mutually unintelligible dialects.Morphophonology (also known as morphophonemics) explores the interaction
between morphology and phonology, and is predicated on a rigorous investigation of the phonological variations within morphemes that oftentimes mark different grammatical functions. While
complex, Thangmi morphophonology lends itself to transparent interpretation, and this paper offers a modified analysis that builds on and develops from my earlier work (Turin 2012, 2005). Following a brief introduction to Thangmi segmental phonology, this article covers four aspects central to Thangmi morphophonology: the remnants of what may be a defunct liquid-nasal alternation, a brief overview of assimilation, a robust review of intervocalic approximants and finally a
brief note on syncope.
Keywords: Thami, Thangmi, Morphophonology, Assimilation, Syncope

1. The Thangmi speech community
The Thangmi are autochthonous to the upper reaches of Dolakhā district as well as to the
eastern valleys of Sindhupālcok district, and their hitherto undocumented Tibeto-Burman
language has two distinctly recognisable and mutually unintelligible dialects.1 The greatest concentration of ethnic Thangmi and speakers of the language are resident in these
two districts.
According to the 2011 National Population and Housing Census conducted by the Central
Bureau of Statistics, the total Thami population is 28,671 (2012: 145), 90% of whom are
classified as rural and resident in the Central Development Region. The same census
enumerates 23,151 Thangmi ‘mother tongue’ speakers (2012: 164), which—given that
there are next to no speakers of Thangmi who are not members of the Thami ethnic
communities—entails that 80% of the population self-identify as speakers of their ancestral language.
The Thangmi language likely occupies a genetic position somewhere between the Kiranti
or ‘Rai’ group of languages spoken in the east of Nepal, and the Newar language as spo1
I am grateful to the editorial team of this journal, in particular Dubi Nanda Dhakal, Lekhnath Sharma Pathak
and Bhim Narayan Regmi, for their support and encouragement, and to the reviewer who offered constructive
and welcome suggestions to improve this contribution. This article was written on the traditional, ancestral
and unceded territory of the hən̓q̓əmin̓əm-speaking xwməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam) people in what is currently
referred to as Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. I thank the Musqueam community for their teachings.
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ken in Dolakhā and around the Kathmandu valley. The Thangmi language exhibits certain
grammatical features reminiscent of the Kiranti languages, but has a lexicon more closely
allied to Newar, and perhaps Barām. The exact genetic position of the Thangmi language
in the Tibeto-Burman language family remains contested and is firmly beyond the scope
of this paper. Instead, I refer interested readers to other contributions that address this important question (cf. Turin 2004 1998).
Since the mid-1990s, and perhaps earlier, members of the Thangmi speech community
have been actively engaged in collaborative processes of language and culture collection,
documentation, description, conservation and increasingly revitalization. In some instances, these initiatives have articulated with national research and advocacy programs in Nepal, or with movements for state recognition in West Bengal in neighbouring India, as
well as with the research agendas of foreign linguists and anthropologists.
2. The importance of morphophonology for grammatical description
Morphophonology is the branch of linguistics that deals with the phonological representation of morphemes. As noted by Basbøll (2015), morphophonology should not be understood as a distinct subfield or element of linguistics, but rather as an exploration of the
composite elements of morphology and phonology. While in this article we choose to use
the term morphophonology, we acknowledge that the Americanist tradition has—at least
since Bloomfield’s seminal study of Menomini—historically favoured the term morphophonemics over morphophonology, perhaps suggesting more of an “emphasis on the
segmental building blocks in linguistic structure than the other terms which are neutral
with respect to the distinction between segments and prosody” (Basbøll 2015: 826).
The centrality of morphophonology can best be explained thus: while phonetic and phonemic transcriptions rely exclusively on input from sound, morphophonemic transcriptions by contrast also involve morphological information (Basbøll 2015: 831). Heuristically, then, “two phonemes can be identified morphophonemically if they occur in parallel positions in different forms of the same morpheme—e.g. in different inflectional
forms belonging to the same paradigm—if it applies to a significant set of morphemes in
a systematical way” (Basbøll 2015: 831). This last point is central for
morphophonological analysis: variations and alternations must be at once significant and
systematic. When well-handled and carefully described, a morphophonemic analysis will
help to make “phonological patterns simpler and more general, e.g., with simpler
phonotactics and more general principles of realization” (Basbøll 2015: 831). It is such a
handling that we strive for in this contribution.
3. A brief overview of Thangmi phonology
Thangmi distinguishes six monophthongal vowels /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/, /a/, /ă/ representing
three grades of vowel height and three steps on the front-back scale. Thangmi exhibits no
contrast between short and long vowels, but does distinguish seven diphthongs /ei/, /ăi/,
/oi/, /ui/, /eu/, /ău/, /ou/.
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Although Thangmi boasts more vowel diphthongs than monophthongs, diphthongs occur
only infrequently in native Thangmi words. While it may seem peculiar to suggest that
Thangmi has more diphthong than monophthong vowels, this proposition is the result of
careful examination. A Thangmi diphthong is indeed the union of two vowels pronounced
as one syllable, and may not be analysed as a sequence of two monophthongs. Diphthongs are more common, however, in open-stem verbs borrowed from Nepali, as in
Thangmi ghumăisa ‘to turn around, show around’ from Nepali ghumāunu ‘to turn around,
show around’, and Thangmi banăisa ‘to make’ from Nepali banāunu ‘to make’. Diphthongs are attested in a handful of indigenous Thangmi forms, in which they have the
same length as a monophthongal vowel. The criterion of length provides the justification
for analysing these vowel forms as diphthongs rather than as vowel sequences or chains.
The Thangmi consonant inventory is comprised of five series of obstruents across five
distinctive and contrastive points of articulation (bilabial, dental, palatal, retroflex and velar), each of which includes an unaspirated voiceless, an aspirated voiceless, an unaspirated voiced and a breathy member. The Thangmi consonant system further includes a series of nasals at four points of articulation, one breathy nasal, one glottal stop, one fricative, one trill, one lateral and three approximants. Apart from the glottal stop /ʔ/, all consonants may occur in word-initial position.
Stress is non-distinctive, prosodic and relatively unpronounced in Thangmi. Unless otherwise indicated, all Thangmi words are stressed on the first syllable. The only deviations
from this rule are Thangmi verb forms composed of three syllables of more, in which the
stress falls on the second syllable. Thangmi does not permit sequences of consonants in
syllable-final position. In syllable-initial position, the only consonant clusters attested are
those in which the second phoneme is either /l/, /r/, /y/ or /w/. These four consonant phonemes then function as post-consonantal glides. At syllable breaks in Thangmi words,
consonant clusters are attested in so far as they involve the closed coda of one syllable
and a consonant initial in the following segment.
Gemination is the adjacent clustering of identical consonants within a phonological word.
The phonetic value of geminate consonants is discerned to be different to single consonants on the basis of clearly audible length. The consonants /p/, /t/, /ṭ/, /k/, /n/, /f/, /s/ and
/l/ are attested as geminates in native Thangmi lexical items.
Certain Thangmi vowels are lengthened for emphasis or as the result of bearing the prosodic accent of a clause or sentence. These lengthened vowels occur primarily in adjectives, adverbs and interjections when the speaker intends to convey an intensified feeling
or emotion. Examples include ho to (yes that) ‘yes, that one’ from Nepali ho ‘yes’ and
Thangmi to ‘he, she, it (distal)’ which is rendered as [hoː t̪ oː] and aṭṭhe apraca ‘very
good, excellent’ which is often pronounced with lengthened initial vowels on each word,
as in [aːʈʈhɛ aːpratsa]. When giving directions, older Thangmi speakers use vowel lengthening to indicate relative distance and the difficulty of the terrain, as in dhu-te hen-ko
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măi-Ø-du (over.there-LOC go-ADH must-sAS-NPT) ‘you must go over there’, in which [d̪hu]
is often rendered as [d̪huː] to underscore the distance.
4. Thangmi morphophonology
The morphophonological regularities which are attested in the Thangmi language, or
within a defined grammatical category, are the topic of this short contribition. In line with
estalished convention, morphemes and allomorphs are represented between mopheme
brackets, as in <-si> (REF). Such a form is considered to be the underlying representation
which may then undergo environmentally condtioned modifications. A phonetic form is
represented in square brackets, as in [ʂi], and a phonologically correct representation is
italicised with no brackets, as in si.
5. Remnants of a liquid-nasal alternation
Thangmi displays the remnants of what may be a defunct liquid-nasal alternation. Unlike
Korean (Suen n.d.), Lai (Melnik 1997) and Yamphu, the latter which still attests an alternation of liquid initials in suffixes and auxiliary verbs (Rutgers 1998: 40), Thangmi retains a mere handful of examples of a system which may once have been more productive. The four instances of liquid-nasal variation attested in modern spoken Thangmi
show an alternation between the voiced, apico-alveolar approximant /l/ [l] and the voiced,
retroflex nasal continuant /ṇ/ [ɳ], as shown below:
<lyuŋ ~ liŋ ~ ṇiŋ>
<kili ~ kiṇi>
<lukumbasya ~ ṇukumbasya>
<lore ~ ṇoneŋ>

stone, rock
faeces, excrement, shit
behind, back
jackal

While the alternation of /l/ and /ṇ/ is most commonly heard in the forms shown above,
older monolingual Thangmi speakers use /l/ and /ṇ/ interchangeably in scores of native
Thangmi words. In particular, popular alternations include <lu ~ ṇu> ‘later, after’ and
<lumsa ~ ṇumsa> ‘to sink into water’ (both Sindhupālcok dialect). These alternates are
rejected by younger speakers.
6. Assimilation
Assimilation is a common phonological process in all languages by which one sound becomes more like a nearby sound in its immediate environment. Assimilation can occur either within a word or between words, and while it occurs in normal speech, in most languages it becomes more common and pronounced in more rapid speech. Jurgec (2011: 12) defines assimilation as “an alternation involving at least two segments. One of these
segments (the target) alternates in the presence of the other segment (the trigger), but not
otherwise. The target acquires a phonological property of the trigger”.
In Thangmi, verb stems and nouns that end in a voiced, velar nasal [ŋ] are
morphophonologically ‘weak’. This weakness entails that under certain conditions, the
segment does not retain its regular phonological identity but assimilates to the segments
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that follow, bringing about a regular alternation in the verb stem or nominal final. Before
a short, mid-open, unrounded front vowel /e/ [ɛ], a voiced, velar nasal final is subject to
regressive assimilation for place of articulation. The result is a palatalised /ny/ [ɲ], as in
the following five examples:
wany-eŋ-du they’re coming up from below
[waɲɛŋd̪u]
<waŋ-eŋ-du>
come.from.below-pAS-NPT
dany-eŋ-no they sought
[d̪aɲɛŋno]
<daŋ-eŋ-no>
seek-pAS-33/PT
lony-eŋ-ŋa-n they did [it] to me
[loɲɛŋŋan]
<loŋ-eŋ-ŋa-n>
do-pAS-1s-PT
nany-e you (singular) (ERG)
[ŋaɲɛ]
<naŋ-e>
you(s)-ERG
su-bany-e who (plural) (ERG)
[ʂubaɲɛ]
<su-baŋ-e>
who-Pp-ERG
This assimilation is represented by the following rule:
∑ /ŋ/  ∑ /ny/
/ _/e/

7. The morphophonology of intervocalic approximants
When followed by a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix, Thangmi open-stem verbs are
realised with an intervocalic glide, either /h/, /y/ or /w/, an example of which is amiy-Øan (sleep-sAS-3S/PT) ‘he/she/it slept’, from ami-sa ‘to sleep’. The rules governing each
vowel cluster combination are presented alongside illustrative examples below. The rule
governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb ending
with a short, open, unrounded, front vowel [a] is as follows:
∑ /ah/
∑ /a/


∑ /ay/

_/a/
_/o/
_/u/
_/e/
_/i/
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For the rule
∑ /a/



∑ /ah/

/

_/a/

examples include:
thah-an he/she/it became
[t̪ haɦan]
<tha-Ø-an>
be-sAS-3S/PT
cawah-an he/she/it walked
[tsawaɦan]
<cawa-Ø-an>
walk-sAS-3S/PT

For the rule
∑ /a/



∑ /ah/

/

_/o/

/

_/u/

examples include:
ŋah-o! say it!
[ŋaɦo]
<ŋa-o>
say-s3/IMP
tortah-o! leave it!
[t̪ ɔrt̪ aɦo]
<torta-o>
leave-s3/IMP

For the rule
∑ /a/



∑ /ah/

examples include:
ŋah-u-n-uŋ I said
[ŋaɦunuŋ]
<ŋa-u-n-uŋ>
say-3P-1s3-1s3/PT
cyah-u-no he/she/it ate
[tsjaɦuno]
<cya-Ø-u-no>
eat-sAS-3P-33/PT

For the rule
∑ /a/



∑ /ay/

/

_/e/
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examples include:
ŋay-eŋ-du they say
[ŋajɛŋd̪u]
<ŋa-eŋ-du>
say-pAS-NPT
usyay-eŋ-an he/she/it danced
[uʂjajɛŋan]
<usya-eŋ-an>
dance-pAS-3S/PT

For the rule
∑ /a/



∑ /ay/

/

_/i/

examples include:
ray-i-n we came
[rajɪn]
<ra-i-n>
come.from.level-1pPS-PT
thay-i-du we are
[t̪ hajid̪u]
<tha-i-du>
be-1pPS-NPT

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with a short, mid-open, unrounded front vowel [ɛ] is as follows:

∑ /e/

∑ /ey/

_/a/
_/e/
_/i/

∑ /eh/

_/u/

∑ /ew/

_/o/



For the rule
∑ /e/



∑ /ey/

an example is:
ikhey-an it crowed
[ikhɛjan]
<ikhe-Ø-an>
crow-sAS-3S/PT

/

_/a/
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For the rule
∑ /e/



∑ /ey/

/

_/e/

an example is:
ney-eŋ-to-le having ground
[nɛjɛŋt̪ olɛ]
<ne-eŋ-to-le>
grind-pAS-TPP-PCL

For the rule
∑ /e/



∑ /ey/

/

_/i/

an example is:
ṇey-i-nyou/he/they beat us
[ɳɛjɪn]
<ṇe-i-n>
beat-1pPS-PT

For the rule
∑ /e/  ∑ /eh/

/

_/u/

an example is:
koṭeh-u-du he/she/it cuts
[koʈɛɦud̪u]
<koṭe-Ø-u-du>
cut-sAS-3P-NPT

For the rule
∑ /e/  ∑ /ew/

/

_/o/

an example is:
sew-o! taste it!
[ʂɛwo]
<se-o>
taste-s3/IMP

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with a short, unrounded, high front vowel [i] is shown below:
∑ /iy/
∑ /i/


∑ /ih/ ~ /iy/

_/a/
_/e/
_/i/
_/o/
_/u/
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For the rule
∑ /i/



∑ /iy/

/

_/a/

an example is:
amiy-an he/she/it slept
[amijan]
<ami-Ø-an>
sleep-sAS-3S/PT

For the rule
∑ /i/



∑ /iy/

/

_/e/

/

_/i/

an example is:
piy-eŋ-no they gave
[pijɛŋno]
<pi-eŋ-no>
give-pAS-33/PT

For the rule
∑ /i/



∑ /iy/

an example is:
ariy-i-n we were afraid
[arijɪn]
<ari-i-n>
be.afraid-1pPS-PT

For the rule
∑ /i/



∑ /iy/

/

_/o/

an example is:
ciy-o! throw it away!
[tsijo]
<ci-o>
throw.away-s3/IMP

For the following rule, the glides /ih/ and /iy/ exist in free variation, and are both equally
attested in open-stem verb forms in allegro Thangmi speech.
For the rule
∑ /i/



∑ /ih ~ iy/

/

_/u/
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Examples include:
nih-u-n-uŋ ~ niy-u-n-uŋ I saw
[niɦunuŋ ~ nijunuŋ]
<ni-u-n-uŋ>
see-3P-1s3-1s3/PT
pih-Ø-u-no ~ piy-Ø-u-no
[piɦuno ~ pijuno]
<pi-Ø-u-no>
give-sAS-3P-33/PT

he/she/it gave

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with a short, mid-closed, rounded, back vowel [o] is shown below:

∑ /o/



∑ /oy/

_/e/
_/i/

∑ /oh/

_/o/
_/u/

∑ /ow/

_/a/

For the rule
∑ /o/



∑ /oy/

/

_/e/

an example is:
yoy-eŋ-no they looked at [something]
[jojɛŋno]
<yo-eŋ-no>
look.at-pAS-33/PT

For the rule
∑ /o/



∑ /oy/

/

_/i/

an example is:
poy-i-n you/he/they chased us
[pojɪn]
<po-i-n>
chase-1pPS-PT

For the rule
∑ /o/



∑ /oh/

/

_/o/
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an example is:
toh-o! dig!
[t̪ oɦo]
<to-o>
dig-s 3/IMP

For the rule
∑ /o/



∑ /oh/

/

_/u/

an example is:
yoh-u-du he/she/it looks at [something]
[joɦud̪u]
<yo-Ø-u-du>
look.at-sAS-3P-NPT

For the rule
∑ /o/



∑ /ow/

/

_/a/

an example is:
mow-an he/she/it survived
[mowan]
<mo-Ø-an>
survive-sAS-3S/PT

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with a short, closed, rounded high back vowel [u] is shown below:

∑ /u/



∑ /uy/

_/e/
_/i/

∑ /uw/

_/a/
_/o/

∑ /uh/

_/u/

For the rule
∑ /u/



∑ /uy/

/

_/e/

an example is:
cabuy-eŋ-du they carry
[tsabujɛŋd̪u]
<cabu-eŋ-du>
carry-pAS-NPT

For the rule
∑ /u/



∑ /uy/

/

_/i/
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an example is:
nuy-i-n we laughed
[nujɪn]
<nu-i-n>
laugh-1pPS-PT

For the rule
∑ /u/



∑ /uw/

/

_/a/

an example is:
yuw-an he/she/it came from above
[juwan]
<ju-Ø-an>
come.from.above-sAS-3S/PT

For the rule
∑ /u/



∑ /uw/

/

_/o/

an example is:
chyuw-o! tie it up!
[tshjuwo]
<chyu-o>
tie-s3/IMP

For the rule
∑ /u/



∑ /uh/

/

_/u/

an example is:
ḍapuh-u-du he/she/it spies
[ɖapuɦud̪u]
<ḍapu-Ø-u-du>
spy-sAS-3P-NPT

Verb stems ending in a diphthong also take an intervocalic glide when followed by a
vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix. The examples provided are represented by the rules
below. The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an openstem verb ending with the diphthong /ăi/ is as follows:

∑/ăi/



∑/ăiy/

_/a/
_/e/
_/i/
_/o/
_/u/
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Examples include:
măiy-an he/she/it must [preterite tense]
[mɑɪjan]
<măi-Ø-an>
must-sAS-3S/PT
săiy-eŋ-no they knew
[ʂɑɪjɛŋno]
<săi-eŋ-no>
know-pAS-33/PT
karăiy-i-n we feel [hungry]
[kaɾɑɪjɪn]
<karăi-i-n>
shout-1pPS-PT
nasăiy-o! listen!
[naʂɑɪjo]
<nasăi-o>
hear-s3/IMP
kăiy-u-du he/she/it removes
[kɑɪjud̪u]
<kăi-Ø-u-du>
remove-sAS-3P-NPT

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with the diphthong /ei/ is as follows:
∑ /ei/



∑ /eiy/

_/a/
_/u/

Examples include:
kheiy-an it spilled
[khɛɪjan]
<khei-Ø-an>
spill-sAS-3S/PT
kheiy-u-no he/she/it poured
[khɛɪjuno]
<khei-Ø-u-no>
pour-sAS-3P-33/PT

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with the diphthong /ui/ is as follows:
∑ /ui/  ∑ /uiy/

/

_/a/
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an example of which is:
nuiy-an he/she/it laughed
[nuɪjan]
<nui-Ø-an>
laugh-sAS-3S/PT

The rule governing a vowel-initial verbal agreement suffix following an open-stem verb
ending with the diphthong /ou/ is as follows:
∑ /ou/



∑ /ouw/

_/a/

∑ /ouy/

_/i/

∑ /ouh/

_/u/

Examples include:
aghyouw-an he/she/it cried out
[aghjɔuwan]
<aghyou-Ø-an>
cry.out-sAS-3S/PT
urouy-i-n you/he/they called us
[urɔujɪn]
<urou-i-n>
call-1pPS-PT
urouh-u-du he/she/it calls
[urɔuɦud̪u]
<urou-Ø-u-du>
call-sAS-3P-NPT

Younger Thangmi speakers of the Dolakhā dialect with increasing fluency in Nepali
sometimes disregard the morphophonology of open verb stems when the initial of the following verbal agreement suffix is the same vowel as the verb stem. In such cases, younger speakers may lengthen the vowel of the verb stem, as shown in the examples below:
he/she/it became
tha-an
[t̪ haːn] rather than [t̪ haɦan]
<tha-Ø-an>
be-sAS-3S/PT
ne-eŋ-to-le
having ground
[nɛːŋt̪ olɛ] rather than [nɛjɛŋt̪ olɛ]
<ne-eŋ-to-le>
grind-pAS-TPP-PCL
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ari-i-n
we were afraid
[arɪːn] rather than [arijɪn]
<ari-i-n>
be.afraid-1pPS-PT
dig!
to-o!
[t̪ oː] rather than [t̪ oɦo]
<to-o>
dig-s3/IMP
he/she/it spies
ḍapu-u-du
[ɖapuːd̪u] rather than ɖapuɦud̪u]
<ḍapu-Ø-u-du>
spy-sAS-3P-NPT

Thangmi speakers from the village of Piskar in Sindhupālcok district insert a glottal stop
in the place of a glide. This intervocalic hiatus prevents diphthongisation. The phenomenon of a hiatus is not attested elsewhere in Sindhupālcok, and is also rejected by speakers
of the Dolakhā dialect of Thangmi. The following three examples demonstrate this
glottalisation:
thaʔ-an

he/she/it became

h

[t̪ aʔan] rather than [t̪ haɦan]
<tha-Ø-an>
be-sAS-3S/PT
dig!
toʔ-o!
[t̪ oʔo] rather than [t̪ oɦo]
<to-o>
dig-s3/IMP
he/she/it came from above
yuʔ-an
[juʔan] rather than [juwan]
<ju-Ø-an>
come.from.above-sAS-3S/PT

8. Syncope
Syncope is the loss of one or more sounds from the interior of a word, especially the loss
of an unstressed vowel. In Thangmi, this internal omission of sounds in is manifested in
vowel syncope, and is a defining feature of both the Dolakhā and Sindhupālcok dialects
when a verb stem has the following structure:
C V

/r/

V
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In such instances, as shown in the examples below, the first vowel may be syncopated.
While both vowel syncope and vowel retention are attested, the rate of omission increases
with connected or flowing natural speech:2
dorok-an ~ drok-an he/she/it ran
[dɔɾɔkan ~ drɔkan]
<dorok-Ø-an>
run-sAS-3S/PT
serek-an ~ srek-an
[ʂɛɾɛkan ~ ʂrɛkan]
<serek-Ø-an>
arise-sAS-3S/PT

he/she/it got up

9. Conclusion
While complex, Thangmi morphophonology lends itself to transparent interpretation and
analysis. Following a brief introduction to Thangmi segmental phonology, this article has
outlined four aspects central to Thangmi morphophonology: the remnants of what may be
a defunct liquid-nasal alternation, a brief overview of assimilation, a robust review of intervocalic approximants and finally a brief note on syncope. Once again, while the linguistic and cultural affinities between Thangmi and the Rai-Kiranti groupings of languages in eastern Nepal and the Newar language as spoken in Dolakha and the Kathmandu valley are certainly worthy of additional exploration, these questions are beyond the
remit of this paper and will not be answered by a synchronic and language-internal analysis of morphophonology.
Abbreviations
A
agent (of a transitive verb)
ADH adhortative
CLF non-human numeral classifier
DIM diminutive
FEM feminine, female gender
(G) glide
IMP imperative
INF infinitive
IPP intr. preterite participle
MALEmasculine, male gender
NPS neg. participial suffix
OPT optative
P
patient (of a transitive verb)
PERM permissive
PM patient marker
PRT particle
2

ABL ablative
CAUS causative
CON continuous background activity suffix
ERG ergative
FOC focus particle
GEN genitive
IND individuative suffix
INS instrumental
LOC locative
NEG negative
NPT non-preterite
p
plural
PCL participial
PFG perfect gerund
Pp
pronominal plural
PSG present gerund

The same is true in English, in which certain cases of syncope are conventions which speed up or
simplify speech patterns, as in ['sɛkrɪtrɪ] rather than ['sɛkrɪtɛri] ‘secretary’.
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PT
REP
S
vs
[...]
<...>
→
1
3

preterite
reported speech particle
subject
versus
phonetic transcription
morpheme/allomorph
direction of a transitive relationship
first person
third person

REF
s
TPP
Ø
/.../
<
~
2
∑

reflexive
singular
transitive preterite participle
zero-marker
phonemic transcription
derives from
alternates with
second person
stem
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HONORIFICATION IN NEPALI: A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE
Lekhnath S Pathak
This research article explores the psycholinguistic processes of honorification manipulation in
Nepali language. Honorification is not static but dynamic process and is affected by many factors
including psychological. Data is drawn from published narratives, mostly in the Nepali media, and
analyzed from psycholinguistic perspective. The range of data include politics, royalese, language
of marital discord and media. Significant influencers in choice of honorifics are fluctuation in
state of mind and proximality. The canonical three-level honorific system is discussed as a
reference point for psychologically motivated honorification fluctuation. Three types of honorific
operators are identified and discussed: psychological, royalese and neutralization. The article
attempts to bring forth the complex mechanisms that work on the honorification system in Nepali
language.
Keywords: honorification, psycholinguistic perspective, royalese, neutralization, distal/proximal,
Nepali language

1. Introduction
Honorification is the process of expressing and exhibiting honour which exists in any
language of the world. Every language makes use of its own mechanisms to show regard
(or disregard, for that matter) and exhibit and establish relationship among interlocutors.
Honorific used by one person to another exhibits the relative status, emotional state of the
people in question. “Honorific phenomena is…intersubjectively shared codes of
behavior…susceptible to strategic manipulation” (Agha 1994). Honorification operates
at both spoken and written level. Evaluating the historical development of two way T – V
(French tu and vous) pronominal contrast in European languages, Brown and Gilman
(1960) have proposed power-and-solidarity model in usage of pronominal honorification.
Several linguists have discussed and categorized types of honorificity in Nepali in their
own convenient and reasonable ways (Schmidt 1976; Schmidt and Dahal, 1993;
Angdambe 1999; Dahal 1974; Regmi 2003, 2006). For example, Schmidt and Dahal
(1993) outline four levels of honorific: low, middle, honorific and high honorific. Based
on the individual whose status is being expressed, Comerie (1976) categorizes honorifics
into three main types: (i) addressee (or speaker/hearer), (ii) referent (or speaker/referent)
and (iii) bystander (or speaker and bystander). So, it will be quite convenient to classify
them in three levels of hierarchy and further sub –classify each level, where required.
Factors like relative age, sex, rank, role, etc. and contextual factors such as the formality
or informality of the situation, whether the person is addressed (second person) or
referred to (third person), and whether the third person is present or not, modify and
affect the honorification process.
This paper will consider some recent phenomena and practices in the use of honorifics in
Nepali to add to the existing body of the work already done. It will focus on how
Gipan 4. 2019. 80-90.
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honorification operates in Nepali. It will observe mainly three process at work and will
try to show that: (i) honorification is not constant even if the subject being addressed or
referred to is constant which could result from factors like presence/absence
(proximal/distal) of the subject or emotional state of the addressor toward the subject;(ii)
highest order honorification or 'royalese' is in vogue and is becoming popular and
conventionalized especially, among the urbanites; and, (iii) neutralization is the strategy
used when one particular honorific cannot be established because of similar status of the
interlocutors. Honorification is not merely canonical stratification of hierarchical
relationship among interlocutors as evinced on the surface; it cuts much deeper into the
human psyche and reflects the addresser’s deeper perceptive judgement of the addressee
in the given context. It is argued, with evidence, that under certain emotional and
psychological state, the expected honorification undergoes change.
2. Method
The method for data collection is based on the observation of honorific use in
conversation and published source of narrative account where the addressor undergoes
change in the use of expected honorific under intense psychological state. Conclusion is
drawn from the observed use of the honorific. For the major sources of the data, personal
narratives published in Nepal National Fortnightly. 16-31 Bhadau 2058BS/1-16
September, 2001, Volume 2(3) and Annapurna Post National Daily, published by Capt.
Rameswor Thapa: Kathmandu, dated May 4, 2019 have been used as the main corpus of
the data. The psychologically charged honorific patterns used by the narrators form the
main basis of this psycholinguistic study that indexes the fluidity of this linguistic
phenomena.
3. Honorific operation in Nepali
Honorification operates mainly in 2nd and 3rd person (except by the king who uses the
royal form 1st person plural हामी ɦāmi ‘we’ and the corresponding honorific verbal forms).
Let us look at the honorific levels in 2nd and 3rd person and collocation with the verb गर
gər ‘do’.
Table 1: Honorific levels
Honorific 2nd person
level
Low
तँ tə̃ ‘you’ (intimate)
Collocation गछस:् gər-ʦʰəs
Middle

तमी timi 'you' (familiar)
Collocation: गछ gər-ʦʰəu

तपा təpɑ̄ĩ 'you'
Collocation: गनहु ु छ gər-nu-hun-ʦʰə

3rd person
ऊ u, (jo-present; tjo-absent)

Collocation: गछ gər-ʦʰə
उ न uni, (jini-present; तनी tiniabsent)
Collocation: ग छन ् gər-ʦʰən
(also, formal & respectful)
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High

ɦəʣur 'you' (more formal than तपा təpaĩ)
Collocation: गनहु ु छ gər-nu-ɦun-ʦʰə

हजरु

यहाँ jəɦã 'you' (more polite and impersonal

than तपा təpaĩ)

Collocation: गनहु ु छ gər-nu-ɦun-ʦʰə
सरकार sərkɑ̄r 'Your Highness'
Collocation: ग रबि स छ gar-i-baks-in- ʦʰə
मौसफ
ु məusuph 'Your Majesty'

Collocation: ग रबि स छ gar-i-baks-in- ʦʰə

वहाँ wəɦã 's/he'

Collocation: गनहु ु छ gər-nu-ɦun-ʦʰə
सरकार sərkɑ̄r 'His/Her Highness'

Collocation: ग रबि स छ gər-i-baks-

in- ʦʰə
məusuph 'His/Her Majesty'
Collocation: ग रबि स छ gər-i-baksin-ʦʰə

Honorific collocation: From the above table, it is clear the subject verb collocation varies
in 2nd and 3rd person in low and middle honorific but the collocation remains same in high
honorific and 2nd and 3rd person. Let us see some of the situations how honorification
works in Nepali.
3.1 Honorification governed by psychological state: constant subject versus inconstant
honorification
In this section, we will discuss some of the situations in which honorification use is
influenced by the perception the speaker holds toward the person mentioned. This
situation is noticeable both in written as well as spoken variety. The fluctuation of
honorification for the same subject is a result of fluctuating emotional state of the
speaker/writer towards the subject.
In spoken variety, in the presence of the subject the honorific remains more or less
constant, unless the addressor is annoyed and does not care much about offending the
subject , in which case the use of honorific falls to low from higher one. For example,
instead of तपा təpɑ̄ĩ 'you', the speaker may use lower तमी timi 'you' or even lowest तँ tə̃
'you' (which rarely happens, but when it happens, there is lot of heat between both the
parties).
Whereas, in absence of the subject depending on the degree of respect that the speaker
has, the honorifics may change. To some one, whom the speaker would have used हजरु
ɦaʣur or तपा təpɑ̄ĩ in direct address may use वहाँ wəɦã 's/he' as the corresponding
absential honorific if the respect for the subject is constant and is of the same degree, but
may use उनी uni or u if the person does not have high degree of respect for the subject or
the speaker feels that the person does not deserve that honour. One assumption in such a
case is that the subject will not know the kind of honorific that the speaker used for
him/her.
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In this section, we will consider the use of honorific in academic, political and personal
accounts drawing the evidences mainly from the published sources in the media.
3.1.1 Academics
Here, it might be pertinent to note that in recent years the teachers have been using high
honorific तपा təpɑ̄ĩ to college or university students to whom they would use low
honorific some years ago unless it was highly formal occasion. This can be explained in
the light of student movements which have become quite powerful especially after the
restoration of democracy in Nepal, which at times even pose strong threat to the teachers.
Also, the Nepali society is becoming more and more egalitarian, with class differences
gradually dissipating which gets reflected in the use of honorifics. The use of such
honorific is prevalent in both spoken and written forms. The practice can be contrasted
with the Nepali teacher-student relationship in Nepal and in India. In India also there are
places where they run schools and colleges where Nepali students are in majority and
where Nepali as subject is also taught (Darjeeling, Sikkim, Assam and Meghalaya).
While setting question paper and giving instructions to the students about answering the
questions the practice in Nepal is to use high honorific like कुनै दईु वटा नको उ तर दनहु ोस ्
kunəi dui wəʈɑ̄ prəsnə ko uttər dinuɦos ('answer any two questions' ) whereas in India
the same instruction would be कुनै
('answer any two questions' ).

दईु वटा

नको उ तर दे उ

kunəi dui wəʈɑ̄ prəsnə ko uttar deu

3.1.2 Politics and media
Not just in academia as indicated above, in media also the phenomena is observed. To
illustrate, examples from published source in journalistic media is cited. Following are
the examples in which for a person holding a very high public office lower honorific has
been used, to whom otherwise high honorific had to be used, because they fell in the eyes
of the writer / narrator. With due regard and apology to the persons concerned, the
examples are cited to show the language used by the editor Nepal National Fortnightly
volume 2 No.1 Bijaya Kumar and colleagues (2001) while referring to the then prime
minister Girija Prasad Koirala who had become rather unpopular around the time and
there was consistent demand for his resignation which he finally did and subsequently
Sher Bahadur Deuba from the same party become the prime minister. Expressions like
the following have used, tweaking the honorific:
(1) a. य तो अव थामा प न रािजनामा नगरे का कोईराला साउन ४ गते ब हबार कन रािजनामा गरे

esto əwəsthɑ̄ mɑ̄ pəni rɑ̄ʣinɑ̄mɑ̄ nəgərekɑ̄ koirɑ̄lɑ̄le sɑ̄un 4 gəte bihibɑ̄rə kinə rɑ̄ʣinɑ̄mɑ̄
gəre ?
'why did koirala resign on Thursday, the fourth of Shravan who had not resigned under
such situation also?'

b. कोईराला ‘गडु फर न थङ’ अव थामामा पु न थालेका थए
Koirɑ̄lɑ̄ 'good for nothing' əwəsthɑ̄ mɑ̄ pugnə thɑ̄lekɑ̄ thije
'koirɑ̄lɑ̄ had reached the stage of good for nothing '
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In these examples middle order honorific (नगरे का, थालेका थए nəgərekɑ̄, thɑ̄lekɑ̄ thije) and
corresponding verb conjugation is used, where as for the same subject (Koirala), the
writer uses higher honorific elsewhere in different situation.
3.1.3 Personal reminiscence narrative: royal massacre
Another example is from Volume 2(3) (16-31 Bhadau, 2058BS) issue of the same
magazine where Kumar Gorakh Shamser, son-in-law of King Birendra and one of the
survivors of the incident of royal massacre of 1st June, 2001, in which he describes the
shootings by the then Crown Prince Dipendra. Gorakh Shamser uses the highest honorific
used for the royal family बि सयो bəksijo in almost all the occasions but descends down to
the use of low honorific when he describes about Dipendra pointing his gun and shooting
him and his wife Princess Shruti. Let us look at some of the statements.
(2) मौसफ
ु ले या म गोल मेरो छा तमा हानी बि सयो

məusuph-le djammə goli mero ʦhɑ̄timɑ̄ ɦɑ̄nibəksjo
'His Highness shot a fire in my chest'.

Till here, he uses the highest royal honourific हा नबि सयो ɦɑ̄nibəksjo ‘shot’. But hence forth
he starts to use lowest honorific as he sees his wife and other in-laws being shot:
(3) उसका आँखाह एकदम फोक

थए

uskɑ̄ ãkhɑ̄ɦəru ekdəm pʰokəsed thije
'his eyes were very focused'.

This is immediate next utterance after the above utterance where he uses lowest third
person उसका uskɑ̄ ‘his’. It is at this point in narrative that the honorific drops to low while
recollecting the most painful experience on the loss of life of the dearest ones and loss of
all respect for the perpetrator.
(4) यि तकैमा यवु राज धराज फेर आयो

jəttikəimɑ̄ jubərɑ̄ʣdhirɑ̄ʣ pheri ɑ̄jo
'Crown Prince came again in the mean while'.

Here, conventionally, the use of यवु राज धराज jubərɑ̄ʣdhirɑ̄ʣ entails the use of highest
honorific and the use of corresponding verb conjugation यि तकैमा यवु राज धराज फेर आई ब यो
jəttikəimɑ̄ jubərɑ̄ʣdhirɑ̄ʣ pheri ɑ̄ibəksjo. The descent from highest to lowest honorific can
be explained when we imagine the emotional and mental state of the narrator who sees
the dead bodies of his dear ones around him and the perpetrator of their death entering in.
In such a situation the narrator does not see the person referred to as someone holding
highest public office but as a perpetrator of crime for whom he does not see the need for
the use of highest honour. This is significant considering the fact that the incidence is
being narrated three months after the actual event. Even the mental recollection of the
event in a distant time has powerful effect on the use of honorific.
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(5) एक छन हे रेर कुि न के सोचेर यवराज धराज गोल नचलाई फन क फक ब यो

ekʦhin ɦererə kunni ke soʦerə jubərɑ̄ʣdhirɑ̄ʣ goli nəʦəlɑ̄i phənəkka phərki bəksijo
'Looking there for a while, god knows what he thought, he turned back without firing'.

Here, the narrator reverts back to the conventional highest honorific used for royal family,
because the intensity of emotion felt while describing the incidence of being shot on
himself and seeing his wife shot and falling is lessened when the narration of the
intensely emotional recollected event was over and the description turns to the leaving of
the perpetrator.
Here, it is important to note that the entire experience of the past is narrated some three
months after the incidence took place. When the narrator reaches the part concerned with
himself and his dear ones and the pain that he suffered thereof is relived he feels
intensively, the language used is charged with emotion and is expressed in corresponding
syntax.
3.1.3 Personal narrative: marital discord
Following data taken from published source in Annapurna National Daily 21 Baishakh
2076 (May 4, 2019) by Kunta Sharma on her husband Manjul that narrates their marital
discord. In conventional norms, in a Nepali Hindu marriage the wife accords higher
honour to her husband indicated by the use of higher honorific. But when the relationship
becomes sour, the honorification turns upside down in distal mode and there is use of low
honorific by the wife for her husband. However, the honorification stays in conventional
norm in a proximal mode. In the following examples, the statements in both distal and
proximal mode are placed side by side to show how when the context changes
immediately from one mode to the other, the honorification changes accordingly.
(6) a. घरबाट रा ैसँग बदा भएर गएको उसले कुनै चठ –प या खबर पठाएको थएन। (distal)

ghər bɑ̄ʈə rɑ̄mrəi səg̃ ə bidɑ̄ bhəerə gəeko usle kunəi ʦiʈhi - pətrə ja khəbər pəʈhɑ̄eko tʰienə
‘Even though he had left home in good faith, he had not sent any letter or news’

b. उसलाई प रवारको कुनै वा ता नभएको कुरा त मैले प हले नै थाहा पाइसकेक थएँ (distal)
uslai pəriwɑ̄rko kunəi wɑ̄stɑ̄ nəbhəeko kurɑ̄ məile pəɦile thɑ̄hɑ̄ pɑ̄i səkeki thiẽ
‘I had already figured out much before that he didn’t care about his family’
c. अक मात ् बनासच
ू ना ऊ चैतको अि तम साता तीन म हनाप छ घर आयो (distal)
əkəsmɑ̄t binɑ̄ suʦənɑ̄ u ʦəit ko əntim sɑ̄tɑ̄ tin məɦinɑ̄ pəʦhi ghərə ɑ̄jo
‘Suddenly, he appeared at home after three months in the last week of Chait’
d. भा सा छे उको कोठाबाट म जल
ु ले चल
ु ामा चयायो (distal)
h
h
h
b ɑ̄nsɑ̄ ʦ eu ko koʈ ɑ̄ bɑ̄ʈə mənʣul-le ʦulɑ̄-mɑ̄ ʦijɑ̄jo
‘Manjul peeped into the kitchen from the adjoining room’
e. ऊसँगै एउटा वदे शीले प न चयायो (distal)

u səg̃ əi euʈɑ̄ bidesi-le pəni ʦijɑ̄jo
‘A foreigner also peeped in along with him.’
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f. मैले म जल
ु लाई दे खेप छ खस
ु ी हुँदै भन, ‘खाना खान आउनोस ्।’ (proximal)
məile mənʣul-lai dekhe-pəʦhi khusi ɦũdəi bhənẽ – khɑ̄nɑ̄ khɑ̄nə ɑ̄unos
‘When I saw Manjul, I became happy and said, “Please come in to eat”
g. ‘मैले खाएरै आएँ’, उसले भ यो। (distal)
məile khɑ̄erəi ɑ̄jẽ – usle bhənjo
‘“I have already eaten” he said’
h. उसको अनहु ार तमतमाउँ दो थयो (distal)
usko ənuɦɑ̄r təmtəmaũdo thijo
‘His face looked flushing’

i. मैले नकै बेर उसको ग त व ध हे ररह र भन, ‘के चहानहु ु छ ? (proximal)
məile nikəi ber usko gətibidhi ɦeri-rəɦẽ rə bhənẽ – ke ʦəɦɑ̄rnu ɦunʦhə
‘I observed his activity for a long time and asked, “What are you sneaking around for?”’
j. चा हएको कुरा भ नु न, म द छु (proximal)

ʦɑ̄ɦieko kurɑ̄ bhənnu ni mɑ̄ dinʦhu

‘Tell me what you want, I’ll give you’
k. तपा लो ने हो क खानतलासी लन आएको हव दार ?’ (proximal)

təpɑ̄ĩ logne ɦo ki khɑ̄ntəlɑ̄si linə ɑ̄eko həwəldɑ̄r
‘Are you a husband or a sergeant who came to do a house search?’

l. तपा के भ न चाहनहु ु छ?

ट भ नोस ्। (proximal)

təpɑ̄ĩ ke bhənnə ʦɑ̄ɦənu ɦunʦhə prəsʈə bhənnus
‘Tell me clearly, what you want to say?’

m. ऊ मलाई भरे भो ल आउँ छु भनेर फु याउँ दै मसँगै बजार झ यो। (distal)
u məlɑ̄i bhəre bholi ɑ̄unʦhu bhənerə phusljaũdəi mə səg̃ əi bəʣɑ̄r ʣhərjo
‘He descended to bazar with me reassuring me that he will come soon’
n. ता तँदै आमाले भ नभ
ु यो, ‘होइन के भएको तेरो पोइलाई? यहाँ बहानै आएर मलाई जथाभावी बोलेर
गयो। (reported distal)
tɑ̄tĩdəi ɑ̄mɑ̄le bhənnu bhəjo ɦoinə ke bhəeko tero poi-lɑ̄i – jəhɑ̄̃ biɦɑ̄nəi ɑ̄era məlɑ̄i
jəthɑ̄bhawi bolerə gəjo
‘Agitated, my mother said, “What’s wrong with your husband? He came here early in the
morning, spoke all rubbish with me and left’

o. आमा

चे

वरमा भत
ु भत
ु ाइरहनभ
ु एको थयो (distal)

ɑ̄ma runʦe swər-mɑ̄ bhutbhutɑ̄i rəɦənu bhəeko thijo
‘My mother was muttering to herself in a pitiable voice’

p. उसले बेलक
ु ा आउँ छु भनेको थयो (distal)

usle belukɑ̄ ɑ̄ũʦhu bhəneko thijo
‘He had said he would come in the evening’
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In the examples above, the fluctuation in the use of honorification is clearly evident in the
distal and proximal mode. There are only two cases: examples (e) and (n) where the
narrator is referring to the third person. In (e) third person is a ‘foreigner’ who doesn’t
evoke respect so low honorific is used, in (n), the person referred to is the narrator’s
mother who is accorded high regard, so high honorific is used. The rest of the examples
are the cases where narrator is referring or addressing her husband. Whenever she is
addressing her husband, in proximal mode, she is using high honorific təpɑ̄ĩ, whereas
when she is referring to him, in distal mode, she is using the low honorific u. The use of
honorification in the examples can be summarized in the following table:
Table 2: Honorification summary
Mode
Honorificity conjugation
Proximal
Proximal
Proximal
Proximal
Proximal
Proximal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal
Distal

khɑ̄nɑ̄ khɑ̄nə ɑ̄unu-ɦos “Please come in to eat”

ke ʦəɦɑ̄rnu ɦunʦhə “What are you sneaking around
for?”
ʦɑ̄ɦieko kurɑ̄ bhənnu “Please tell me what you want?”
təpɑ̄ĩ logne ɦo “You are a husband”

təpɑ̄ĩ ke bhənnə ʦɑ̄ɦənu ɦunʦ ə “What are you trying
to say?”
prəsʈə bhənnu ɦos “Please say clearly”
h

usle pət ɑ̄eko tʰienə “He had not sent”
uslai wɑ̄stɑ̄ nəbhəeko “Him didn’t care”
u ɑ̄jo “He came”
mənʣulle ʦijɑ̄jo “Manjul peeped”
h

bidesile ʦijɑ̄jo “Foreigner peeped”
usle bhənjo “He said”
usko thijo “His was”
usko gətibidhi “His - activity”
u ʣhərjo “He –came down”
ɑ̄ma bhutbhutɑ̄i rəɦənu bhəeko thijo
“mother was muttering to herself”
usle bhəneko thijo “He had said”

Honorificity
level
High

Example
reference
f

High

i

High

j

High

k

High

l

High

l

Low

a

Low
Low
Low

b
c
d

Low

e

Low
Low
Low
Low

g
h
i
m

High

n

Low

o

4. Use of 'royalese'
‘Royalese’ is the honorific form adapted from the language used by the royal families of
Nepal (in the present Federal Democratic Republic Nepal, the royal families live a private
life). This type of honorification is becoming popular among urbanite Nepalese. The
honorification is restricted to high order as it has been modeled after the honorifics used
by the royal family and to large extent aristocratic families. The different inflectional
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forms of the verb ब स ् baks- ('give or grant') is rapidly spreading among the urbanites and
is slowly penetrating into the rural areas as well. Some of such forms are:
(7) a. 2nd person respect / imperative
h
h
खाना खाई बि सयोस k ɑ̄nɑ̄ k ɑ̄i bəksijos 'Please eat your meal.'
b. 3rd person present / future
h
h
खाना खाई बि स छ k ɑ̄nɑ̄ k ɑ̄i bəksinʦhə

'eats/will eat.'

nd

c. 2 person interrogative
h
h
खाना खाई बि सयो k ɑ̄nɑ̄ k ɑ̄i bəksijo? 'Have you eaten your meal?'
d. 3rd person past

खाना खाई बि सयो k ɑ̄nɑ̄ k ɑ̄i bəksijo 'has eaten (his/her) meal'
h

h

However, in colloquial form ब स ् baks - becomes contracted to -स ् sa as in खाई सयोस ् khɑ̄i
sijos for खाईबि सयोस ् khɑ̄i bəksijos, खाई स छ khɑ̄i sinʦʰə for खाई बि स छ khɑ̄i bəksinʦhə. Here, it
is to be remembered that the more royal form of यनु ार ʣjunar is replaced with more
common form खाना khɑ̄nɑ̄ ‘food’
Initially, the use was limited to Kathmanduites, that is, especially among the elites and the
educated, with educated women using it the most (women are very often the forbearers of
higher variety of language use). Language happens to be one of the major tools and
indicators of a particular social class. Since the tendency and desire among people is to
climb higher in the social ladder, the highest variety started to get spread over the
privileged cross-section of the society. Kathmandu being the center of all socio-culturalpolitical-economic center, the people from outside the valley assimilated the style with
them and spread it in other parts, so much so that now even in villages the variety can be
heard to some extent.
Another reason could be, after the restoration of democracy, the power which was
concentrated in the king got diffused, and thus with this the language form used
especially by the royalty diffused to commoners as well.
5. Neutralization
When the role relation cannot be clearly defined or if both addressor and the addressee
are of the same level this process is noticed through the conjugational use of ɦɑ̄mi' we', to
neutralize the supposedly negative effect caused by the direct address. ɦɑ̄mi in normal use
refers to first person plural, but in this case, it refers to second person. The use can be
seen in following two ways:
5.1 Interrogation
(8) a. ɦɑ̄mro ghər kəɦã pərjo?
'Where do you live?' (lit. Where does our house fall?)
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b. ɦɑ̄mro pesɑ̄ ke ɦolɑ̄?
'What is your profession?' (lit. What could be our profession?)
c. ɦɑ̄mi Kathmandu kəɦile phərkine?
'When are you returning to Kathmandu?' (lit. When are we to return to Kathmandu?)

Such use is limited to certain situations, when the speaker is asking rather personal
questions and does not want to offend the listener or does not want him/her to feel
uncomfortable about it. It is rather indirect way of asking questions, which is more formal
than the usual second person honorific təpaĩ or ɦəʣur 'you'. It is also a way of showing
solidarity with the subject in a politer and formal way. Though in Sociolinguistics
'solidarity' and 'politeness' are diametrically opposite concepts: expression of solidarity,
especially among men, calls for non-polite forms.
5.2 Impersonal/ non-committal imperative:
When the addressor does not want to sound rude and wants to show politeness then also
the form is used but without ɦɑ̄mi and with its corresponding verb conjugation. For
example,
(9) a. əlikəti pərə sərəũ ( 'move a little bit', lit. ‘let’s move aside’)
b. ʦhiʈo gərəũ ( 'do it fast', lit. ‘let’s do it fast’)

These expressions are almost like commands, but are polite and are intended to avoid
being rude, which is achieved by neutralizing the pinch by the use of verb conjugation of
inclusive first person plural ɦɑ̄mi in an indirect way.
6. Conclusion
Honorification is a mix-bag of number of factors and forces at work. It’s a complex
psycholinguistic phenomena. As the society keeps on evolving and changing, the social
and psychological use of language also emerges in the same way. Language processing
and language representation keeps adapting (Green and Abutalebi 2013; Bialystok 2017)
itself in the human mind, be it monolingual or bilingual mode. A linguistic phenomena
like honorification that serves as the basis for interpersonal relation among the
interlocutors and the nature of interpersonal relations that defines the choice of honorifics
needs to be studied from multiple perspectives.
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DYNAMICS OF MEANING-MAKING IN NEPALI-ENGLISH BILINGUAL
INTERACTIONS
Julian Vasseur
A growing proportion of Nepali speakers settled in urban areas who were educated through
English-medium boarding schools present a tendency to use numerous English expressions along
with Nepali in their daily interactions. This is also the case in some specific socio-professional
environments such as TV and radio entertainment broadcasts made for the latest generations. The
speakers make use of a variety of discursive resources for expressive purposes. The combinatory
properties of such mixed language practices allow them to construct meaning in order to fit the
requirements of particularly demanding social interactions, where most speakers exhibit the
knowledge of a complex linguistic repertoire. The purpose of this article is to introduce the
sociolinguistic context of contemporary urban Nepalese society, based on the most recent studies
which have attempted to apprehend the role of English in Nepal today. A brief analysis of several
examples of interactions extracted from a media corpus is also presented to make visible the
mechanisms of meaning-making in a conversation where the two participants alternate Nepali and
English.
Key words: Nepali, English, urban settings, meaning-making, daily speech

1. Introduction
Understanding situations in which different linguistic communities come into contact
means bringing together different realities based on different points of view. It may be,
first of all, from the point of view of the socially, historically and politically constructed
notion of named languages (García and Li 2014: 17) such as “English”, “Hindi”,
“Mandarin” etc. This implies that we consider such "linguistic objects" as systems and
that we seek to understand the effects produced by the influence of one system on another
(borrowings, code-switching phenomena). This point of view remains very structural in
its nature and does not focus on the perspective of speakers. Another point of view would
be one which lays more emphasis on the language practices, the representations and the
resources which form the repertoire of the speakers and the social groups where they
belong. It is then a linguistics of speech, of interaction, and of the effect produced by
speech. It allows us to gain a better insight of the social and community construction of
the individuals in and by their discursive choices. The study of multilingual interactions
invites us to focus our attention on complex communicative dynamics in which the
possibilities for construction of social meaning are particularly diverse. The latest
generations of Nepali language speakers – speakers of an Indo-European language which
is the official language of Nepal and the one most used in intercommunity contact
situations in Nepalese society - seem interesting to us in many ways. Although Nepal is
not a postcolonial society, its institutions were nevertheless marked by the influence of
the British Raj (1858-1947). The increasing place of English in the Nepalese education
Gipan 4. 2019. 91-105.
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system has made it a language that does not appear as completely foreign for many
speakers, particularly in urban environments. A growing proportion of speakers integrate
English resources in a continuous way, in combination with Nepali, in their daily
communicative practices. The purpose of the present article is to provide a general
overview of language practices and the place of English in contemporary Nepalese urban
society. We will also recall the importance of some major works which have focused on
the Nepali-English language mixed practices, before looking at a few specific examples
from conversations in media contexts.
2. Language practices and the place of English in Nepalese society
The last national census conducted in 2011 provides us a global overview of linguistic
diversity in Nepal. A short half (44.6%) of Nepalese people consider Nepali as their first
language, a denomination that needs to be critically examined in the Nepalese context,
considering that Nepali is often spoken with more ease than other “mother tongues” by
minority language speakers. The number of languages recorded in Nepal, according to the
2011 census, amounts to 123. In terms of number of speakers, the most represented
languages are the languages belonging to the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European
group. (Nepali, Maithili, Bhojpuri, Awadhi etc.) and, in second position, the many
Tibeto-Burman languages (Newar, Tamang, Magar, Limbu, Gurung, Sherpa, Tibetan,
etc.). A few Austro-Asiatic languages (Santhali, Munda languages) can also be found, as
well as one Dravidian language (Kurukh Nepali).
For linguistic communities that do not speak Nepali as a first language, the official and
national language is often considered as the language of the "outside", spoken at school,
in the shops, at the bank, at government institutions and in intercommunity interactions. It
is also the language most represented in the media in general (radio, television, printed
newspapers). The first language (Newar, Gurung, Sherpa, Maithili, etc.) would perhaps
qualify as the language of the "inside", being spoken at home with the family or the
closest members of the local community. In front of the prestige usually associated with
the acquisition of the dominant language, which is implicitly and explicitly required to
accomplish most tasks of everyday life, speakers of other languages in Nepal often see
the use of their languages stigmatized (Dahal 2000: 174). It is also perhaps one of the
reasons that may lead them to adopt the use of a mixed conversation mode, by integrating
Nepali segments into their daily interactions in their first language.
The first language is sometimes difficult to determine since bilingualism is common and
concerns a very large majority of the Nepalese population, as recalled by the authors of a
UNESCO report on linguistic diversity in Nepal, issued in 2005 after the proclamation of
the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity: “Bilingualism is prevailing all over the
country. In schools and places where there is access to schools, bilingualism is prevalent
among young people of all ethnic groups.” (Toba, Toba and Rai 2005: 14). The first
language in the Nepalese context often refers to the language to which a speaker chooses
to identify. The named language thus serves a function of identity designation and is often
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combined with the idea of ethnic identity. However, due to the omnipresence of Nepali in
the education and administrative system, as well as in daily intercommunity interactions,
the official and national language remains the preferred language of communication for
the last generations of urbanized and educated Nepalese citizens. A significant number of
minority language communities in Nepal have already undergone language shift and the
use of the first language is decreasing considerably (Toba, Toba and Rai 2005: 15).
Bilingualism in the Nepalese context generally implies the use of Nepali in addition to the
first language (Newar, Tamang, Maithili etc.). But the linguistic repertoire of many
individuals is often more extensive since it incorporates languages of international
diffusion, such as English or Hindi. In the case of Hindi, intercomprehension with several
Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the Tarai lowlands, bordering on the Indian states of
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, means that many speakers may consider it nearly as a first
language. As far as the rest of the population is concerned, a rather extensive passive
knowledge of Hindi is frequently observed, especially in urbanized areas where daily
access to the products of the Indian film and music industry guarantees significant
exposure to Hindi. The place occupied by English in Nepalese society seems more
complex to evaluate today. It has no official status in Nepal but its growing presence in
Nepalese society, its use in large areas of the education system and its strong presence in
the media industry contribute to the general feeling that it must be mastered to face the
modern world.
English was introduced quite recently as a school subject in the Nepalese educational
system, which is in 1951 according to Bista (2011: 1). Along with public schools teaching
in Nepali, an expanding number of private boarding schools use English as the main
language for knowledge transmission. Full instruction in English was primarily reserved
to well-off social classes but students from more economically modest backgrounds tend
to gain access to that system through the obtention of scholarships. However, the growing
importance of English in the educational system alone cannot explain the evolution of
language practices towards the use of a mixed Nepali-English language. The English
taught and used in the education system is still a “library language” (Bista 2011: 3) and it
would be an overstatement to describe it in many parts of Nepal as a second language in
the traditional sense of the term.
Speakers who have acquired strong English skills may, however, represent one of the
possible starting points for the spread of the language outside the educational
environment, such as in the print media or contemporary Nepalese literature written in
English (Toba, Toba and Rai 2005: 19). Literature written by non-native English speakers
is characterized by a particularly creative use of the language, and the tendency to
contextualize the language with elements from local languages is commonly found in the
works of contemporary South Asian writers in English. Nepali-English mixed bilingual
creativity is also perceived as a natural tendency ("neither nativization nor Englishization
is weird today", Karn 2012: 26), and is not limited to the written language.
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In an article entitled "The Many Faces of English in Nepal", Giri (2015: 110) goes so far
as to assume that the model of a proficient English speaker in Nepal today is not
necessarily the native English speaker, but rather the competent Nepalese speaker who
has acquired a strong mastery of the language. His view is therefore in opposition to Bista
(2011), especially when he suggests to redefine, not without a certain radicality, the
categories of foreign language and second language in the Nepalese context: “A foreign
language is used for the purpose of absorbing the culture of another nation, whereas a
second language is used as an alternative way of expressing the culture of one's own
environment.” (Giri, 2015:96). It is perhaps after proficient English speakers in Nepal
leave the education system (where English may still be perceived as a foreign language)
that they find a field of experimentation for language use without the normative
constraints of the institution. They would then increase their proficiency in English in
more dynamic and interactive social patterns, and adjust their speech to their daily
environment, to the point that English may take the shape of a second language.
English in Nepal is spoken differently from the English spoken in other South Asian
countries (Giri 2015:107) even though it contains phonological and morphosyntactic
features found in the speech of speakers of other Indo-Aryan languages. It is especially in
the vocabulary that the mark of great inventiveness and forms not attested in standard
English can be found. English as it is spoken in Nepal is more and more often referred to
by its own speakers as "Nenglish" (Duwadi 2010: 43), a portmanteau word which
combines “Nepal” and “English”. This may reinforce the idea that an endogenous
standard of the English language is gradually establishing itself in Nepal.
As in any modern society, the implicit norms of language are often spreading to the
general population from the productions of the radio and television media industries.
Apart from a few programs with international political content, television broadcasts are
not recorded entirely in English in Nepal. Most programs can be divided into two broad
categories: (1) those which are entirely in Nepali (television news, comedy series about
daily life in rural areas, debates on socio-political issues); (2) those which are presented in
a mixed speech combining expressive resources from Nepali and English in varying
proportions (interviews with celebrities from the world of show business, films or
television series where the main characters belong to a middle-class urban environment
such as Singh Durbar in 2013, etc.). Language usage in the media context may then have
repercussions on usage for speakers who adopt this mixed speech in their everyday life,
especially since such language alternation phenomena between Nepali and the other
vernacular languages are also commonly found. This integrated language behavior serves
as a rather remarkable power for expressiveness.
3. Mixed Nepali-English linguistic practices: a brief state of the art
Numerous case studies of mixed language practices involving the use of English in South
Asian contexts have flourished since the beginning of the 21st century. They describe the
use of English along with, for example, Urdu (Anwar 2009) , Bengali (Battacharja 2010,
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Hosain 2014), Hindi (Si 2010, Ganti 2016), Tamil (Sanmuganathan 2018), Singhala
(Ranasuriya 2015, Jayawardena 2018) or Telugu (Bandi-Rao & Den Dikken 2014). A
greal deal of works have also addressed this phenomenon in a Nepali-speaking context
relying on ethnographic observation. This is the case for example in popular music
(Greene 2001, Chhetri 2012). Greene is particularly interested in the links between the
intertwining of languages and cultures and postmodern musical aesthetics in Nepal.
Based on interviews with urban Nepalese youth, he highlights the introspective aspects of
the relationship between the latest generations of Nepali speakers and a Westernized pop
culture that penetrates progressively the social structures in Nepal. Chhetri's study
explores 120 Nepali film songs broadcasted on radio stations from Kathmandu and
Butwal. The analysis of mixed language practices in the song lyrics serves the purpose of
revealing socio-discursive implications associated with recurrent stylistic processes. The
use of expressive resources from English is very often associated with youth and urbanity.
Several other contexts involving Nepali-English mixed language practices have also been
investigated, such as advertising (Acharya 2009) or contemporary literature (Karn 2012,
Shrestha 2014).
Acharya (2009) conducted a survey to evaluate the proportion and integration of English
segments in Nepalese television commercials, using a four-hour corpus of advertisements
recorded from Avenues Television and Kantipur Television (between 7 am and 9 am and
from 7 pm to 9 pm) during the months of July and October 2009. He pinpoints the
deliberate association of English with certain marketing strategies aimed at promoting
cosmetics or related to the leisure industry. In the case of contemporary Nepali literature,
Karn (2012) examines how the nepālipan ("nepality") appears as carefully enshrined
inside the writings of Nepalese writers who use English as their language of literary
expression. He considers that the mixture of resources from both Nepali and English is
perceived as a quite natural practice in the contemporary literature (2012: 26), whether it
is written in Nepali or in English as a matrix language (Myers-Scotton 1993). In her
analysis of Nepali-English code-switching occurrences in Narayan Wagle's novel
Palpasa Café (2001), Shrestha (2014) also finds that the intricacies of Nepali and English
allow the author to form complex symbolic associations in order to express the
complexity of the Nepalese social context within the fictional discourse.
The education environment also represents an interesting context for the observation of
linguistic practices involving mixed Nepali-English communicative competence. Bista
(2011) rejects the idea that English is a "second language" in Nepal and considers that it
is still taught by means of obsolete teaching methods (grammar-translation). The
assessment of English proficiency at the SLC exam (School Leaving Certificate, now
remodeled as Secondary Education Examination or SEE since 2017) relies a lot on
memorizing and reciting information without including enough creative writing. Phyak
(2011, 2015, 2016) argues that teaching English in Nepal should be better contextualized
and reflect the socio-cultural realities of the country. He also emphasizes the importance
of providing education both in English and local languages for speakers who do not
consider Nepali as their first language. Nepali, like English, should only, according to
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him, be introduced into class practices from secondary education for those populations, as
part of a multilingual education system with dominant presence of local languages
(mother tongue based multilingual education, 2015: 135). Knee (2016), in her doctoral
research on translanguaging pedagogy in literacy classes for Nepalese children in the UK,
insists on the benefits of "hybrid" practices (a term used by an interviewed Nepalese
teacher, 2016: 66) which may provide a cognitive advantage to convey complex
knowledge. Some authors (Ranabhat 2018, Duwadi 2018) seek to evaluate the quality of
English instruction in boarding schools in Nepal and to study representations of these
education practices among teachers and parents. The inclination of many schools to adopt
a full English language education despite the lack of well-trained staff for this also tends
to favor the use of mixed language practices in the school environment outside the
classroom (Duwadi 2018: 98). English alone is rarely used as a language of
communication and appears to be rather some sort of tacit agreement in teacher to teacher
interactions (2018: 181). The ease and fluidity of this mixed Nepali-English conversation
mode would later be reinforced in other everyday life settings outside the education
environment.
Other authors raise the question of the status of English (Giri 2014, 2015, Poudel 2016,
Shrestha 2016) as well as the progressive normalization of certain characteristics of what
becomes a Nepalese variety of English (Kamali 2010, Duwadi 2010 ). Giri (2014, 2015)
considers that English has become a required language in many interaction contexts in
Nepal, going so far as to say that its importance in Nepalese society would eventually be
equivalent to Nepali. He also notes that Nepali-English mixed language practices are
starting to spread in rural areas (2015: 102). Poudel (2016) focuses on the power relations
between languages and their status in the academic field in Nepal. He draws attention to
the persistence of an equation between the practice of English and access to higher posts
in higher education and research. Shrestha (2016) analyzes the role and status of English
in Nepal, as well as the attitudes of the main actors in the education, media and business
spheres in relation with the use of English. He believes that English sometimes occupies
the central place in some sociolinguistic spaces that could - or should? - be reinvested by
local languages (2016: 107). The emergence of a Nepalese variety of English is also
being investigated and considered as deserving attention, as evidenced by the results of
Kamali's 2010 survey of 88 students and teachers in the secondary education system. It
appears that most of the interviewed speakers do not necessarily aim at developing socalled "native" skills in English. On the contrary, they express their intention to cultivate
a locally marked pronunciation, as well as lexical and syntactic expression associated
with what can now be seen as a Nepalese English (2010: 4) model, which Kamali calls
Nepanglish. The term Nenglish, more frequently in use, is preferred by Duwadi (2010)
who discusses the need to contribute to the development of a standardized variety of
English in the Nepalese context.
Several authors have opted for another approach which focus on the identification
processes associated with mixed language practices. Liechty (2006) studies the
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relationship between the media, the English language and its evocative power among
Nepalese youth in urban areas (in the Kathmandu Valley). The main objective is to
determine some of the contours of a contemporary urban Nepalese identity which, as it
incorporates close ties with a Westernized conception of modernity, retains nevertheless a
mighty Nepalese socio-cultural foothold. A detailed analysis of some recurring English
borrowings in the mixed conversations of speakers belonging to the younger generations
allows him to reveal the semiotic potential which can be associated with those words.
Many of them, such as body, face or love, are frequently substituted in place of their
counterparts in Nepali jiu, anuhār and māyā in everyday conversation. These terms are
associated with identity construction dynamics that are part of a modern lifestyle and their
original meaning is expanded (2006: 25): body does not simply refer to the human body
in its morphological aspects, but rather refers to the idea of a male body that is pleasant to
look at, such as the one of some public figures cherished by the Nepalese youth. The
same goes for face, but this time in association with femininity (2006: 18-19). The
example of love can be understood through a similar logic since it is no longer related to a
traditional love relationship, but to an image of love conveyed by stereotyped commercial
and consumerist values, such as the "romantic" environment of restaurants with an
intimate setting (2006: 21). The study of Khati (2013) goes beyond the urban context to
explore the perception of English in rural communities in Nepal. The increasing presence
of English in many socio-professional fields, combined with representations of Nepali as
a language of national cohesion and unity, influences heavily the identification processes
of rural dwellers. A feeling of humiliation related to local languages is linked to a strong
attraction towards Nepali and English (2013: 83), even though there are growing concerns
about the weakening of linguistic and cultural identity for those population groups.
Finally, the recent doctoral dissertation of Gurung (2019) represents the most in-depth
study that has been carried out on Nepali-English code-switching. This exhaustive study
describes the social and historical factors leading to the emergence of mixed NepaliEnglish language practices. The approach is connected to variationist sociolinguistics and
uses a methodology that lays great emphasis on quantitative aspects (313 participants,
200 questionnaires, 45 individual semi-directive interviews, 64 speakers interviewed in
sessions groups, 4 interviews with key informants, recordings of spontaneous interactions
in various communication contexts). The author chooses to focus his research around five
major goals (2019: 22). The first is to study the frequency of English segments for
different levels of linguistic analysis, through a description based on the contributions of
theories that address the issue of code-switching in a structural way, such as the linear
model of Sankoff & Poplack (1981) and the cognitive-syntactic model of Myers-Scotton
(1993). The second objective of Gurung's thesis is to determine the reasons and
motivations that justify conversational habits involving the alternation of Nepali and
English. The third objective is to assess which social groups are most likely to alternate
languages in their daily interactions. This has led the author to isolate the urban context as
more conducive to the observation of mixed Nepali-English practices (2019: 218). The
fourth objective is to understand the role of the media, tourism and commercial industry
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in spreading mixed Nepali-English conversational habits. The fifth objective is to expose
a few conclusions regarding the linguistic change that Nepali undergoes under the
influence of English.
To meet these objectives, the theoretical and methodological framework of Gurung's
study borrows both from traditional variationist sociolinguistic approaches and a more
ethnographic methodology. The main purpose is to establish correlations between
linguistic variation (phonetic traits, syntactic structures, etc.) and social variables (age,
sex, place of residence, socio-professional class, etc.). The ethnographic description of
situated interactions (restaurants, hospitals, markets, government sites) in both urban and
rural contexts also allowed the author to focus on examples of spontaneous conversations.
Among the most significant findings of this study, Gurung concludes that Nepali-English
alternation is more frequently represented at lexical than syntactic level (2019: 368) and
that the use of English segments appears as linked to a need for communication ease due
to a lack of lexical competence in Nepali (2019: 370). The various contexts of interaction
studied by Gurung also allow him to claim that Nepali-English mixed language practices
can be found with a significant degree of variation at all levels of Nepalese society,
regardless of the level of education, the place of residence, sex and age (2019: 373),
although urbanity seems to have a special connection with Nepali-English bilingualism
(2019: 381). It also draws attention to the fact that the use of mixed Nepali-English
conversational habits has already become embedded in language behavior (2019: 375), so
much that the prestige initially attached to this conversational register can no longer be
considered the overriding factor which motivates code-switching (2019: 377). As for the
effects of such practices on the Nepali apprehended as a linguistic system, Gurung does
not report any significant changes because the alternation phenomena take place largely
at a lexical level (spontaneous borrowings and idioms). At the morphosyntactic level,
hybridization remains infrequent (2019: 387). The author, however, has reservations
about these concluding remarks, for the study does not focus on diachronic factors (2019:
387).
Gurung's in-depth study represents, because of its breadth and exhaustivity, a pioneering
work on Nepali-English mixed language practices throughout Nepalese society. It is thus
a major contribution. However, the author acknowledges in his conclusions that his main
objective is to provide an overview of Nepali-English bilingualism and code-switching at
the general level in Nepal from predominantly quantitative aspects (2019: 395). The
articulation of sociolinguistic representations with actual practices, as well as a dynamic
analysis in interactionist terms, did not constitute the focal point of the discussion. That is
why, while owing a substantial debt to this work which lays down all the essential
milestones to guide our judgment, while serving as a reference work for the Nepalese
context as a whole, we wish to keep on studying the Nepali-English mixed language
practices through another approach. This approach, prominently qualitative and focusing
on the urban context - for which Gurung showed the utmost relevance for the study of
mixed language practices -, concentrates on the circulation of language resources, in the
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framework of what Eckert (2012: 93) called the "third wave" of sociolinguistics. This
means to focus on the making of social meaning at both the social and the individual
levels. We thus associate ourselves with the idea that sociolinguistic variation is not only
the "reflection of social identities" (Eckert 2012: 94) but that it also contributes to a
stylized production of these identities. It takes shape in a continuous tension between, on
one hand, the meaning-making potential of mixed linguistic resources and the speakers’
environment and, on the other hand, the role of sociolinguistic ideologies and the
importance of representations in the fabric of social meaning. It means that we need to go
beyond the idea of contact between named languages, and to look at mixed language
practices from the holistic point of view of the speakers and their language repertoire,
through a linguistics of speech and discourse.
4. The speaker as a language resource mediator: analysis of conversational extracts
We built a short corpus of bilingual interactions extracted from media programs arranged
into transcripts consisting of 5 hours and 15 minutes of recordings. These are mainly talkshow entertainment programs that have been broadcast on television and shared
afterwards on online hosting platforms (apart from one radio podcast). The broadcasting
of these programs took place between 2016 and 2019. The number of speakers amounts
to 23. Examining the surnames of the participants allows, in the Nepalese context, to
make certain assumptions about their ethnolinguistic background, but it does not
necessarily guarantee a very reliable detection of the language repertoire of the speakers.
Although all observed participants speak Nepali, it is difficult to assume how proficient
they are in other vernacular languages of Nepal. We estimated, from their surnames
traditionally associated with Nepali-speaking communities - with all the limitations that
this categorization entails in a modern society - that about half of the participants were
likely to be native speakers of Nepali. In terms of gender distribution, the corpus
comprises of 12 women and 11 men, aged between 20 and 35, apart from two participants
aged above 40.
The conversation extracts analyzed hereunder are presented with a simplified notation to
facilitate reading. The English segments were transcribed in an orthographical manner
and the Nepali segments in the official IPA notation for Nepali (Khatiwada 2009), with a
few minor simplifications. The abbreviations for the morphemic description used for the
Nepali segments are borrowed from the Leipzig Glossing Rules (2015 revision), to which
we made three additions: we used the abbreviation ASP to describe assertive particles
(such as hai, ni or po), the abbreviation OPT to refer to the optative mood, and the
abbreviation IFR for the inferential past (Michailovsky 1996). The slashes (/) represent
micro-pauses in the speech of the participants. Overlaps are indicated by means of an
opening square bracket and an equal sign ([=).
The first extract is composed of four speech turns from an interview of a singer (speaker
1 or S1) by a radio host (speaker 2 or S2). The latter, expressing her enthusiasm when
looking at the hair of her guest, asks him to give a few pieces of advice in terms of hair
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care to the audience of the show. The singer then mentions heredity as a potentially
important factor to explain why he has such nice-looking hairlocks:
S1: heredity प न हुँदो रहे छ / dadmomको नै रा ै छ / silky छ वहाँह को
heredity pani hũdo
rahetsʰa
dad mom-ko nai rāmrai tsʰa silky tsʰa wahā-̃ haru-ko
too be-PTCP be-IFR.3SG
-GEN FOC good COP
COP 2PL-GEN
'It can also be heredity / my dad and my mom’s hair are very beautiful / they have silky hair
[…]'
S2: so
so

good genes
good genes

त छ हैन ?

ta
tsha
haina ?
FOC COP
N-ASP
'So you have good genes, haven’t you ?)

S1: अँ
ã
'Yeah.'
S2: ब सानग
ु त त भ दै हुनह
ु ु छ त
bʰandai
hunuhuntsʰa ta
bansānugat ta
heredity
FOC say-PTCP be-PRS.2SG FOC
(you’re talking about heredity then)

In reaction to the English heredity, the host of the show expands its meaning through the
periphrastic expression good genes. The emergence of the Nepali term for this notion at
the end (bansānugat) needs to be discussed. It could imply that the interviewee’s use of
English in this conversation context (on a national radio broadcast, here on Radio
Kantipur) is indirectly questioned by the host. It could for example be connected to a will
to combine the two lexical units (bansānugat and heredity) to make the topic less
ambiguous to a wider audience. A heavily sanskritized vocabulary item such as
bansānugat belongs to a highly formal register and would be less likely to appear in an
informal conversation. Its use here is therefore not insignificant and refers to a certain
language representation: the use of English is neutralized by the choice of a vocabulary
item belonging to an acrolectal form of Nepali. The speakers, in and through their
discursive choices, appear to be positioning themselves in relation to different
representations attached to the linguistic forms they use in their daily speech. In order to
obtain a better insight into the matter, we have also submitted this short extract, albeit
informally, to the opinion of three native speakers of Nepali (age range between 22 and
30 years old) who shared with us that a feeling of extraneity emanates from the use of
bansānugat in daily informal communication, which may indicate that the use of
particular Nepali lexical items could be related to the intention to display more prestige
than their English counterparts and perceived as a token of learnedness.
The second example is an extract from the interview of a young female volleyball athlete
(speaker 4 or S4) by an older female host (speaker 3 or S3) in a television talk-show:
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S3: OK/so volleyball र खेलकुदलाई लएर तपा को आगामी दनमा चा हं
kʰelkʰud-lāi liera
tapāĩ-ko
āgāmi din-mā tsaĩ
OK so volleyball ra
CONJ sport-DAT take-CONJ 2SG-GEN coming day-LOC FOC
के के plansह छ ?

ke ke plans-haru tsʰa
QQ
-PL COP
'OK, so with volleyball and sports what plans do you have for the future?'
S4: ʊ:m / interesting question रे के/ volleyball चा हं continue गछु/ अ हले चा हं
ahile tsaĩ
ke volleyball tsaĩ continue gartshu
hmm interesting question re
QUOT Q
FOC
do-PRS.1SG now FOC
बचमा अ लक त break भइरहे को थयो / यसैले/आ नै अब मेरो
aba mero
alikati break bhai-raheko thiyo
tesaile āphnai
bits-mā
middle-LOC a little
be-PROG be-IPFV.3SG so
POSS REFL now POSS.1SG

half मा / अब personal professional / सबै issuesको कारणले गदा / so I’m / going
half-mā aba personal professional sabai issues-ko kāran-le
gardā
so I’m
-LOC now
all
-GEN reason-INS do-PTCP

going

back to volleyball again / अब futuring गछु / भखर उमेर भयो ज तो
back to volleyball again aba futuring gartshu
bharkhar umer bhayo
jasto
now
do-PRS.1SG just now age be-PST.3SG like
ला छ यो खेल खे न है

lāgtsha
yo
attach-PRS.3SG DEM

khel khelna
hai
game play.INF ASP

'Hmm that’s an interesting question, I will continue with volleyball. As for now, I was taking
a little break. So… for my own, er… due to both personal and professional issues. So I’m
going back to volleyball again, now I’m planning for the future, I feel it has just become the
right age for that now, to play this game'.

The host adopts more formal vocabulary choices to refer to the idea of future such as
āgāmi din, where the adjective āgāmi belongs to the tatsam lexical category (Avasthi and
Sharma 1997: 138-139). Such lexical items have not undergone phonetic changes from
their Sanskrit counterparts (āgāmi is the masculine nominative singular form of the stem
āgāmin) and would appear less frequently in daily casual speech. The use of an integrated
loanword from English, plans, is more likely to be related to the conversational habits of
the younger interviewee, whose speech is sprinkled with English items and phrases
throughout the whole duration of the interview. Segments such as continue gartshu or
futuring gartshu reveal how the speaker makes use of some intuitive knowledge of
morphosyntactic features of both Nepali and English, in order to combine them into a
very distinct speech register. The conjunct use of the Nepali supporting verb garnu and of
the English internal object (continue, futuring) appears like a way to connect two
different cultural spheres by means of language. The neologism futuring (garnu) also
displays how bilingual creativity can produce and adjust meaning in order to fulfill
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expressive needs. This conversational behavior has been described as code meshing or
translingual practices by Canagarajah (2013) who distinguishes it from language
alternation or code switching.
The next extract is part of a casual interview of a well-known Nepalese blogger (speaker
6 or S6) and is conducted by another blogger (speaker 5 or S5). Both are young men in
their twenties and the interaction was broadcast on a personal channel hosted on the
YouTube® platform:
S5: celebritiesले यो blogमा मेरो प न story आओस ् भ ने /
celebrities-le yo
blog-mā mero
pani
-ERG DEM
-LOC POSS.1SG too

story āos
bhanne
come-OPT.3SG say-PTCP

क तको चाहना रा थे ?

kati-ko
tsāhanā rākʰtʰe
how much-GEN wish
keep-IPFV.3PL
'How many celebrities requested to have their story published on this blog?'
S6: धेरै / अँ धेरै रा यो यह बेला / हैन ? / मैले / अ हले प न क हले
dʰerai ã
dʰerai rākʰtʰyo
tehi belā haina mai-le
ahile pani kahile
a lot yeah a lot put-IPFV.3SG that time N-ASP 1SG-ERG now too when
कह ं continue ग ररहे को छु / एक छन ् meet भ ने interview

kahĩ
continue gari-raheko tsʰu
ek
tsʰin
meet bʰanne
interview
somewhere
do-PROG be-PRS.1SG 1.NUM moment
say-PTCP
segment मैले चलाउँ छु भनेर
segment mai-le
tsalāũtsʰu
bʰanera
1SG-ERG operate-PRS.1SG say-CONJ (QUOT)
'A lot, yeah a lot were published at that time, right? Even now sometimes I continue to do it, I
run a short segment of the interview when we met.'

The communicative resources borrowed from English in this short extract possess an
expressive power of their own. Celebrities, story, or interview are direct references to the
professional environment of the media industry. The substitution of Nepali language
equivalent terms (e.g. prasiddha māntshe, kathā, antarvārtā) would not necessarily be
associated to the exact same connotations. Celebrities and story refer to successful
individuals who specifically belong to the media industry. Their Nepali counterparts
would be likely to produce a different effect on a young audience in the present context of
Nepal. In the case of story, the meaning of the original English lexical item has also
undergone a semantic restriction since it does not refer to a narrative in the general sense
of the term, but rather to a success story of a person working in the media industry. The
combination of Nepali and English resources may not only be compelled by a simple
need for synonyms or lexical variation: it also allows the speakers to divide the reality
around them into thinner layers of meaning. The use of the word interview is also very
widespread in daily conversation to refer to interactions with celebrities in the media
industry, as well as interviews in other professional contexts meant to provide access to a
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job position. The English interview has now been completely integrated in the daily
speech of contemporary Nepali speakers. The Nepali antarvārtā would suggest a more
formal type of interview and would not adequately describe informal interactions which
take place in the media entertainment industry destined to a young audience.
5. Conclusion
The Nepalese urban context could benefit from an exploratory approach which adopts an
interactional perspective. It may be fruitful to shed more light on speech and to focus on
communicative resources rather than only named languages – seen as socio-historical
constructs -, to analyze and understand the complexity of identification processes from
both a social and an individual point of view. The language practices of Nepali speakers
in urban contexts, or in socio-professional environments where communication is highly
anglicized, invite us to take more into account the ongoing tension between the
appropriation of exogenous language resources and the need to adjust daily speech to
local social contexts. Deciphering and questioning such bilingual meaning-making
activity must be done through an ethnographic approach that involves, in a systematical
manner, the point of view of speakers whose daily existence is deeply involved in the
targeted cultural sphere.
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BUILDING A NATURAL SOUNDING TEXT-TO-SPEECH SYSTEM FOR THE
NEPALI LANGUAGE: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES AND
SOLUTIONS
Roop Shree Ratna Bajracharya, Santosh Regmi, Bal Krishna Bal, Balaram Prasain
Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis has come far from its primitive synthetic monotone voices to more
natural and intelligible sounding voices. One of the direct applications of a natural sounding TTS
systems is the screen reader applications for the visually impaired and the blind community. The
Festival Speech Synthesis System uses a concatenative speech synthesis method together with the
unit selection process to generate a natural sounding voice. This work primarily gives an account
of the efforts put towards developing a Natural sounding TTS system for Nepali using the Festival
system. We also shed light on the issues faced and the solutions derived which can be quite
overlapping across other similar under-resourced languages in the region.
Keywords: Nepali Text-To-Speech, Festival Speech Synthesis, Unit Selection Speech Synthesis

1. Introduction
Text-To-Speech (TTS) system converts the given text to a spoken waveform through text
processing and speech generation processes. These processes are connected to linguistic
theory, models of speech production, and acoustic-phonetic characterization of language
(Klatt 1987). The text to speech synthesis process basically consists of two modules: a
Natural Language Processing (NLP) module that produces a phonetic transcription of the
input text with desired prosodic features and a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) module
that transforms the symbolic information received from the NLP module to speech
(Dutoit 1999).
There are three approaches to TTS system: 1) articulatory-model 2) parameter-based and
3) concatenation of stored speech (Klatt 1987). This project deals with the third approach
to concatenate stored speech segments (units).
1.1 Concatenative speech synthesis
A concatenative speech synthesis system produces sound by combining recorded sound
clips. The recorded speech can be further broken down into smaller components, so that it
can be used to make any spoken word. There are three main types of concatenative
synthesis (Kishor et al. 2002):
1. Unit selection synthesis that uses large databases of recorded speech and creates
database from recorded utterance.
2. Diphone synthesis that uses a minimal speech database containing all the diphones
(sound-to-sound transitions) occurring in a language.
3. Domain-specific synthesis which concatenates prerecorded words and phrases to
create complete utterances. This approach is useful for limited domain applications
like talking clocks, station announcement systems which can be implemented by using
only a small number of unique recorded speech.
Gipan 4. 2019. 106-116.
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We have used the unit selection method for this project as it produces the most natural
speech output.
1.2 Unit selection speech synthesis
A unit selection model for speech synthesis heavily depends upon a well-organized unit
database. The database contains the speech units from a large corpus that includes variety
of phonetic and prosodic variants of each unit (Dong et al. 2008). Each instance of a unit
in the speech database is described by a vector of features which may be a discrete or
continuous value. These features of the unit are used for selecting the correct unit that
meets the segmental requirement. Various factors like distance between the selected unit
and the desired unit, degree of continuity between the selected units are checked before
selecting the units of speech (Dong et al. 2008).
The best unit that phonetically and prosodically match the target units is selected based
upon:
1. The appropriateness of the candidate unit compared with target unit.
2. The smoothness between the selected units to be connected.
1.3 Architecture of Nepali TTS engine
The voice synthesis architecture includes mainly three phases: data preparation phase,
model building phase, and testing phase. Figure 1 shows the major components of this
process (Kishore et al. 2002).
After the voice has been synthesized, we port it to Non-Visual Desktop Access (NVDA)
screen reading software using the Festival Add-on available for NVDA.
1.4 Other existing Nepali TTS systems
Currently the only other Nepali TTS system being used in NVDA is eSpeak which uses
formant synthesis method and has a small memory footprint. But it is not as natural and
smooth as the speech synthesizers based on human speech recordings. Apart from this,
there has been a number of research and study conducted in the field of Nepali TTS using
concatenative speech synthesis approach (Ghimire and Bal, 2017; Chettri and Sah, 2013).
2. Voice building process
2.1 Data creation and preparation
2.1.1 Corpus building
The data was preliminarily selected as a subset of the Nepali National Corpus (NNC)
developed by the Bhasha Sanchar project and later on owned by the Language
Technology Kendra. Around 5000 sentences with maximum of 10 words per sentence
were selected and analyzed for maximum coverage of all the Nepali phones. Since the
randomly selected sentences did not cover the entire diphone coverage, 394 manually
constructed sentences were added to fill the missing phones. Therefore, in total we based
our analysis on 5394 sentences for the first phase. For the second phase, with an aim to
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further increase the size of the database, we obtained the random text from different
sources and selected around 4241 more sentences. Each of the selected sentences were
manually checked for standard spellings, date, time, number, and then normalized and
finally recorded.
2.1.2 Recording of the corpus
The prepared sentences were then recorded in a quiet studio setting with the voice of a
professional Nepali speaker. The recordings were recorded in 16 KHz bitrate and in mono
channel Black and Lenzo 2014).
2.1.3. Verification of recording
The recorded sentences were further analyzed by manually listening to it for
mispronunciations and the data was edited accordingly.

Figure 1: Voice synthesis using Festival and Festvox

2.2 Model building phase
2.2.1 Text processing
The text processing stage includes preprocessing of text to produce the text corpus in the
suitable format as required by the Festival System.
2.2.1.1 Transliteration of sentences
Since the Festival System only accepts ASCII code, we transliterated the text from
Devanagari Unicode to its corresponding English form. For this purpose, we used a
unique mapping for each Nepali phone to convert it into English as shown in Table 1.
Transliteration is carried in two levels, first transliteration of Devanagari symbols into
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ASCII followed by removing the unnecessary sequences created due to inherent vowel
and dependent vowels.
2.2.1.2 Syllabication of words
Syllabication is basically the separation of word into its syllables Treiman and Zukowski.
1990). Before we can build the voice from the given corpus, we need a database which
consists of unique words and its syllabified form. For this process, we used a python
library that syllabifies the words into its syllables using the sonority theory. This process
required us to separate the Nepali letters into following categories:
1. vowels: ax, axn, aa, aan, i, in, u, un, e, en, o, on, axj, axjn, aaj, aajn, ej, ejn, oj, ojn, uj,
ujn, aw, awn, aaw, aawn, ew, ewn, ow, own, iw, iwn
2. approximates: y, w
3. nasals: m, n, ng, nn
4. fricatives: s, h
5. affricates: ch, chh, jh, jhh
6. stops: k, kh, g, gh, t, tt, th, d, dd, dh, tth, ddh, p, ph, b, bh, r, l
After the first level of syllabication has been performed by the script, we manually
verified each syllabication to ensure accuracy. The syllabified words were converted into
proper LISP format required by the Festival System which is saved in the lexicon file.
("aabhaasaxmaa" n (((aa)1) ((bh aa s PAU) 0) ((m aa)0)))

2.2.2 Preparing resources
For building the voice, we used a number of scripts available in Festvox to setup the
voice directory and run the binaries of the Festival Speech Synthesis. The command for
creating the folders required for building the voice based on unit selection method in
Festival is as follows:
$FESTVOXDIR/src/unisel/setupclunits INST LANG VOX

Here INST is the institute building the language, e.g. ku for Kathmandu University,
LANG is the language parameter e.g. NE, EN etc. and VOX is speaker/style identifier e.g
kal, awb. This script creates all the necessary folders and files required for the voice
building process.
2.2.2.1 Defining phoneset
Phoneset is a set of smallest discrete segments of sound in a stream of speech. Each
language has its own phoneset or alternatively also may share phoneset with other similar
languages. To build a complete voice, we need corresponding mapping for each letter in
Nepali Devanagari to English as seen in the transliteration process. The phoneset should
also include phonetic features for each individual phone. The created phoneset was then
placed in the Festvox directory previously created by the above script.
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2.2.2.2 Arranging other files
Apart from phoneset, we also arranged the main text data prepared for the recording in its
transliterated form. The data was numbered according to the wave recording filename and
complied into a single file named txt.done.data. We collected and included 9628
sentences for the full build. The line was arranged in the following format:
( arctic_1101000001 "mulyax saxtttthi ddaxlaxrax thiyo ")

The lexicon file was placed in the festvox folder.
Table 1: Transliteration mapping for Nepali phones
Nepali TransNepali Transliteration
literation
aaj
$ow
आइ
◌ोऊ
$aaj
$ej
◌ाइ
◌ेइ
oj
aw
ओइ
औ
$oj
$aw
◌ोइ
◌ौ
oj
aa
ओई
आ
$oj
$aa
◌ोई
◌ा
ej
i
एई
इ
$ej
$i
◌ेई
ि◌
uj
i
उइ
ई
$uj
$i
◌ुइ
◌ी
uj
u
उई
उ
$uj
$u
◌ुई
◌ु
aaw
u
आउ
ऊ
$aaw
$u
◌ाउ
◌ू
aaw
e
आऊ
ए
$aaw
$e
◌ाऊ
◌े
ew
o
एउ
ओ
$ew
$o
◌ेउ
◌ो
ew
ri
एऊ
ऋ
$ew
$ri
◌ेऊ
◌ृ
ow
axj
ओउ
ऐ
$ow
$axj
◌ोउ
◌ै
ow
ax
ओऊ
अ

Nepali
क
ख
ग
ञ
ट
ठ
ड
ढ
ण
त
थ
द
ध
न
प
फ
ब
भ
म
य
र
ल

Transliteration
kax
khax
gax
nax
ttax
tthax
ddax
ddhax
nnax
tax
thax
dax
dhax
nax
pax
phax
bax
bhax
max
yax
rax
lax

Nepali
व
श
ष
स
ह
◌ं
◌ँ

Transliteration
wax
sax
sax
sax
hax
m
n

◌ः
◌्
इउ
ि◌उ
इऊ
ि◌ऊ
आई
◌ाई
एइ
घ
ङ
च
छ
ज
झ

$
iw
$iw
iw
$iw
aaj
$aaj
ej
ghax
Ngax
Chax
chhax
Jhax
jhhax

2.2.3 Building unit selection voices
Once all the necessary files were made ready, we worked on the build process (Levin and
Black 2018).
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2.2.3.1 Building the prompts
This step involves generating the prompts for aligning the speech data. This process uses
the lexicon files and wave files. All the unique words present in etc/txt.done.data needs to
be present in the lexicon file. Then we ran the following script to build the prompts.
./bin/do_build build_prompts

This built utterances for each sentence and saved waveforms and labels for aligning.
2.2.3.2 Aligning the prompts
The wave files of sentences were first placed in the recording's directory. Then we ran the
following script to convert the wave files into suitable format with correct bitrate and
channels by power normalizing the wave files.
./bin/get_wavs recordings/*.wav

Then we labeled each sentence with its corresponding wave files which determines the
segment of the wave file has which particular phone.
./bin/do_build label

Next, we took the phone labels and integrated them into the utterance structure that
identifies the words, syllables, and phones which is used to extract information for the
voice build (Levin and Black 2018). This is done using the following script:
./bin/do_build build_utts

2.2.3.3 Speech parameterization
The next step is to analyze the speech. We first found the pitch periods, which determines
when the glottis is opened and closed while speaking. Then we found the spectral
properties of the speech at each pitch period caused by the vocal tract shape. These step
were executed using the following scripts:
./bin/make_pm_wave wav/*.wav
./bin/make_pm_fix pm/*.pm
./bin/make_f0_pm wav/*.wav
./bin/make_mcep wav/*.wav
We used the following parameters for the pitchmarks settings:
FEMALE_ARGS='-min 0.00333 -max 0.0075 -def 0.006 -wave_end -lx_lf 220 -lx_lo 121 -lx_hf 80
-lx_ho 51 -med_o 0'

2.2.3.4 Building the cluster unit selection synthesizer
First we ensured that the phonetic features to be included during the voice building
process is in synchronization with the features used in the phoneset. This information is
included in the festival/clunits/all.desc file. Finally we build the voice using the script:
./bin/do_build build_clunits
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This created a catalogue file that contains information about the location of each unit in
the wave file, its duration and its starting and end points along with prediction trees and
feature file. The information is arranged in the following format:
r_16286 arctic_1207005454 0.020000 0.100000 0.180000

The prediction trees generated for each phone determines which phone to pick based on
the result of the decision tree. The feature file contains the feature information for each
unit for each phone.
2.2.4 Additional steps
2.2.4.1 Building letter to sound rules
The generation of voice primarily depends upon the correct pronunciation of the words.
But it is not possible to incorporate all the words into the lexicon. Thus to tackle this
problem, letter to sound (LTS) rules are used to predict pronunciations for words that are
not in the lexicon (Black et al. 1998). Usually the words with the most non-standard
pronunciations, should be listed in the lexicon itself. By training the system with a good
amount of LTS rules, we can even reduce the size of the lexicon itself.
We trained the LTS rules using the existing lexicon dictionary and the tools available in
Festival and FestVox. Given below are the steps to build LTS rules Black and Lenzo,
2014):
1. Prepare the lexicon by removing syllables, part of speech tags and stress marks from
the normal lexicon file: ("horax" nil (h o r ax))
2. Iteratively create allowables.scm file by first including basic mapping for each letter
and then aligning each letter.
3. After the allowables.scm has been prepared, we run the following script to generate the
LTS rules.
$FESTVOXDIR/src/lts/build_lts

2.2.4.2 Building duration models
Duration models help to predict the multiplication factor for a segment in the input
sentence which determines how long the segment is stretched during the utterance of
speech. We can build a duration model by using zscores, which is number of standard
deviations from the mean (Black and Lenzo 2014). The duration model takes a CART
(Classification and Regression Trees) tree that returns zscores by calculating mean and
standard deviation from the data. The tree is later converted into absolute duration stretch
value and used during the voice synthesis. We can generate the duration model using
make_dur_models script available in Festival System.
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2.3 Testing phase
2.3.1 Running the voice
2.3.1.1 Running voice in Festival in Linux Machine
We

tested

the

voice

by

first

loading

the

voice’s

clunit

file

named

INST_LANG_VOX_clunits.scm.
$festival/bin/festival –b festvox/ku_ne_nab_clunits.scm

Then in the Festival command line interface, we sequentially ran the following steps to
synthesize the voice and make it speak using the SayText function. Next, we provided the
transliterated version of the input text to the Festival System.
festival> (voice_ku_ne_nab_clunits)
festival> (SayText "Naxmaxste")
festival> (set! utt1 (SayText " Naxmaxste "))
festival> (utt.save.wave utt1 "out.wav")

2.3.1.2 Running the voice in NVDA using Festival add-on
After building the voice, we ported it to the Non-Visual Desktop Access (NVDA) screen
reading software using the Festival Add-on available for NVDA. But before we could use
our Nepali voice in default Festival Add-On we needed to make sure that the input text
gets transliterated accordingly. After this process, the NVDA handled all the input output
and provides Festival Engine with the text input, which our voice package synthesized
accordingly using the Festival DLL files
2.3.2 Benchmarking the generated speech
We tested a number of test sentences extracted from different Nepali news websites and
categorized the output speech into two classes: good and bad based upon the quality of
the speech. The percentage of each quality of sentence can be seen on Table 2. We further
classified the bad sentences into the type of problem as seen in Table 3.
Table 2: Percentage of generated sentences according to quality
Good Sentences
Bad Sentences
84.21%
15.79%
Table 3: Percentage of classification of problems in sentences
Problems
Percentage
Echoes
23.08%
Overlaps
30.77%
Mispronunciation
7.69%
Echoes/overlaps
38.46%

2.4 Voice synthesis process
When the SayText function is called in Festival first the system searches for the
corresponding pronunciation for each word separated by space in the lexicon dictionary.
The pronunciations for the words not available in the lexicon are generated by the use of
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LTS rules. After this process, the system picks an appropriate unit from the speech
database for each individual phone using CART generated during the build process
(Edinburgh Speech Tools, December 2014). The question nodes use various features and
cost function included during the build process to form a decision tree. The values for the
features are obtained from the individual phone’s feature file.
When all the units have been picked along with their prosodic properties, the
corresponding utterance for each unit are picked from their corresponding wave files. The
index of each unit and its wave file along with the start and end point of that particular
unit are located in the catalogue file. These units are finally concatenated and speech is
synthesized through the speech output device or saved to a wave file according to the
configurations.
3. Challenges and solutions
3.1 Issue in voice building due to large amount of data
One of the major issues during the voice building process was the huge size of the speech
corpus. At the final stage we had a total of 9638 sentences. While building cluster units
during the final stage of voice building process, Festival creates distance tables to help in
calculating the cost functions that determines the appropriateness of a selected unit. These
distance tables require enormous amounts of space depending upon the number of units
of a single phone. This process requires huge amounts of RAM in the system during the
build process.
To tackle this issue, we arranged the units in the ascending order so that the phone with
largest number of units are processed at the last. Then we canceled the distance table
building and tree building process for these problematic units and used lesser data to
create trees for these selected few phones. This way we could build the voice using the
whole corpus.
3.2 Slow response time during speech synthesis
Because we used a large speech corpus in order to get more natural voice, it resulted in
the formation of a heavier CART. This caused voice loading time and synthesis time to
be relatively higher. (Kumar et al. 2013) suggests using CART pruning to reduce the
response time comparatively. We reduced the minimum cluster size to 8 and the
maximum number of units that will be in a cluster at a tree leaf to 2 to implement pruning
of CART. We received a gain of 0.6 seconds in response time after this implementation.
This also reduced the size of our trees by a small amount.
3.3 Other possible voice synthesis approaches
There are many other voice synthesis approaches within Festival voice synthesis
environment. But the unit selection method synthesizes the most natural sounding voice
among all the other approaches. This is why we chose this approach. Some of the other
possible approaches are explained below.
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3.3.1 Diphone based speech synthesis
Diphone synthesis is one of the most popular methods used for synthesizing voice from
recordings. This method can generate voice faster than the unit selection method and
requires less amount of data to train. But, the major defect of this kind of synthesis is that
the resulting voice is robotic.
The Diphone method uses two adjacent half-phones from words then, cuts the units at the
points of relative stability, rather than at the volatile phone-phone transition (Lenzo and
Black, 2000). Thus, with an n-phone inventory there can be (n * n) diphone inventory
which creates a synthesizer that can potentially speak anything.
3.3.2 Statistical parameterization based speech synthesis
Voices built from the Festival based unit selection synthesis can produce high quality
natural sounding synthetic speech. But these voices are bulky and requires large amounts
of space to store all the data and also have inflexible speech tempo. Statistical parametric
models for speech acts as an alternative method for speech synthesis to these kinds of
voices. This method is more robust to errors and allow for better modeling of variation
(Black, 2006). But these voices tend to produce somewhat robotic voices. The
CLUSTERGEN synthesizer is implemented within the Festival/FestVox voice building
environment using statistical parameterization technique. This method uses an average of
a number of units, rather than a set of instances for synthesizing the speech in the unit
selection.
4. Conclusion
In this work, various approaches of building a TTS and particularly the Festival system
was studied and analyzed in larger detail. We successfully built a Nepali voice that can be
used along with NVDA to read the Devanagari text displayed on the screen. However,
there are still a few issues of overlaps and echoes in the generated voice which we suspect
is due to the potential mislabeling between recorded speech phones and the corresponding
characters. We aim to improve on this in future.
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LANGUAGE DISTRIBUTION IN NEPAL AND QUESTION ON UNIT OF
ADDITIONAL OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
Bhim Narayan Regmi
Nepal has 123 languages within six families of spoken languages and a sign language. She has
federal administrative structure and three levels of government. There is no majority language at
national level. Nepali is the only majority language at province level with majority in 4 among the
7 provinces, and 21 majority languages at local level. The distribution of languages in terms of
mother tongue speakers varies considerably among the different levels – national, province and
local – as well as among the different units of the same level – among the provinces and among
the local levels. According to the provision in the prevalent constitution, one or more majority
language(s) spoken as mother tongue in a province can be additional official language of the
province provided by the particular province through province law. This paper looks at the
language data at different levels and concludes that the province is not the appropriate unit for
use of additional official language in terms of cost effectiveness and inclusiveness, instead local
level is the appropriate unit. Thus it suggests to consider local level as the unit of implementation
and include the languages above 25% mother tongue speakers in the local level for the additional
official language.
Keywords: Nepalese languages, language distribution, majority language, language policy, official
language

1. Background
Report of the National Census 2011 has listed 123 languages and two other categories
"other" and "not reported" which are spoken as mother tongue in Nepal (CBS 2012: 16467). These languages are affiliated to five families of spoken language viz. IndoEuropean, Sino-Tibetan, Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian and Afro-Asiatic –, a language isolate
Kusunda, and a sign language Nepali Sign Language (henceforth NSL). Nepal has three
administrative levels known as federal or central level, state or province level, and local
level. There are 7 units (provinces) at province level and 753 units at local level. Main
policy document is the Constitution of Nepal (2015) regarding use of the languages of
Nepal in government business, education, and information and media.
This paper explores on the constitutional provision regarding the unit of using additional
official language and aims to answer whether the province is an appropriate unit? The
following sections discuss the mother tongue data from the Nepal government at national,
province, and local levels, review the constitutional provisions regarding the additional
official language and the policy discussions. On the basis of these data and discussions
the paper concludes that the province as unit of the use of additional official language
according to the constitutional provision is not appropriate, and suggests that the local
level be considered as appropriate unit for this purpose. The paper is based on the three
conference papers Regmi 2019a, 2019b and 2019c.
Gipan 4. 2019. 117-141.
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2. The data
The data used in this paper is obtained from Central Bureau of Statistics (henceforth
CBS), Nepal Government's agency for statistics. The local level, district level, province
level and national level raw data on mother tongue is available. Ward level data is not
available thus not discussed in this paper. District is not an administrative unit in present
political system, thus irrelevant and left without discussing. The data are generalized (in
per cent) to compare them among various languages at various administrative units.
National level data are based on CBS 2012 and province and local level data are based on
the unpublished source obtained from CBS as file name "GP_Indv_Table04" which has
table heading "Table 2.4: Population by mother tongue and sex".
Newly restructured local levels are still changing specifically on their headquarters or
centers as well as many of the local levels' names have been changed. Thus, the names
appeared in the data from CBS have been checked against Nepal Rajpatra (Nepal
Gazette) and other official sources such as related government portals to update.
3. Language distribution in Nepal
Nepal has three administrative levels federal or centre or national level, state or province
level, and local level. The distribution of the languages spoken as mother tongues in
Nepal is analysed separately based in these three levels in this section.
3.1 Languages at national level
Total population of Nepal as of National Census 2011 is 26,494,504 (CBS 2012). Only 14
languages among the 123 languages have above 1% of national population who speak the
language as mother tongue. These languages are: (1) Nepali, (2) Maithili, (3) Bhojpuri,
(4) Tharu, (5) Tamang, (6) Newar, (7) Bajjika, (8) Magar, (9) Doteli, (10) Urdu, (11)
Avadhi, (12) Limbu, (13) Gurung, and (14) Baitadeli. See Annex 1 for the details on the
languages at national level. The data presented here may differ from the data in Yadava
(2014: 57-60) as the later has changed to round figure at second decimal place.
Sharma (2014: 32) has included Rai within 15 major languages of Nepal with rank 11th
and 2.3% of mother tongue speakers in 2011. Rai used to be taken as a single language
till 1991 Census, there was no Rai language but many languages from Rai group in 2001
Census, and many Rai languages and a separate Rai language in 2011 Census. Thus, the
latest census is misleading regarding the term Rai as a separate language. Taking Rai as a
group of languages for a comparison in order to see whether there is a change in the size
of mother tongue speakers across the censuses is not a problem. However, taking the term
Rai without any clarification is misleading as Rai ranks 15th with 0.6% mother tongue
speakers according to Census 2011.
These data on language at national level show that there is no majority language which is
spoken as mother tongue. Only language spoken by population above 25% is Nepali. The
language at the second position is Maithili with 11.67% mother tongue speakers. Maithili
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is followed with remarkable gap by Bhojpuri, Tharu, and Tamang which have between 5
and 6 per cent of mother tongue speakers. The remaining 9 languages with above 1%
have below 5% mother tongue speakers. There are 109 languages which have below 1%
mother tongue speakers and the language with lowest number of mother tongue speakers
is Arabi which is spoken by 8 people. Besides, there are 47,718 people who did not report
their mother tongue and 21,173 people's mother tongue has not been identified thus
placed under 'Not reported' and 'Other' categories in the census data.
3.2 Languages at province level
There are seven provinces in Nepal. Some of the provinces have received their names and
the remaining provinces are in the process. When the provinces were formed they had no
names thus denoted by number 1-7 beginning from the east. The Province 3 is now
Bagmati province, Province 4 is now Gandaki province, Province 6 is now Karnali
province, and Province 7 is now Sudur Paschim province. The remaining provinces have
yet to receive their names. Thus, for the sake of uniformity, all provinces are denoted by
number in this paper. An overview of the languages spoken as mother tongue in the
provinces is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Total number and the number of mother tongues above 1% in provinces
Province
Total languages
Number of mother tongues spoken by above 1%
1
104
14
2
88
7
6
3
111
4
84
6
5
83
7
6
53
2
7
84
6

Language distribution in the provinces is different from the national level as well as
among the provinces themselves. One noticeable difference between the national and
province level is that there is a majority language in some of the provinces. Nepali has
majority of mother tongue speakers in provinces 3 (57.42%), 4 (73.46%), 5 (51.14%) and
6 (95.55%).
Nepali in provinces 1 (43.07%) and 7 (30.17%), Maithili in province 2 (45.29%) and
Doteli in province 7 (30.45%) have mother tongue speakers between 25-50%. At this
level, Maithili in province 1 (11.18%), Bhojpuri in provinces 2 (18.57%) and 5 (11.31%),
Bajjika in province 2 (14.64%), Tamang (18.31%) and Newar (12.29%) in province 3,
Avadhi in province 5 (11.07%), Tharu in Province 5 (13.27%) and 7 (17.01%), and
Baitadeli in Province 7 (10.64%) have between 10-25% mother tongue speakers.
The languages between 5-10% mother tongue speakers in the provinces are as follows:
Limbu has 7.31% in province 1. Nepali has 6.66% in Province 2. Urdu has 5.86% in
province 2 and 5.08% in province 5. Magar has 9.88% and Gurung has 8.77% in province
4. Achhami has 5.58% in province 7.
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Tharu, Tamang, Magar, Bantawa, Urdu, Rajbanshi, Rai, Newar, Chamling, Sherpa and
Santhali in province 1, Tharu and Tamang in province 2, Magar, Tharu, and maithili in
province 3, Newar, Tharu and Tamang in province 4, Magar and Maithili in province 5,
Magar in province 6, and Bajhangi in Province 7 have between 1-5% mother tongue
speakers.
When the unit has been shifted to province level from national level the seven languages
Achhami, Bantawa, Rajbanshi, Rai, Chamling, Sherpa and Santhali are included in the
above 1% mother tongue group. Among these languages only Achhami has above 5%
mother tongue speakers at province level.
Among the provinces, province 1 is similar to the national level as there is no majority
language. Nepali has first position with similar percentage with national level, and
Maithili has second position with similar percentage with national level, and 14 languages
have above 1% mother tongue speakers. See Annex 2 for the details of the languages
spoken as mother tongue at province level.
3.3 Languages at local level
There are 753 local levels including 6 metropolitan city (Met), 11 sub-metropolitan city
(SMun), 276 municipality (Mun) and 460 rural municipality (RMun).
There are 21 majority languages in various local levels in Nepal in literal sense, i.e. above
50% mother tongue speakers in a specific local level. These are Nepali, Maithili,
Bhojpuri, Tharu, Tamang, Newar, Bajjika, Magar, Doteli, Urdu, Avadhi, Limbu, Gurung,
Baitadeli, Achhami, Bantawa, Sherpa, Bajhangi, Kulung, Khaling, and Lhopa.
A brief information on the distribution of these languages in the local levels is presented
in Table 2. The detail information is available in Annex 3.
Table 2: Majority languages at local levels and their distribution
S.N.
Language RMun
Mun
SMet
206
145
5
1.
Nepali
2.
Maithili
38
34
1
27
7
1
3.
Bhojpuri
6
7
4.
Tharu
5.
Tamang
35
6.
Newar
1
7.
Bajjika
8
16
8.
Magar
9
9.
Doteli
19
10
Urdu
1
2
10.
Avadhi
6
3
11.
Limbu
3
12.
Gurung
7
13.
Baitadeli
6
4
14.
Achhami
2
1
15.

Met
3
1
-

Total
359
73
36
13
35
1
24
9
29
3
9
3
7
10
3
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Bantawa
Sherpa
Bajhangi
Kulung
Khaling
Lhopa
Total

1
3
2
2
1
2
384

230

7

4

1
3
2
2
1
2
625

3.4 Language distribution at different levels: no similarity
Language distribution at various levels as well as various units of the same level is not
similar. There is no majority language at national level. Nepali is majority language in
four provinces as it has above 50% mother tongue speakers in Provinces 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Nepali has first position in Province 1 as well as in the national level but it ranks fourth
in Province 2 and second in Province 7. Maithili and Doteli rank first in Province 2 and 7
respectively. At another level, local level, there are 21 majority languages (See Table 2).
The order of the languages at national level and province level does not apply in many of
the local levels. Some of the selected cases can be taken as example to make the point
further clear.
Nepali ranks first in Province 1 with 43.07% mother tongue speakers which is very close
to its percentage at national level. It has below 1% mother tongue speakers in Harinagar
municipality in Sunsari district and 80.97% mother tongue speakers in Likhu rural
municipality in Okhaldhunga district in the same province. It has fourth position in
Province 2 with 6.66% which is different situation from its national position. It has
68.20% mother tongue speakers in Thori rural municipality in Parsa district and below
1% in Pokhariya municipality in the same district of the same province. It ranks first in
Province 6 with 95.55% which is the highest per cent of mother tongue speakers of any
languages in any provinces in Nepal. It has below 1% mother tongue speakers in
Dolpobuddha rural municipality in Dolpa district and 99.57% mother tongue speakers in
Mudkechula rural municipality in the same district of the same province.
On the other hand, some of the languages with below 1% mother tongue speakers at
national level are majority languages in the local levels. Achhami, Bantawa, Bajhangi,
Kulung, Khaling and Lhopa are some examples of such languages. Among these
languages, Lhopa has below 1% mother tongue speakers at both national level and in the
respective province but has majority of mother tongue speakers in Lo-Ghekar
Damodarkunda (69.14%) and Lomanthang (87.46%) rural municipalities in Mustang
district of Province 4.
Another remarkable situation regarding distribution of languages in Nepal is that some of
the languages are concentrated in one of the provinces such as Limbu in Province 1,
Doteli and Baitadeli in Province 7, and Bajjika in Province 2. Some other languages are
concentrated in one province but have remarkable presence in other provinces as well
such as Maithili in Province 1 and 2. Some other languages are distributed with
remarkable number in more than two provinces such as Bhojpuri in Province 2 and 5,
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Tharu in Province 5 and 7, Magar in Province 4 and 5. Some other languages have quite a
large number in the local levels of another province which is not basically supposed to be
the area of the language in question such as Gurung in Province 6, Tamang in Province 2
and 6. A few languages of Nepal are scattered all over the country regardless whether the
languages have their concentration area or not such as Urdu. Some other languages are
concentrated in a small area and they have remarkable presence in one or a few local
levels though their number is too small at national level such as Kulung, Khaling,
Chamling and Lhopa.
It is not possible to present language distribution in all the local levels in this paper. So,
some of the purposefully selected cases are presented in Table 3-5 to show such uneven
distributions of the languages in various levels.
Table 3: Some languages with above 25% in local levels with less than 1% in both national and
province levels
Language
Local level (Rural municipality)
Per cent
Nachhiring
Sotang, Solukhumbu, Province 1
33.30%
79.60%
Kulung
Mahakulung, Solukhumbu, Province 1
Thulung Dhudha Koshi, Solukhumbu, Province 1
35.77%
Thulung
53.73%
Khaling
Dhudhakoshi, Solukhumbu, Province 1
Manebhanjyang, Okhaldhunga, Province 1
33.44%
Wambule
Kepilasgadhi, Khotang, Province 1
31.39%
Sampang
Raksirang, Makawanpur, Province 3
35.97%
Chepang
Kalinchowk, Dolakha, Province 3
33.96%
Thami
Lomanthang, Mustang, Province 4
87.46%
Lhopa
Chharka Tangsong, Dolpa, Province 6
49.82%
Dolpali
Shey Phoksundo, Dolpa, Province 6
56.72%
Sherpa

Table 3 presents languages with higher percentage at the local levels ranging from
31.39% to 87.46% which have below 1% mother tongue speakers both at the national and
province levels.
Table 4: Some languages in local levels with below 1% speakers in national level
Language Local level (Rural municipality)
Per cent
Per cent (Local
(Province)
Level)
Khumbu Pasanglhamu, Solukhumbu, Province 1 1.48%
60.60%
Sherpa
1.65%
27.05%
Chamling Diprung, Khotang, Province 1
2.63%
51.74%
Bajhangi Durgathali, Bajhang, Province 7
Rajbanshi Kachanakawal, Jhapa, Province 1
2.67%
44.33%
Bantawa Jante Dhunga, Khotang, Province 1
2.88%
25.69%
Achhami Chaurpati, Achham, Province 7
5.58%
96.67%

Table 4 presents the languages with below 1% mother tongue at national level but above
1% at the province level which have quite sizeable mother tongue speakers at local levels
ranging from 25 to 96.67%.
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Table 5: Some languages out of their concentration area (provinces)
Language
Local Level
Nepal
Province
Tharu (mainly in province Khairahani, Chitwan,
5.77% 1.33% (5th)
5, 7)
Province 3
Narpabhumi, Manang,
5.11% 1.45% (6th)
Tamang (mainly in
province 3)
Province 4
Magar (mainly in province Tinpatan, Sindhuli,
2.98% 1.82% (4th)
4, 5)
Province 3
Tamang (mainly in
Thori, Parsa, Province 2 5.11% 1.93% (7th)
province 3)
Gramthan, Morang,
5.77% 3.91% (5th)
Tharu (mainly in
provinces 5, 7)
Province 1

Local level
25.77%
60.59%
32.58%
25.76%
55.50%

Table 5 presents the languages with larger percentage in other province(s) but minority in
the provinces shown in this table are relatively larger number in the local levels ranging
from 25 to 60.59%. This type of distribution is shown by the languages which have
concentration in one province but also scattered to other provinces as well.
4. Language Policies and discussions in Nepal
Scholarly discussions, especially available in written form, on language policy in Nepal
can be viewed in the light of the constitutional provisions prevalent at that time. Seven
constitutions were promulgated in Nepal since 1948. The following constitutions were
promulgated in 1951, 1959, 1962, 1990, 2007 and 2015 (The Kathmandu Post 2015).
Among these, only four constitutions have provisions on language and these are getting
more and more elaborate in the subsequent ones. The policy discussions have been
presented here under the constitution as headings of the section so that it can be easier to
assess the views in terms of the constitutional provisions.
4.1 Constitution of Nepal 1962
Constitution of Nepal 1962 is the principal legal document of the autocratic political
system known as Panchayat existed between 1960 to 1990. Article 4 of the constitution
recognizes Nepali in Devanagari script as Nepal's language of the nation.
Malla (1973: 115) criticizes the government's language policy which shows the
determination of the Government to promote Nepali as an instrument of national
integration and to discourage all linguistically divisive tendencies. He also notes that "the
political instability of post-1950 Nepal greatly favoured all kinds of linguistic wishful
thinking" (ibid: 116).
Dahal and Subba (1986: 248) have indicated that the language policy of Nepal needs
reform as they have noticed little pressure on the government to reconsider its language
policies at that time and think growing self-awareness among ethnic groups may cause
appearance of demands regarding language recognition and development. They foresee
the situation that the government may recognize some of the languages of relatively
advanced groups but neglect the languages of the majority, and threat saying "selective
token recognition is not the answer" (ibid: 250).
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These discussions express dissatisfaction on the existing monolingual policy but present
no overt recommendations, however, indicate the need of multilingual language policy.
4.2 Constitution of Kingdom of Nepal 1990
Constitution of Kingdom of Nepal 1990 categorizes the languages of Nepal into two
groups with different functional loads and status, viz. Nepali in Devanagari script as
language of the nation and the official language (Article 6(1)), and all other mother
tongues of Nepal as the national languages (Article 6(2)).
Pokharel (2050BS: 52) suggests that for an illiterate person, court should have provision
to use his/her language where an interpreter should be provided by court itself.
Bandhu (2050BS: 102) discusses on whether there is any possibility of using other
languages at government offices, specifically at district level. However, he rules out the
possibility of using regional languages as there is no regional level (Mountain, Hill and
Terai) level unit of administration. He has expressed similar view as Pokharel regarding
using mother tongue at civil administration offices and courts.
Language Policy Recommendation Commission (henceforth LPRC) 1994 has two
recommendations on use of language in administration. They suggest considering
practicality of the use of local languages in local administration to make them more
efficient and beneficial for the people (no. 14), and providing translators for people who
do not know the national language (no. 15).
Dahal and Regmi (2058BS: 26-27) recommend that national languages be used as
associate official language along with Nepali in the region of the language in question.
They further suggest to amend the constitution to bring all the languages in the
mainstream of development and integration, and avoid the religious, ethnic and cultural
tensions and conflicts based on language (ibid: 28).
Among these discussions, Pokharel (2050BS) and Bandhu (2050BS) are in favour of
provision of language support to individual in the government office especially courts but
do not disagree with the constitutional provision on official language. On the other hand
LPRC, and Dahal and Regmi have strong suggestion for the use of languages in local
level administration.
4.3 Interim Constitution of Nepal 2007
The interim constitution 2007 is the most progressive in terms of language policy in
Nepal. It recognizes all the languages spoken as mother tongues in Nepal as the languages
of nation (Article 5(1)). It assigns the official function to Nepali language in Devanagari
script (Article 5(2)). Article 5(3) is more important regarding multilingual policy which
states:
Notwithstanding anything contained in Sub-Article (2), nothing shall be deemed to prevent the
using of any language spoken as the mother tongue in a local body and office. The State shall
maintain records by translating the languages so used in the official language.
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Yadava and Shakya (2065BS: 80-83) have 13-point suggestions in order to implement
these constitutional provisions. They suggest that state and the units inside the province
be formed on the basis of language. The point is similar to the trilingual policy of India.
Though it is now irrelevant as the state reform has already been settled and functional
now which is not on the linguistic basis, it will be relevant to mention that linguistic basis
for state formation has been the source of controversy in India itself. As Pattanayak
(1986: 38) mentions:
Language as a factor in region formation has never been taken seriously. Controversy
regarding peripheral areas continues even today. Moreover, while the principle was conceded
in case of dominant languages, no clear-cut policy was enunciated in regard to languages
spoken by relatively smaller numbers of people and in regard to minority languages within
majority zones.

The other points can be summarized as follows.
- Units be specified for the official use of language, at federal or central level Nepali be
official language, additional language be used at province level along with the federal
language
- Translation be arranged between the languages used as official languages
- Additional language can be used at district and Village Development Committee
(VDC)/municipality level along with the federal and province level languages
- Vertical communication be in federal language between province and centre, and
either federal or provincial language between province and the lower levels
- Horizontal communication be in federal language or any provincial language between
provinces on consensus, and federal, provincial or any other local language between
below province levels on consensus
- A citizen should be given the right to submit application in their mother tongue, except
in the court
- Authentic official document should be in the federal language
Though the recommendations are in elaborate form and most of them are in line with the
constitution as well as fairly practical. The points on vertical and horizontal
communication among the administrative units, provision of translation and
determination of the authentic documents are important points which the later constitution
lacks. The second last point seems more emotional rather than practical.
Angdembe (2014) proposes two formula for saving endangered languages of Nepal viz.
official language formula, and mandatory mother tongue formula. He states that the first
formula is useful for languages with larger population in their respective states where as
second formula is useful for languages with smaller population.
Both the discussions in this section are in favour of the smaller territory as unit for
official language with smaller population however Angdembe (2014) is more critical.
4.4 Constitution of Nepal 2015
Constitution of Nepal 2015 recognizes all the languages of Nepal as national languages
(Article 6). Article 7(1) assigns official function in Nepal to the Nepali language in the
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Devnagari script and Article 7(2) states "A State may, by a State law, determine one or
more than one languages of the nation spoken by a majority of people within the State as
its official language(s), in addition to the Nepali language."
The constitutional provision of using additional official language has not yet been
implemented. For this purpose, there have been discussions on the selection criteria for
the language(s) to be used in the additional official language.
Regmi (2018: 44-46) has proposed 10 criteria for determining the official language(s) at
province level along with a numeric rating evaluation scheme with 1= poor, 2=fair,
3=good, 4= very good, and 5=excellent.
Among the criteria, 1) Population, 2) Language vitality, 5) Linguistic geography, and 6)
Linguistic originality are based on the number of speakers and their affiliation to the land
(in this context particular province) as these criteria will include those languages which
have larger population as their speakers which are certainly vital and are either spoken
only in Nepal or cross-border. Criteria 3) Ethno-linguistic identity, 4) Accessibility and
linguistic right are rather abstract and more importantly apply to all the languages of
Nepal thus can not be utilized as determining factors. Criteria 7) Development of writing
system, 8) Linguistic material development, and 9) Corpus development are crucial not
for determining whether a language be used in offices but for its functioning when it is
determined as official language. These resources (7-9) can be developed within a year by
a team of linguists with community members which can be continued for developing
literature (10) by community members themselves. Thus the main question is a
population in the specific unit where the language in question be used for official
function. A view expressed by Pattanayak (1986: 34) regarding India's language policy is
relevant in this regard:
... the simple linguistic fact that any language has the potential of meeting any communicative
need, be it science, philosophy, or politics. No language was "developed" before it was called
upon to meet the need of society at any time, not even the English language.

Dhakal and Khatiwada (2075BS) present a comprehensive review of theoretical literature,
policies and legal practices regarding official language in various multilingual countries.
They present language data from various states of India, province level language data
from Nepal and local level language data from Gandaki province or Province 4. The
authors have not been reached to any conclusion from the local level data. They suggest
Maithili for official function in Province 2 on the basis of province level data, however,
add that acceptance from the mother tongue speakers of Bhojpuri and Bajjika need to be
saught. Their opinion on Doteli is to wait until it has sufficient development though it has
sizeable number of mother tongue speakers for official function in Province 7. They
conclude that the state mechanism for the development of languages need to be ready
before the constitutional provisions is implemented.
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Though the authors do not say anything overtly, they indicate through the vaguely written
conclusion that the constitutional provision on using additional official language at
province level is impractical.
Concluding the policy discussions, there are very few scholars who express their
disagreement on the constitutional provisions and even fewer among them suggest
constitution amendment. The majority of the scholars present their views in line with the
constitutional provisions and very few among them present creative as well as practical
support to the existing constitution. Another crucial point linked also to the earlier
section, the current constitutional provisions on official use of language are not based on
the linguistic data. Among the constitution, the Interim Constitution of Nepal 2007 was
most practical.
Two serious problems with the present constitutional provision of official language are
(1) official record which is also related to the issue of translation among the official
languages, and (2) unit of use of official language. Regmi (2018: 83-87) has discussed on
the issues of translation and official record, this paper deals only with the unit of use of
official language.
5. Language data supports local level as unit not the province
This section presents how the language data supports local level as unit in terms majority,
cost effectiveness, and inclusion.
5.1 Majority
In terms of the constitutional provision, the only criterion for selecting the additional
language(s) to be used in the official function is number which is also convincing as
discussed in the previous section (§4.4). There is a choice between plain number and
generalized number. The population of the local levels as well as the number of mother
tongue speakers of a language in that unit vary significantly. Kathmandu metropolitan
city has larger population (975,453) than the Bhaktapur municipality (81748) has and the
population of Newar mother tongue speakers in Kathmandu is also larger (185,330) than
in Bhaktapur (63,133). On the basis of the plain number, there are more Newar mother
tongue speakers in Kathmandu than Bhaktapur, however, the number of Newar mother
tongue speakers in Kathmandu is only 18.99% of the total population of Kathmandu
whereas the number of Newar mother tongue speakers in Bhaktapur is 77.22% of the total
population of Bhaktapur. So, the generalized number gives the clear picture of the
population by placing the population in question in the context. For this reason,
generalized number (in per cent) is chosen for the data in this paper instead of plain
number.
Another point to be clarified regarding the number criterion is whether it is the majority
in literal sense or it is above certain threshold. If we take the term majority in literal
sense, only majority language at the province level is Nepali, thus, the provision of
additional official language is irrelevant. However, there is a clue in the same clause of
the constitution as it states 'one or more than one languages spoken by majority of the
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population of that province'. It is not possible to be more than one majority languages in
one unit in the literal sense, thus it assumes some threshold for a language to be majority
language.
If the majority criterion is taken in literal sense, there is no majority language other than
Nepali at province level, however, there are 21 majority languages at local level. If any
threshold is set in order to include any language in the majority group, any number (per
cent) need to be taken as threshold. The number may be 25% (only to include Maithili
and Doteli), 10% (to include Maithili, Bhojpuri, Bajjika, Tamang, Newar, Tharu, Avadhi,
Doteli, and Baitadeli), or 5% (to include also Magar, Gurung, Limbu, Urdu, and
Achhami), or even lower number at province level. The higher number as threshold will
exclude greater number of languages whereas the lower number as threshold is
impractical at one hand and it will be unmanageable as there will be 5 languages in most
of the provinces even with 5% threshold. However, threshold of 25% at local level is
comfortable number as there will be no more than three languages in any of the local
levels where 33 more languages will be included in the official use. There will be 330
Local levels with one official language, 384 with two official languages, and 39 with
three official languages in this case (See Table 6 for summary and map presented in
Annex 4 for the visual form). The map in the annex 4 shows the local levels with one
official language, two official languages and three official languages presented in
different shades.
Table 6: Number of local levels in terms of number of
speakers
Number of local
Number of local levels with
levels with one
two official languages
official language
Province No
Only
One language Nepali and
No.
language Nepali other then
another one
above
above Nepali above language
25%
25%
25%
above 25%
1
2
66
23
39
2
4
112
6
3
47
18
53
4
57
6
21
5
55
22
22
6
73
3
7
26
48
11
2
328
232
152
Total
384
330

languages above 25% mother tongue
Number of local levels with
three official languages
Two languages
other than
Nepali above
25%
6
14
1
1
7
3
3
35
39

Nepali and
other two
language
above 25%
1
3
4

Total

137
136
119
85
109
79
88
753

Thus, the language data supports local level as unit of additional official language instead
of province where 25% of mother tongue speakers in a local level can be threshold.
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5.1 Cost effectiveness
The sum of the administrative units in Nepal is 7630 including 7 provinces with 50
ministries, 77 District Coordination Committees, 753 local levels, and 6743 wards. The
total number of these units shows the number of personnel required in these
administrative units to handle the language issues when the constitutional provision on
additional official language at province level is implemented with minimum possibility,
i.e., one additional language each province. Besides, there are province legislatives,
district and high courts, hospitals, and many other government offices at local, district
and province levels. This shows that the required number of personnel will be no less
than 8000 (a round figure estimate). However, the situation is not so straight forward. If
only one additional language is selected from one province Limbu from Province 1,
Bhojpuri from Province 2, Newari from Province 3, Gurung from Province 4, Bhojpuri
from Province 5 and Tharu from Province 7 will be left. To include these languages the
threshold need to be set as low as 7%., in this case there will be 15 languages (while
counting the languages selected from more than one provinces separately though the
actual number of languages in official function will be 12 as Maithili, Bhojpuri and Tharu
will be selected from two provinces each) selected for the official function excluding
Nepali. This will be resulting the cost about double, i.e., about 16,000 personnel (another
round figure estimate).
On the other hand the total number of local levels where additional official language is
used is 462 based on the threshold of 25% in local level as unit of official language use.
The total number of wards in these local levels is 3931 (See Table 7). The total of these
two units (local level and ward) is about 4400. The number can be increased up to 5000
considering other government offices in the local level. The number remains one third of
the personnel when the unit is province.
The information on wards in Table 7 is to show only how many wards are there in a
particular local level, not for the linguistic information in those wards.
Table 7: Languages with above 25% mothertongue speakers in number of
number of wards in the local levels
SN Language (Province) Local levels Wards SN Language (Province)
88
796
1. Maithili (1, 2)
2. Tamang (2, 3, 4, 6)
3. Bhojpuri (2, 5)
42
373
4. Tharu (1, 2, 3, 5, 7)
5. Doteli (7)
6. Bajjika (2)
34
281
7. Magar (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) 27
8. Limbu (1)
202
9. Avadhi (5)
10. Urdu (1, 2, 5)
16
160
11. Gurung (4, 6)
12. Baitadeli (7)
14
104
13. Sherpa (1, 3, 6)
14. Newar (3)
9
60
7
59
15. Bantawa (1)
16. Bajhangi (7)
4
28
17. Chamling (1)
18. Achhami (7)
3
16
19. Kulung (1)
20. Chepang (3)
2
12
21. Dolpali (6)
22. Lhopa (4)
1
14
23. Kham (5)
24. Khaling (1)

local levels and total
Local levels
65
39
30
26
15
10
8
5
3
2
2
1

Wards
515
357
279
187
131
84
105
35
29
19
10
7
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25.
27.
29.
31.
33.

Thami (3)
Dungmali (1)
Bote (6)
Rajbanshi (1)
Sampang (1)

1
1
1
1
1

9
9
7
7
7

26.
28.
30
32.

Thulung (1)
Nachhiring (1)
Yamphu/Yamphe (1)
Wambule (1)
Total

1
1
1
1
462

9
5
6
9
3931

The languages when presented in the descending order in terms of number of local levels
as in Table 7 show no similarity with their position at national level. This is by the fact
that the concentration in a local level with relatively large size of mother tongue speakers
have maintained the position. Type of local level is also the determining factor. The
languages in the metropolitan city, sub-metropolitan city and municipality have smaller
number of local levels whereas the languages in the rural municipality have larger
number of local levels. This fact can explain why Tamang has more local levels with
above 25% mother tongue speakers than Bhojpuri.
5.3 Inclusion
Shifting the unit of use of additional official language from province to local level will be
more inclusive. There is no majority language at province level. Even the threshold is set
as low as 7%, there will be only 12 languages as we discussed in earlier subsection and
5% will include two more languages Urdu and Achhami in the official function. On the
other hand there will be 33 more languages in the official function at local level with the
threshold of 25%.
This increment in the number of official languages will benefit three types of mother
tongues, langauges which are out of the concentrated areas, which are scattered in various
provinces thus smaller number in provinces but concentrated in certain local levels, and
which are concentrated in a local level though the total number is smaller. Gurung in
Province 6, Tamang in Province 4 and Province 2, Magar in Province 1, and Tharu in
Province 1 and 2 are the examples of first type of mother tongues. Similarly, Urdu is the
example of second type, and Chamling, Kulung, Khaling, Chepang are the examples of
the third type.
6. Conclusion
Nepal being the home of more than 123 languages which are unevenly distributed at
different levels of administrative units is a sensitive place for language management
perspective. Whether it is the people's aspiration expressed in every political moves since
1950s or the scholars' views in various documents, multilingual inclusive policy is long
awaited matter in this country. Though the present constitution of Nepal has provision to
use one or more languages at province level as additional official language, it seems not a
practical approach. On the basis of the language data, the appropriate language policy of
Nepal is to choose local level as a unit of additional official language where there is
possibility to include 33 additional languages for official use. This change in the
provision will respect the term 'majority' used in the constitution as 25% is the
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comfortable size though not the majority in literal sense. It is cost effective way as well as
an instrument for managing social tension through inclusion of more languages in the
official function as suggested by Dahal and Regmi (2058BS: 26-27) . However, this is not
possible without amendment of the constitutional provision. So, the amendment of the
present constitution for effective, practical, inclusive and promotional which is
fundamentally multilingual policy is the conclusion.
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Annexes
Annex 1: Languages of Nepal spoken as mother tongue at national level
Above 1%
(1) Nepali 11,826,953 (44.63%)
(4) Tharu 1,529,875 (5.77%)
(7) Bajjika 793,416 (2.99%)
(10) Urdu 691,546 (2.61%)
(13) Gurung 325,622 (1.22%)
Below 1%
(15) Rai 159,114
(18) Rajbanshi 122,214
(21) Chamling 76,800
(24) Chepang 48,476
(27) Magahi 35,614
(30) Kham (Magar) 27,113
(33) Thangmi 23,151
(36) Thulung 20,659
(39) Tajpuriya 18,811
(42) Khaling 14,467
(45) Darai 11,677
(48) Yholmo 10,176
(51) Bote 8,766
(54) Lapcha 7,499

(2) Maithili 3,092,530 (11.67%)
(5) Tamang 1,353,311 (5.10%)
(8) Magar 788,530 (2.97%)
(11) Avadhi 501,752 (1.89%)
(14) Baitadeli 272,524 (1.02%)

(16) Achhami 142,787
(19) Sherpa 114,830
(22) Bajhangi 67,581
(25) Danuwar 45,821
(28) Uranw 33,651
(31) Rajasthani 25,394
(34) Bhujel 21,715
(37) Yakkha 19,558
(40) Angika 18,555
(43) Wambule 13,470
(46) Bahing 11,658
(49) Nachhering 10,041
(52) Ghale 8,092
(55) Puma 6,686

(3) Bhojpuri 1,584,958 (5.98%)
(6) Newar 846,557 (3.19%)
(9) Doteli 787,827 (2.97%)
(12) Limbu 343,603 (1.29%)

(17) Bantawa 132,583
(20) Hindi 77,569
(23) Santhali 49,858
(26) Sunuwar 37,898
(29) Kulung 33,170
(32) Majhi 24,422
(35) Bangla 21,061
(38) Dhimal 19,300
(41) Sampang 18,270
(44) Kumal 12,222
(47) Bajhangi 10,704
(50) Yamphu 9,208
(53) Dumi 7,63
(56) Dungmali 6,260
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(57) Darchuleli 5,928
(60) Jirel 4,829
(63) Tibetan 4,445
(66) Raji 3,758
(69) Gangai 3,612
(72) Lhopa 3,029
(75) Chhiling 2,046
(78) Khas 1,747
(81) Hayu 1,520
(84) Kisan 1,178
(87) Hariyani 889
(90) Punjabi 808
(93) Sonaha 579
(96) Byangshi 480
(99) Sam 401
(102) Phangduali 290
(105) Chinese 242
(108) Baram 155
(111) Kagate 99
(114) Kaike 50
(117) Mizo 32
(120) Russian 17
(123) Arabi 8
Total 26,494,504

(58) Athpariya 5,530
(61) Mewahang 4,650
(64) Meche 4,375
(67) Lohorung 3,716
(70) Pahari 3,458
(73) Dura 2,156
(76) English 2,032
(79) Sanskrit 1,669
(82) Tilung 1,424
(85) Waling 1,169
(88) Jumli 851
(91) Belhare 599
(94) Sindhi 518
(97) Assamese 476
(100) Manange 392
(103) Surel 287
(106) Khariya 238
(109) Lingkhim 129
(112) Dzonkha 80
(115) Gadhawali 38
(118) Kuki 29
(121) Spanish 16
Not reported 47,718

(59) Thakali 5,242
(62) NSL 4,476
(65) Chantyal 4,283
(68) Chhintang 3,712
(71) Dailekhi 3,102
(74) Koce 2,080
(77) Jerung 1,763
(80) Dolpali 1,667
(83) Koi 1,271
(86) Musalban 1,075
(89) Lhomi 808
(92) Oriya 584
(95) Dadeldhuri 488
(98) Raute 461
(101) Dhuleli 347
(104) Malpande 247
(107) Kurmali 227
(110) Sadhani 122
(113) Bankariya 69
(116) French 34
(119) Kusunda 28
(122) Nagamese 10
Others 21,173

Annex 2: Languages of Nepal spoken as mother tongue at province level
Province 1
Above 1%
(1) Nepali 1953396 (43.07%) (2) Maithili 507275 (11.18%)
(3) Limbu 331685 (7.31%)
(4) Tharu 177789 (3.92%)
(5) Tamang 177613 (3.91%)
(6) Magar 146252 (3.22%)
(7) Bantawa 130958 (2.88%) (8) Urdu 125625 (2.77%)
(9) Rajbanshi 121291 (2.67%)
(10) Rai 120791 (2.66%)
(11) Newar 77559 (1.71%)
(12) Chamling 75061 (1.65%)
(13) Sherpa 67305 (1.48%)
(14) Santhali 48921 (1.07%)
Below 1%
(15) Gurung 35460
(16) Kulung 32670
(17) Uranw/Urau 29053 (18) Thulung 20016
(19) Dhimal 18807
(20) Tajpuriya 18560
(21) Angika 18553
(22) Sampang 18011
(23) Bhujel 17488
(24) Yakkha 17426
(25) Bhojpuri 17422
(26) Sunuwar 14973
(27) Khaling 14141 (28) Bangla 14103
(29) Hindi 12573
(30) Wambule 12177
(31) Rajsthani 11781 (32) Bahing 11112
(33) Nachhiring 9854 (34) Yamphu/Yamphe 9152
(35) Danuwar 9005 (36) Dumi 7507
(37) Majhi 7270
(38) Puma 6641
(39) Dungmali 6225 (40) Athpariya 5490
(41) Mewahang 4484 (42) Meche 3947
(43) Chhintang 3712 (44) Lohorung 3633
(45) Magadi 3484
(46) Ganagai 3280
(47) Lapcha 2911
(48) Koche 2078
(49) Chhiling 2034
(50) Jero/Jerung 1658
(51) Avadhi 1527
(52) Tilung 1403
(53) Thami 1367
(54) Koyee 1244
(55) Kisan 1176
(56) Waling/Walung 1133 (57) Sanskrit 1096
(58) Magadi 1017
(59) NSL 989
(60) Doteli 933
(61) Bote 791
(62) Hariyanwi 774
(63) Kumal 771
(64) Hyolmo/Yholmo 704 (65) Lhomi 634
(66) Sindhi 411
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(67) Musalman 410 (68) Khash 408
(71) Phangduwali 290 (72) Malpande 240
(75) English 215
(76) Assami 203
(79) Chepang 135
(80) Tibetan 131
(83) Sadhani 103
(84) Kagate 91
(87) Baram 63
(88) Hayu/Vayu 62
(91) Achhami 45
(92) Chhantyal 32
(95) Darai 27
(96) Dzonkha 21
(99) Mizo 6
(100) Nagamese 5
(103) Khamchi(Raute) 1 (104) Arabi 1
Total 4534943

(69) Sam 401
(73) Khariya 232
(77) Belhare 187
(81) Lingkhim 121
(85) Punjabi 67
(89) Oriya 61
(93) Pahari 29
(97) Raji 19
(101) Kusunda 5
Others 12838

(70) Ghale 367
(74) Kurmali 220
(78) Thakali 165
(82) Byansi 106
(86) Jirel 63
(90) Bajjika 56
(94) Kuki 29
(98) Chinese 7
(102) Kaike 1
Not stated 13297

Province 2
Above 1%
(1) Maithili 2447978 (45.29%) (2) Bhojpuri 1003873 (18.57%) (3) Bajjika 791642 (14.64%)
(4) Nepali 360276 (6.66%)
(5) Urdu 317060 (5.86%)
(6) Tharu 203575 (3.76%)
(7) Tamang 104984 (1.94%)
Below 1%
(8) Magar 42931
(9) Magadi 31049 (10) Newar 16944
(11) Danuwar 8670
(12) Hindi 8625
(13) Rajsthani 6661 (14) Rai 6529
(15) Sunuwar 5689
(16) Uranw/Urau 4069 (17) Majhi 3984
(18) Doteli 2607
(19) Gurung 1567
(20) Limbu 1515
(21) Yakkha 1488 (22) Bangla 1278
(23) Avadhi 747
(24) Ghale 702
(25) Bhujel 625
(26) Musalman 613
(27) Baitadeli 418
(28) Bote 394
(29) Sherpa 389
(30) Meche 341
(31) Hyolmo/Yholmo 298
(32) NSL 289
(33) Ganagai 252
(34) Thami 245
(35) Bahing 204
(36) Santhali 196
(37) Chamling 179 (38) Chhantyal 179
(39) Darai 163
(40) Punjabi 158
(41) Chepang 155 (42) Mewahang 148
(43) Wambule 128
(44) Bantawa 117
(45) Hariyanwi 107 (46) Sanskrit 105
(47) Tajpuriya 104
(48) Rajbanshi 93
(49) Kham 88
(50) Pahari 84
(51) Thulung 76
(52) Lapcha 76
(53) Thakali 75
(54) Hayu/Vayu 72
(55) Sindhi 56
(56) Nachhiring 46
(57) Jero/Jerung 45 (58) Lhomi 42
(59) English 31
(60) Khaling 29
(61) Assami 26
(62) Waling/Walung 17 (63) Dhimal 15
(64) Sampang 15
(65) Jirel 11
(66) Athpariya 10
(67) Baram 7
(68) Kumal 6
(69) Bankariya 6
(70) Raji 5
(71) Tilung 5
(72) Oriya 5
(73) Kurmali 5
(74) Khash 5
(75) Yamphu/Yamphe 4
(76) Khariya 4
(77) Lohorung 4
(78) Puma 3
(79) Kagate 3
(80) Sadhani 3
(81) Kulung 2
(82) Dura 2
(83) Lingkhim 2
(84) Achhami 2
(85) Angika 1
(86) Dzonkha 1
(87) Malpande 1
(88) Chinese
Others 738
Not stated 22174
Total 5404145
Province 3
Above 1%
(1) Nepali 3175246 (57.42%)
(2) Tamang 1012862 (18.31%)
(3) Newar 680027 (12.29%)
(4) Magar 100796 (1.82%)
(5) Tharu 74279 (1.34%)
(6) Maithili 67142 (1.21%)
Below 1%
(7) Gurung 52553
(8) Chepang 46235
(9) Bhojpuri 42198 (10) Sherpa 41466
(11) Rai 28231
(12) Danuwar 28089 (13) Hindi 27015
(14) Thami 21499

Regmi / 135
(15) Sunuwar 16860
(19) Hyolmo/Yholmo 8215
(23) Bangla 4231
(27) Pahari 3321
(31) English 1522
(35) Bantawa 1354
(39) Rajbanshi 706
(43) Kulung 460
(47) Manange 392
(51) Sanskrit 290
(55) Baitadeli 196
(59) Chinese 132
(63) Surel 114
(67) Khash 70
(71) Lohorung 57
(75) Yamphu/Yamphe 44
(79) Meche 29
(83) Athpariya 24
(87) Spanish 16
(91) Mewahang 15
(95) Raji 10
(99) Bajureli 9
(103) Kagate 5
(107) Khamchi(Raute) 2
(111) Arabi 1

(16) Majhi 12700
(20) Darai 6728
(24) Tibetan 4122
(28) Kumal 3221
(32) Chamling 1465
(36) Wambule 1164
(40) Kham 695
(44) Bajjika 426
(48) Chhantyal 363
(52) Khaling 287
(56) Santhali 181
(60) Tajpuriya 129
(64) Bajhangi 113
(68) Bankariya 63
(72) Dolpali 52
(76) Belhare 38
(80) French 29
(84) Sindhi 21
(88) Russian 16
(92) Chhiling 12
(96) Musalman 10
(100) Kusunda 8
(104) Dzonkha 5
(108) Koche 2
Others 5066

(17) Limbu 9469
(21) Rajsthani 6282
(25) Lapcha 3861
(29) Doteli 3190
(33) Thakali 1429
(37) NSL 864
(41) Thulung 549
(45) Bhujel 424
(49) Yakkha 339
(53) Punjabi 253
(57) Uranw/Urau 156
(61) Dumi 125
(65) Dura 106
(69) Assami 61
(73) Lhopa 49
(77) Dungmali 34
(81) Koyee 27
(85) Kaike 20
(89) Darchuleli 16
(93) Ganagai 12
(97) Tilung 10
(101) Lingkhim 6
(105) Hariyanwi 4
(109) Angika 1
Not stated 5754

(18) Urdu 8917
(22) Jirel 4692
(26) Ghale 3680
(30) Bote 2282
(34) Hayu/Vayu 1383
(38) Avadhi 820
(42) Dhimal 469
(46) Oriya 402
(50) Bahing 335
(54) Sampang 218
(58) Nachhiring 137
(62) Achhami 116
(66) Lhomi 104
(70) Jero/Jerung 60
(74) Magadi 46
(78) Puma 33
(82) Mizo 26
(86) Sadhani 16
(90) Byansi 15
(94) Waling/Walung 11
(98) Baram 9
(102) Gadhawali 6
(106) Nagamese 4
(110) Kisan 1
Total 5529452

Province 4
Above 1%
(1) Nepali 1765855 (73.46%)
(2) Magar 237582 (9.88%)
(3) Gurung 210953 (8.77%)
(4) Newar 41739 (1.73%)
(5) Tharu 36134 (1.50%)
(6) Tamang 35084 (1.45%)
Below 1%
(7) Bhojpuri 10551
(8) Urdu 8647
(9) Maithili 5368
(10) Kumal 5343
(11) Darai 4664
(12) Hindi 4375
(13) Kham 3822
(14) Ghale 3284
(15) Thakali 3071
(16) Lhopa 2980
(17) Chhantyal 2804
(18) Bhujel 2380
(19) Bote 2276
(20) Rai 2222
(21) Dura 2044
(22) Chepang 1900
(23) Bajjika 1275
(24) Khash 1103
(25) Hyolmo/Yholmo 923 (26) Sherpa 877
(27) NSL 861
(28) Bangla 543
(29) Limbu 395
(30) Majhi 351
(31) Doteli 283
(32) Tibetan 148
(33) Sanskrit 148
(34) Sunuwar 132
(35) English 122
(36) Bantawa 104 (37) Avadhi 101
(38) Oriya 99
(39) Santhali 59
(40) Uranw/Urau 59 (41) Jirel 52
(42) Belhare 40
(43) Kulung 35
(44) Rajbanshi 31 (45) Rajsthani 30
(46) Yakkha 25
(47) Musalman 25
(48) Punjabi 24
(49) Chamling 21
(50) Baram 19
(51) Thami 17
(52) Sampang 14
(53) Lhomi 14
(54) Kaike 12
(55) Kusunda 11
(56) Assami 11
(57) Baitadeli 11
(58) Dhimal 6
(59) Khaling 6
(60) Malpande 6
(61) Danuwar 5
(62) Thulung 5
(63) Bajhangi 5
(64) French 5
(65) Lapcha 4
(66) Raji 4
(67) Yamphu/Yamphe 4 (68) Chinese 4
(69) Tilung 4
(70) Waling/Walung 3
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(71) Nachhiring 2
(75) Byansi 1
(79) Tajpuriya 1
(83) Dolpali 1
Total 2403757

(72) Meche 2
(76) Dungmali 1
(80) Ganagai 1
(84) Gadhawali 1

(73) Wambule 1
(77) Dzonkha 1
(81) Achhami 1
Others 517

(74) Hayu/Vayu 1
(78) Nagamese 1
(82) Russian 1
Not stated 2110

Province 5
Above 1%
(1) Nepali 2301305 (51.14%) (2) Tharu 597163 (13.27%)
(3) Bhojpuri 509192 (11.31%)
(4) Avadhi 498264 (11.07%) (5) Urdu 228671 (5.08%)
(6) Magar 205080 (4.55%)
(7) Maithili 54826 (1.21%)
Below 1%
(8) Newar 27839
(9) Gurung 19834
(10) Kham 17461
(11) Hindi 15777
(12) Tamang 3454
(13) Doteli 3406
(14) Kumal 2880
(15) Bote 1328
(16) Rai 999
(17) Sherpa 900
(18) Bhujel 760
(19) Raji 757
(20) Bangla 721
(21) Chhantyal 720
(22) NSL 645
(23) Rajsthani 531
(24) Sonaha 503
(25) Santhali 432
(26) Thakali 374
(27) Limbu 371
(28) Yakkha 251
(29) Sunuwar 220
(30) Uranw/Urau 193
(31) Punjabi 184
(32) Assami 155
(33) English 96
(34) Darai 87
(35) Achhami 86
(36) Ganagai 67
(37) Rajbanshi 64
(38) Ghale 56
(39) Chepang 51
(40) Majhi 44
(41) Danuwar 39
(42) Hyolmo/Yholmo 33 (43) Sindhi 30
(44) Sanskrit 27
(45) Jumli 24
(46) Lohorung 21
(47) Baram 20
(48) Meche 18
(49) Bantawa 17
(50) Musalman 17
(51) Oriya 15
(52) Dailekhi 14
(53) Chamling 11
(54) Khash 11
(55) Thami 10
(56) Magadi 10
(57) Lhomi 10
(58) Baitadeli 10
(59) Puma 9
(60) Tajpuriya 8
(61) Jirel 7
(62) Chinese 7
(63) Thulung 6
(64) Sampang 6
(65) Arabi 6
(66) Dumi 5
(67) Lapcha 5
(68) Waling/Walung 5 (69) Bajjika 4
(70) Kusunda 4
(71) Hariyanwi 4
(72) Athpariya 4
(73) Kulung 3
(74) Tibetan 3
(75) Dzonkha 3
(76) Nachhiring 2
(77) Mewahang 2
(78) Tilung 2
(79) Dhimal 1
(80) Bahing 1
(81) Hayu/Vayu 1
(82) Khamchi(Raute) 1
(83) Kurmali 1
Others 164
Not stated 2924
Total 4499272
Province 6
Above 1%
(1) Nepali 1500553 (95.55%)
(2) Magar 32643 (2.07%)
Below 1%
(3) Tamang 11328
(4) Tharu 6631
(5) Gurung 4104
(7) Kham 2386
(8) Dolpali 1614
(9) Bote 1403
(11) Raji 980
(12) Hindi 910
(13) Newar 885
(15) Belhare 332
(16) Bhojpuri 301 (17) NSL 286
(19) Chhantyal 150
(20) Avadhi 120
(21) Rai 71
(23) Thakali 57
(24) Baitadeli 51
(25) Tibetan 27
(27) Limbu 25
(28) Bajhangi 23
(29) Achhami 21
(31) Khash 18
(32) Kaike 17
(33) Jumli 17
(35) Yakkha 7
(36) Thami 6
(37) Darai 6
(39) Sunuwar 4
(40) Dura 3
(41) Baram 3

(6) Sherpa 2911
(10) Maithili 1046
(14) Urdu 610
(18) Doteli 161
(22) Khamchi(Raute) 66
(26) Bantawa 26
(30) English 19
(34) Bajureli 10
(38) Chamling 5
(42) Sanskrit 2

Regmi / 137
(43) Bangla 1
(47) Jirel 1
(51) Punjabi 1
Not stated 493

(44) Rajsthani 1
(48) Meche 1
(52) Tajpuriya 1
Total 1570418

(45) Dhimal 1
(49) Pahari 1
(53) Surel 1

(46) Kumal 1
(50) Hayu/Vayu 1
Others 76

Province 7
Above 1%:
(1) Doteli 777247 (30.45%)
(2) Nepali 770322 (30.17%)
(3) Tharu 434304 (17.01%)
(4) Baitadeli 271838 (10.64%)
(5) Achhami 142516 (5.58%)
(6) Bajhangi 67440 (2.64%)
Below 1%:
(7) Magar 23246
(8) Bajureli 10685 (9) Maithili 8895
(10) Hindi 8294
(11) Tamang 7986
(12) Darchuleli 5912 (13) Dailekhi 3088
(14) Kham 2661
(15) Urdu 2016
(16) Raji 1983
(17) Newar 1564
(18) Bhojpuri 1421
(19) Gurung 1151
(20) Sherpa 982
(21) Jumli 810
(22) Lapcha 642
(23) NSL 542
(24) Dadeldhuri 488 (25) Khamchi(Raute) 391 (26) Byansi 358
(27) Dhuleli 347
(28) Bote 292
(29) Rai 271
(30) Bangla 184
(31) Avadhi 173
(32) Surel 172
(33) Limbu 143
(34) Khash 132
(35) Uranw/Urau 121 (36) Punjabi 121
(37) Rajsthani 108
(38) Chinese 92
(39) Sonaha 76
(40) Majhi 73
(41) Thakali 71
(42) Santhali 69
(43) Chamling 58
(44) Dzonkha 49
(45) Bhujel 38
(46) Meche 37
(47) Chhantyal 35
(48) Baram 34
(49) Gadhawali 31
(50) Rajbanshi 29
(51) English 27
(52) Pahari 23
(53) Yakkha 22
(54) Sunuwar 20
(56) Assami 20
(57) Tibetan 14
(58) Bajjika 13
(59) Danuwar 13
(60) Magadi 8
(61) Tajpuriya 8
(62) Bantawa 7
(63) Thami 7
(64) Thulung 7
(65) Sampang 6
(66) Bahing 6
(67) Khaling 4
(68) Yamphu/Yamphe 4 (69) Lhomi 4
(70) Jirel 3
(71) Hyolmo/Yholmo 3
(72) Ghale 3
(73) Darai 2
(74) Khariya 2
(75) Oriya 2
(76) Athpariya 2
(77) Belhare 2
(78) Dhimal 1
(79) Dumi 1
(80) Lohorung 1
(81) Mewahang 1 (82) Sanskrit 1
(83) Kisan 1
(84) Kurmali 1
Others 1774
Not stated 966
Total 2552517
Annex 3: Majority languages at local levels
Maithili, 2nd position at national level, in 73 local levels in 2 provinces.
Province 1: Morang district: Jahada RMun (53.31%), Dhanpalthan RMun (53.30%)
Sunsari district: Kosi RMun (66.44%), Dewangunj RMun (81.95%), Barju RMun (57.30%)
Bhokraha Narsingh RMun (55.51%)
Province 2: Dhanusa district: Aurahi RMun (95.71%), Kamala Mun (87.69%)
Chhireshwarnath Mun (86.90%), Ganeshman Charnath Mun (65.86%)
Janaknandini RMun (88.42%), Janakpur SMet (87.61%), Dhanusadham Mun (74.25%)
Dhanauji RMun (86.25%), Nagarain Mun (95.12%), Bateshwar RMun (66.15%)
Mithila Bihari Mun (91.19%), Mukhiyapatti Musahariya RMun (95.21%)
Laxminiya RMun (96.27%), Videha RMun (89.00%), Sabaila Mun (92.43%)
Sahidnagar Mun (96.95%), Hansapur Mun (95.06%), Mithila Mun (55.17%)
Mahottari district: Ekdara RMun (89.97%), Aurahi RMun (93.07%), Gaushala Mun (78.37%)
Jaleshwar Mun (89.94%), Pipara RMun (93.27%), Balawa Mun (85.12%)
Bhangaha Mun (80.78%), Matihani Mun (88.34%), Manarashisawa Mun (91.99%)
Mahottari RMun (95.24%), Ramgopalpur Mun (91.78%), Loharpatti Mun (82.31%)
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Sonama RMun (95.33%), Samsi RMun (61.19%)
Saptari district: Kanchanrup Mun (66.72%), Chhinnamasta RMun (96.86%)
Dakneshwari Mun (86.91%), Tirhut RMun (97.27%), Tilathikoiladi RMun (98.78%)
Balanbihul RMun (96.30%), Belhichapena RMun (96.49%), Bodebarsain Mun (87.92%)
Mahadewa RMun (96.69%), Rajbiraj Mun (86.06%), Rupani RMun (85.83%)
Bishnupur RMun (91.75%), Hanumannagar Kankalini Mun (94.19%), Khadak Mun (57.59%)
Shambhunath Mun (64.60%)
Sarlahi district: Parsa RMun (83.82%), Haripurwa Mun (74.69%), Kabilasi Mun (52.09%)
Siraha district: Arnama RMun (86.39%), Aurahi RMun (98.89%), Karjanha Mun (79.66%)
Kalyanpur Mun (91.83%), Golbajar Mun (73.42%), Dhangadhimai Mun (73.63%)
Naraha RMun (86.35%), Nawarajpur RMun (96.76%), Bariyarpatti RMun (97.82%)
Bhagawanpur RMun (95.94%), Mirchaiya Mun (89.79%), Laxmipur patari RMun (92.36%)
Lahan Mun (69.95%), Bishnupur RMun (97.70%), Sakhuwanankarkatti RMun (96.95%)
Siraha Mun (90.24%), Sukhipur RMun (96.91%)
Bhojpuri, 3rd position at national level, in 36 local levels in 2 Provinces.
Parsa district: Kalikamai RMun (83.44%), Chhipaharmai RMun (95.86%)
Jagarnathpur RMun (86.31%), Dhobini RMun (96.51%), Pakaha Mainpur RMun (90.95%)
Paterwa Sugauli RMun (81.51%), Parsagadhi Mun (58.97%), Pokhariya Mun (95.87%)
Bahudarmai Mun (97.00%), Bindabasini RMun (82.71%), Birgunj Met (78.61%)
Sakhuwaprasauni RMun (78.87%)
Bara district: Adarshakotwal RMun (93.42%), Kalaiya SMet (89.48%), Devtal RMun (96.13%)
Pachrauta Mun (95.54%), Parwanipur RMun (96.91%), Prasauni RMun (94.40%)
Pheta RMun (85.19%), Baragadhi RMun (88.95%), Mahagadhimai Mun (89.17%)
Bisrampur RMun (92.16%), Simraungadh Mun (91.43%), Subarna RMun (96.94%)
Karaiyamai RMun (55.74%)
Province 5: Nawalparasi-West district: Palhinandan RMun (94.78%), Pratappur RMun (78.07%)
Ramgram Mun (77.13%), Sarawal RMun (75.68%), Susta RMun (66.01%)
Rupandehi district: Omsatiya RMun (54.81%), Kotahimai RMun (90.30%)
Marchabari RMun (89.51%), Mayadevi RMun (82.08%), Rohini RMun (85.51%)
Sammarimai RMun (89.76%)
Tharu, 4th position at national level, in 13 local levels in 4 provinces.
Province 1: Morang district: Gramthan RMun (55.50%)
Province 2: Bara district: Kolhabi Mun (50.76%)
Province 5: Bardiya district: Barbardiya Mun (73.15%), Rajapur Mun (77.78%)
Geruwa RMun (63.19%), Thakurbaba Mun (58.08%)
Dang district: Lamahi Mun (58.97%)
Province 7: Kanchanpur district: Belauri Mun (60.46%), Laljhadi RMun (76.71%)
Kailali district: Kailari RMun (88.46%), Janaki RMun (60.09%), Joshipur RMun (79.41%)
Bhajani Mun (65.71%)
Tamang, 5th position at national level, in 35 local levels in 3 provinces.
Province 3: Kavrepalanchok district: Khanikhola RMun (79.78%), Temal RMun (73.07%)
Mahabharat RMun (69.57%), Bethanchok RMun (52.46%), Roshi RMun (59.07%)
Dhading district: Khaniyabas RMun (86.75%), Rubi valley RMun (85.36%)
Nuwakot district: Dupcheshwar RMun (79.44%), Myagang RMun (84.32%)
Kakani RMun (52.79%), Kispang RMun (72.08%), Tadi RMun (55.87%)
Shivapuri RMun (54.09%)
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Makawanpur district: Indrasarobar RMun (71.57%), Kailash RMun (67.00%)
Bagmati RMun (60.40%), Bakaiya RMun (73.12%), Bhimphedi RMun (55.35%),
Makawanpurgadhi RMun (58.65%), Raksirang RMun (50.43%)
Rasuwa district: Amachhodingmo RMun (95.22%), Gosaikunda RMun (68.24%), Naukunda
RMun (88.01%)
Lalitpur district: Konjyosom RMun (75.04%), Bagmati RMun (58.30%)
Sindhuli district: Ghyanglekh RMun (73.86%), Marin RMun (56.06%)
Hariharpurgadhi RMun (66.59%)
Sindhupalchok district: Jugal RMun (58.66%), Panchpokhari Thangpal RMun (59.40%)
Lisangkhupakhar RMun (54.78%)
Province 4: Manang district: Narpabhumi RMun (60.59%)
Gorkha District: Chumnubri RMun (54.67%)
Province 6: Mugu district: Mugukarmarong RMun (67.43%)
Humla district: Namkha RMun (98.30%)
Newar, 6th position at national level, in one local level in Bhaktapur Mun (77.22%) in Province 3
Bhaktapur district.
Bajjika, 7th position at national level, in 24 local levels in Province 2.
Rautahat district: Katahariya Mun (81.29%), Gadhimai Mun (78.94%), Garuda Mun (79.37%)
Gaur Mun (64.39%), Durgabhagawati RMun (69.17%), Dewahigonahi Mun (73.44%)
Phatuwabijayapur Mun (53.74%), Brindaban Mun (70.36%), Baudhimai Mun (84.26%)
Madhavnarayan Mun (94.76%), Maulapur Mun (94.50%), Rajdevi Mun (85.28%)
Ishnath Mun (56.28%), Paroha Mun (52.90%), Yamunamai RMun (52.96%)
Sarlahi district: Kaudena RMun (75.88%), Godaita Mun (88.94%), Chakraghatta RMun (64.82%)
Dhankaul RMun (95.40%), Barhathawa Mun (60.90%), Balara Mun (85.80%)
Basbariya RMun (93.86%), Ramnagar RMun (91.03%), Bishnu RMun (91.99%)
Magar, 8th position at national level, in 9 local levels in 2 provinces.
Province 4: Tanahu district: Rising RMun (63.79%)
Nawalparasi-East district: Bunddikali RMun (61.84%), Bulingtar RMun (64.24%)
Hupsekot RMun (59.15%)
Province 5: Palpa district: Nisdi RMun (83.87%), Purbakhola RMun (75.04%)
Mayagadhi RMun (72.28%), Rambha RMun (61.39%)
Rolpa district: Thabang RMun (60.23%)
Doteli, 9th position at national level, in 29 local levels in province 7.
Kanchanpur district: Bedkot Mun (50.95%), Bhimdatta Mun (58.57%)
Shuklaphanta Mun (61.66%)
Kailali district: Godawari Mun (59.64%)
Dadeldhura district: Ajayameru RMun (99.51%), Amargadhi Mun (90.10%)
Alital RMun (79.42%), Ganyapdhura RMun (96.34%), Nawadurga RMun (98.89%)
Parsuram Mun (91.32%), Bhageshwar RMun (95.84%)
Doti district: Adarsha RMun (99.36%), K. I. Singh RMun (98.90%), Jorayal RMun (72.67%)
Dipayal Silgadhi Mun (85.78%), Purbichauki RMun (99.04%), Bogatan RMun (94.52%)
Shikhar Mun (97.75%), Sayal RMun (99.16%), Badikedar RMun (67.23%)
Darchula district: Apihimal RMun (98.03%), Dunhun RMun (94.34%), Naugad RMun (99.79%)
Byans RMun (88.27%), Mahakali Mun (93.58%), Marma RMun (92.25%)
Malikarjun RMun (98.62%), Lekam RMun (99.04%), Shailyashikhar Mun (98.62%)
Urdu, 10th position at national level, 2 local levels in two provinces.
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Province 1, Sunsari district: Harinagar RMun (52.71%)
Province 2, Rautahat district: Rajpur Mun (68.20%)
Avadhi, 11th position at national level, in 9 local levels in districts of Province 5.
Kapilbastu district: Kapilbastu Mun (63.79%), Maharajgunj Mun (73.56%)
Bijayanagar RMun (51.31%), Suddhodan RMun (69.79%), Krishnanagar Mun (65.91%)
Mayadevi RMun (63.04%), Yashodhara RMun (66.80%)
Banke district: Janaki RMun (59.79%), Duduwa RMun (54.37%)
Limbu, 12th position at national level, in three local levels in Province 1.
Taplejung district: Phaktanglung RMun (62.69%), Meringden RMun (56.00%)
Panchthar district: Phalgunanda RMun (63.79%)
Gurung, 13th position atnational level, in 7 local levels in two provinces.
Province 4: Gorkha district: Dharche RMun (85.41%)
Manang district: Nason RMun (72.91%), Manang Ngisyang RMun (79.97%)
Mustang district: Baragung Muktichhetra RMun (59.78%)
Lamjung district: Khwolasonthar RMun (62.49%), Dudhpokhari RMun (59.04%)
Province 6: Dolpa district: Dolpobuddha RMun (56.06%)
Baitadeli, 14th position at national level, in 10 local levels in Baitadi district of Province 7.
Dilasaini RMun (98.80%), Dasharath Chand Mun (96.00%), Dogadkedar RMun (99.20%)
Pancheshwar RMun (99.16%), Patan Mun (98.59%), Purchaudi Mun (98.08%)
Melauli Mun (98.55%), Shivanath RMun (99.36%), Sigas RMun (93.75%)
Surnaya RMun (98.49%)
Achhami, 16th position at national level, three local levels in Achham district, Province 7.
Chaurpati RMun (96.67%), Mellekh RMun (94.43%), Sanphebagar Mun (89.22%)
Bantawa, 17th position at national level, in one local level Hatuwagadhi RMun (54.33%) in
Bhojpur district of Province 1.
Sherpa, 19th position at national level, in three local levels in 2 provinces.
Province 1: Sankhuwasabha district: Bhotkhola RMun (55.76%)
Solukhumbu district: Khumbu Pasanglhamu RMun (60.60%)
Province 6: Dolpa district: She-Phoksundo RMun (56.72%)
Bajhangi, 22nd position at national level, in two local levels in Bajhang district of Province 7.
Chhabispathibhera RMun (50.37%), Durgathali RMun (51.74%)
Kulung, 29th position at national level, in 2 local levels in province 1
Sankhuwasabha district: Silichong RMun (65.23%)
Solukhumbu district: Mahakulung RMun (79.60%)
Khaling, 42nd position at national level, in one local level Dudhkoshi RMun (53.73%) in
Solukhumbu district of Province 1.
Lhopa, 72nd position at national level, in two local levels in Mustang district of Province 4.
Lo-Ghekar Damodarkunda RMun (69.14%), Lomanthang RMun (87.46%)
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SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGICAL PROPERTIES IN THAKALI:
A TYPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Dan Raj Regmi, Ambika Regmi
Thakali, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Nepal, exhibits some typologically interesting
properties in the domain of segmental phonology. It presents a rich inventory of 33 segmental
consonant phonemes and a set of six monophthongal vowels with murmured voice (i.e., breathy)
counterparts. The syllable structure at the maximum consists of (C) (X) V (C), where X stands for a
glide or liquid phoneme. Thakali as a Bodish language contains retroflex series as well as distinct
alveolar fricatives and affricates and lacks phonemic voicing contrasts. As a member of the
Gurungic cluster of West Bodish sub-section, Thakali shares such properties with other WestBodish languages,viz., Chantyal, Manange, Gurung, Magar Kaike, Ghale, Seke, Nar-Phu, Western
Tamang and Eastern Tamang. Unlike a Bodish language, Thakali lacks phonemically nasalized
vowels. Thakali, like Chantyal, presents contrasts involving voice onset time and murmur. Such
contrasts are attested in stops, affricates, fricatives, trills/taps and laterals in Thakali. However,
unlike Chantyal, Thakali contains murmured trill/tap and murmured lateral with voiceless onset
like Seke and Nar-Phu. Such properties are exclusively absent in other West Bodish languages.
While uplifting Thakali, a shifting language, from sustainable identity to sustainable orality, such
properties typical in South Asia (Noonan, 2003a: 316) have to be fully maintained.
Keywords: aspirated, murmured, retroflex, cluster, syllable, typological

1. Background
This paper investigates some basic segmental phonological properties in Thakali [ths] and
compares them with those observed in the West Bodish languages (i.e., Ghale, Magar
Kaike, Western Tamang, Eastern Tamang, Chantyal, Gurung, Manange, Seke and NarPhu) from a typological perspective1. Thakali, an independent Tibeto-Burman language,
is mainly spoken in Mustang, Kaski, Kathmandu and Rupandehi districts of Nepal (CBS
2012). It is natively referred to as təmaŋ kəi (təmaŋ ‘Thakali’ and kəi ‘language’). It is
spoken by 39.7% (i.e. 5,242) of the total ethnic population (CBS 2012).
In Eppele et al. (2012), Thakali has been categorized as a shifting language. It is
gradually losing its speakers mainly because of massive migration and intense language
contact with Nepali. Moreover, the child-bearing generation is not effectively motivated
to transmit this language to the children in this speech community (Regmi 2017). Webster
(2007) has also ascribed Thakali as a seriously endangered language. A few preliminary
works are available dealing with some phonological properties in Thakali. They include

1

West Bodish languages include Ghale, Magar Kaike, Tamang (Western and Eastern dialects),
Chantyal, Gurung, Managba, Nar-phu, Seke and Thakali (Eppele et al. 2012)
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Hari (1969; 1970), Limbu and Limbu (2008) and Gauchan et al. (2065BS).2 Hari (1969;
1970) has not taken care of 'murmured' properties in consonants whereas Limbu and
Limbu (2008) has neither tried to investigate 'murmured' properties nor the breathiness in
vowels in Thakali. Gauchan et al. (2065BS: 23) simply provides an inventory of basic
sounds based on Gauchan (2061BS). Magar Kaike (Regmi 2013), Western Tamang
(Regmi and Regmi 2018), Seke (Honda, 2002; 2003) and Manange (Hildebrandt, 2004;
2005) provide a detailed phonological analysis. There exist some description of
phonology in Ghale (Pudel 2008; Khadki 2010), Chantyal (Noonan 2003a), Nar-Phu
(Noonan 2003b), Tamang (Mazaudon 2003) and Gurung (Glover 1970; 1974). Thakali is
one of the members of the Gurungic cluster of West Bodish sub-section of the Bodish
section of Bodic branch of Tibeto-Burman language family (Eppele et al. 2012). Figure 1
presents the position of Thakali among the languages of West Bodish sub-section (based
on Bradley 2002).

Figure 1: The position of Thakali among the languages of West Bodish sub-section

Till the date, no attempt has been made to compare the segmental phonological properties
of Thakali with the common segmental phonological properties of Bodish section as well
as with those properties of the languages of West Bodish sub-section from a typological
perspective. This study based on both primary and secondary data has employed a
functional perspective developed in Symons (1993) in identifying the segmental
phonological properties in Thakali. The secondary data in Thakali have been heavily gleaned
from Gauchan (2061BS) and Tulachan (2069BS).

2

Georg (1996) offers some description of phonology in Thakali. However, it is about a dialect of
Thakali referred to as Marpha Thakali.
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This paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 attempts to investigate the properties
of consonant phonemes in Thakali. In section 3, we look at properties of the vowels in the
language. Section 4, briefly, deals with syllable structure in Thakali. In section 5, we
compare the segmental properties so far investigated in Thakali with Bodish and other
West-Bodish languages from a typological perspective. Section 6 summarizes the
findings of the paper.
2. Properties of consonant phonemes
This section sets up an inventory of consonant phonemes with their phonological
oppositions and deals with the distribution of consonants as well as consonant clusters in
Thakali.
2.1 Segmental consonant phonemes
Hari (1970: 258-278) establishes 21 consonant phonemes in Thakali. They include
twelve obstruants [viz., p, t, , ts, k, ph, th, h, tsh, kh, s, and h] and nine sonants ( viz., m,
n, ŋ, l, ɬ, r, r̥, w, j]. Limbu and Limbu (2008: 33-47), a preliminary study, presents only
nineteen consonants unlike Hari (1970).3 Gauchan et al. (2065: 23) has listed 34
consonants in Thakali.4 Based upon the minimal pairs, Thakali exhibits a set of 33
segmental consonant phonemes. Table 1 presents segmental consonant phonemes in
Thakali (In the transcription used here, <h> indicates aspiration, <ɦ> murmur).
Table 1: Segmental consonant phonemes in Thakali
MANNER
PLACES OF ARTICULATION
OF
ARTICULATION

Stops
Unaspirated
Aspirated
Murmured stop with
voiceless onset
Nasals
Voiced
Murmured
Affricates
Unaspirated
Aspirated
Murmured affricate
with voiceless onset
Fricatives
Voiceless
Murmured fricative
with voiceless onset
3
4

Labial
p
ph
pɦ

m
mɦ

Dental
t
th
tɦ

Alveolar

n
nɦ

Palatal

Retroflex

h
ɦ

Velar
k
kh
kɦ

Glottal

ŋ
ŋɦ

ts
tsh
tsɦ

s
sɦ

Georg (1996: 33) has established 19 consonants for Marpha Thakali.
Minimal pair for labial murmured approximant /wɦ/ has not yet been established.

ɦ
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Trills/taps
Voiced
Murmured
Murmured trill/tap
with voiceless onset
Laterals
Voiced
Murmured
lateral
Murmured
with voiceless onset
Approximants
Voiced
Murmured

r
rɦ
r̥ɦ

l
lɦ
l̥ ɦ

w

j
jɦ

Table 1 presents contrasts in seven points/places of articulation in Thakali. They include
labial, dental, alveolar, palatal, retroflex, velar and glottal. In terms of manner of
articulation, there are seven types of consonant phonemes in Thakali. They include stops,
nasals, affricates, fricatives, trills, laterals and approximants. Thakali presents contrasts
involving voice onset time and murmur. Such contrasts are attested in stops, affricates,
fricatives, trills/taps and laterals in Thakali. In terms of voicing, there are two types of
consonant phonemes: voiceless and voiced whereas in terms of aspiration there are two
types of consonant phonemes in Thakali: aspirated and unaspirated. Besides, Thakali
contrasts voiced murmured and voiceless murmured in trills/taps and laterals. Thus,
Thakali contains voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced murmured and
voiceless murmured (murmured sound with voiceless onset).5
2.2 Phonological oppositions6
2.2.1 Labial stops
Thakali has three labial stops: /p/, /pɦ / and /ph/. It lacks voiced labial stops. The
phoneme /p/ is a voiceless labial unaspirated stop whereas /pɦ/ is a labial murmured stop
with voiceless onset. The phoneme /ph/ is a voiceless labial aspirated stop. They present
phonological opposition in terms of aspiration and murmur only in word-initial position
as in (1).
(1) Labial stops: /p/, /pɦ/, /ph/
/po/
'flood '
/pɦo/ 'dough'
/pho/ 'deer'

5

In Thakali, "murmured ... with voiceless onset" may possibly be interpreted as voiceless
consonant followed by breathy voice vowel or murmur vowel.
6
Most of the phonological oppositions are built on data gleaned from Gauchan (2061BS) and Hari
(1970).
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2.2.2 Dental stops
There are three dental stops in Thakali: /t/, /tɦ / and /th/. The phoneme /t/ is a voiceless
dental unaspirated stop whereas /tɦ/ is a dental murmured stop with voiceless onset. The
phoneme /th/ is a voiceless dental aspirated stop. They show phonological contrast in
terms of aspiration and murmur in word-initial position only as in (2).
(2) Dental stops: /t/, /tɦ /, /th/
/ta/
'what '
/tɦa/ 'now'
/tha/ 'plank'

2.2.3 Retroflex stops
There are three retroflex stops in Thakali: //, /ɦ/ and /h/. The phoneme // is a voiceless
retroflex unaspirated stop whereas /ɦ/ is a retroflex murmured stop with voiceless onset.
The phoneme /h/ is a voiceless retroflex aspirated stop. They show phonological contrast
in word-initial position only as the labial and dental stops as in (3).
(3) Velar stops: //, /ɦ/, /h/
/ə/
'head'
/ɦə/ 'enemy'
/hə/ 'hawk'

2.2.4. Velar stops
There are three velar stops in Thakali: /k/, /kɦ/, and /kh/. The phoneme /k/ is a voiceless
velar unaspirated stop whereas /kɦ/ is a velar murmured stop with voiceless onset. The
phoneme /kh/ is a voiceless velar aspirated stop. They show phonological contrast in
terms of aspiration and murmur in word-initial position only as labial and dental stops as
in (4).
(4) Velar stops: /k/, /kɦ/ and /kh/
/kə/ 'knowledge'
/kɦə/ 'saddle'
/khə/ 'hem'

2.2.5 Nasals
There are three clear nasals in Thakali: /m/, /n/ and /ŋ/ and three murmured nasals: /mɦ/,
/nɦ/ and /ŋɦ/. The phoneme /m/ is a bilabial nasal whereas /n/ is an alveolar nasal. The
phoneme /ŋ/ is a velar nasal. The phoneme /mɦ/ is a bilabial murmured nasal whereas
/nɦ/ is a murmured alveolar nasal. The phoneme /ŋɦ/ is a murmured velar nasal. The
clear nasals show phonological oppositions among themselves as well as with their
murmured counterparts. Such oppositions occur in word-initial positions only as in (5).
(5) a. Nasals: /m/, /n/, /ŋ/
'a type of cane'
/mə/
/nə/
'nose'
/ŋə/
'first person singular'
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b. /m/, /mɦ/; /n/, /nɦ/ ; /ŋ/, /ŋɦ/
/mə/
'a kind of cane'
/mɦə/ 'garden'
/nə/
'nose'
/nɦə/
'ear'
/ŋə/
'first person singular'
/ŋɦə/
'shaman's drum'

2.2.6 Alveolar affricates
There are three alveolar africates in Thakali: /ts/, /tsh/, and /tsɦ/. The phoneme /ts/ is a
voiceless alveolar unaspirated affricate whereas /tsh/ is a voiceless alveolar aspirated
affricate. The segment /tsɦ/ is a murmured alveolar affricate with voiceless onset. They
show phonological contrast in terms of aspiration and murmur in word-initial position
only as in (6).
(6) Alveolar affricates:/ts/, /tsh/, /tsɦ/
/tsə/ 'wrist'
/tshə/ 'cremation ground'
/tsɦə/ 'son'

2.2.7 Fricatives
There are three fricatives in Thakali: /s/, /sɦ/ and /ɦ/. The segment /s/, a voiceless alveolar
fricative, shows phonological contrast with /sɦ /, a murmured alveolar fricative with
voiceless onset and / ɦ / a voiced glottal fricative, in word-initial position as in (7).
(7) Fricatives: /s/, /sɦ /, /ɦ/
/ser/
'east'
/ɦer/
'butter dabbed on the rim of alcohol-filled glass'
/səwə/
'complete'
/sɦəwə/ 'good'

2.2.8 Liquids (laterals and trills)
The alveolar lateral segment /l/ shows the phonological opposition with alveolar trill /r/ in
word-initial position only as in (8).
(8) Lateral and trill: /l/, /r/
/lə/
'month'
/rə/ 'goat'

The unaspirated lateral /l/ presents oppositions with the murmured lateral /lɦ/ and the
murmured lateral with voiceless onset /l̥ ɦ/. Such oppositions occur only in the wordinitial position as in (9).
(9) Laterals: /l/, /lɦ/, /l̥ ɦ /
/lə/
'month'
/lɦə/ 'tallied score in an archery competition'
/l̥ ɦə/ 'god'
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The unaspirated trill /r/ presents oppositions with the murmured trill /rɦ/ and the
murmured lateral with voiceless onset /r̥ɦ/. Such oppositions occur only in the wordinitial position as in (10).
(10) Trills: /r/, /rɦ/, / r̥ɦ /
/re-wə/
'to wake up'
/rɦe-wə/
'to hope'
/r̥ɦe-wə/
'to harvest'

2.2.9 Approximants
The bilabial approximant /w/ shows the phonological contrast with palatal approximant
/j/ only in word-initial position as in (11).
(11) Approximants: /w/, /j/
/-wə/ 'nominalizer '
/jə/
'high mountain'

The clear palatal approximant /j/ shows the phonological contrast with the murmured
palatal approximant /jɦ/ as in (12).
(12) Approximants: /j/, /jɦ/
/jo-wə/ 'enough'
/jɦo-wə/ 'to sieve beer'

2.3 Distribution of segmental consonants
Thakali presents the distribution of segmental consonants in different positions: word
initial, intervocalic and word final. Table 2 presents the positional distribution of
consonants in Thakali.
Table 2: Positional distribution of segmental consonants in Thakali
#v-v
p
/pər-wə/
'to add'
/khepa/
'old, aged'
ph /phə/
'husband'
/aphi/
'mother's elder sister'
pɦ /pɦom/
'shoulder'
'progress'
t
/tə/
'horse'
/kyutu/
'to keep'
th
/thəmpə/
'tradition'
tɦ
/tɦəm /
'head,
'pride'

/ə/
/həok /
'hawk'
h
/hə /
'glacier'
'enemy'
ɦ
/ɦə/
/khəɦi/
'leopard'
ts
/tsə/
'wrist'
/ɦetsen/
'cremation
tsh /tshə/
ground'
tsɦ tsɦə
'son'
r
/rə/
'goat'
/karu/
'oat'
rɦ
/rɦo/
'friend'
r̥ɦ
/r̥ɦe/
'lace'
l
/lə/
'month'
/khulu/
'soft wool'

-#
/cɦəp/
-

'basket'
-

/pe /
-

'grain*
-

/mɦər/
/khul/

'gold'
'mystery'
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lɦ
/lɦe/
'destiny'
l̥ ɦ
/l̥ ɦə/
'god'
'medicine'
'pheasant'
m
/mən/
/kɦoma/
n
/nə/
'nose'
/tseno/
'seive'
ŋ
/ŋər/
'upright'
/tsuŋi/
'twelve'
mɦ /mɦər/
'gold, butter'
nɦ
/nɦə/
'ear'
ŋɦ
/ŋɦə/
'drum'
/kosə/
'pud'
s
/sə/
'tooth'
'to endure'
sɦ
/sɦe-wə/
'leopard'
ɦ
/ɦecen/
/kəyer/
'cup'
j
/ja/
'hand'
'to stare'
jɦ
/jɦen-wə/
'blessing'
/kəwə/
'thick'
w
/wəŋ/
k
/kyu /
'water'
/tsika/
'barley'
'kidney'
/akhe/
'grandfather'
kh
/khum/
kɦ
/kɦərsə /
'knife'
* grain taken from the landlord in exchange of manure of the sheep farm

/khum/
/mən/
/wəŋ/
/ches/
/ɦuk/
-

'kidney'
'medicine'
'blessing'
'respect'
'vulture'
-

Some generalizations regarding to the distribution of the segmental consonants in the
Thakali may be made from the examples given in Table 2. They are as follows:
a) All the consonant phonemes occur in the word-initial position;
b) The consonant segments /p/, //, /r/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /s/ and /k/ occur in all positions:
word initial, inter-vocalic and word final;
c) The segments /ph/, /t/, /ɦ/, /ts/, /j/, /w/ and /kh/ occur in intervocalic positions in
Thakali; and
d) Murmured consonants, except /ɦ/ are generally restricted to morpheme initial
position.
2.4 Consonant clusters
Thakali presents consonant clusters which are exclusively realized within the syllable
only in syllable initial position.7 Hari (1970: 126-28) reports that only the segments /p/,
/ph/, /m/, /ts/, /tsh/, /k/, /kh/, /s/, /ŋ/ and /t/ participate as the first C (consonant) and the
segments /r/, /l/, /j/ and /w/ may partake as the second C for the syllable initial CCclusters in Thakali. Unlike in Hari (1970), murmured segments, viz., /pɦ/, /kɦ/, /tsɦ/,
/ɦ/, /lɦ/,/sɦ/, /ŋɦ/and /ɦ/ can also partake as C1 ( i.e., first C) in Thakali. In Thakali, C1
consists exclusively of stops (except /th/, /tɦ/ and //,), nasals (except /n/ and /mɦ/),
affricates, fricatives, laterals (except /l/ and /l̥ ɦ/) and taps (except /rɦ/ and /r̥ɦ/) whereas as
C2 exclusively consists of clear trill, lateral (clear and murmured) and labial and palatal
approximants. Table 3 presents the patterns of consonant clusters in Thakali.
7

Consonant clusters are found only in root-initial position in the Tibeto-Burman languages
(Benedict 1972; Matisoff 2003).
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Table 3: Patterns of consonant clusters in Thakali
C2
C1
r
l
lɦ
p
+
+
+
ph
pɦ
+
k
+
+
kh
+
+
kɦ
m
+
+
ts
tsh
tsɦ
t
ɦ
+
r
lɦ
s
sɦ
ŋ
ŋɦ
ɦ
-

j
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

w
+

Table 3 shows that the consonant clusters in Thakali are found only in the root-initial
(i.e., onset) positions. This is a common feature of the Tibeto-Burman languages. The
consonant clusters in Thakali may be discussed as follows:
2.4.1 Stop and palatal approximant
The stops /p/, /ph/, /pɦ/, /t/, /tɦ/, /k/, /kɦ/ and /kh /as C1 can combine with the palatal
approximant /j/ as C2 as in (13).
(13) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

pj
phj
pɦj
tj
ɦj
kj
kɦj
khj

/pjaŋ-wə/
/phja/
/pɦja/
/tjutumtsuəm/
/ɦjolə-wə/
/kju/
/kɦjə/
/khjo-wə/

'clever'
'broom'
'hoof'
'at one stroke'
'to consult in private'
'water'
'spoon'
'to scoop and offer cooked rice'

2.4.2 Stop and lateral
The stop /p/ as C1 can combine with the clear /l/ and murmured lateral /pɦ/ as C2 as in
(14).
(14) pl
pl
plɦ

/pləwə/
/pla/
/plɦu/

'to mutter in sleep'
'curry'
' seed'
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2.4.3 Stop and trill
The stops /p/, /pɦ/ and /ɦ/ as C1 can combine with the clear trill /r/ as C2 as in (15).
(15) pr
pɦr
pɦr
ɦr

/prəp-pə/
/pɦri/
/pɦro/
/ɦru-wə/

'to toast bread'
'root'
'smallpox'
'to compare'

2.4.4 Stop and bilabial approximant
The stops /p/ as C1 can combine with the clear bilabial approximant /w/ as C2 as in (16).
(16) pw

/pwa/

' exclamation of surprise'

2.4.5 Affricates and palatal approximant
The affricate segments /ts/ /tsh/ and /tsɦ/ in C1 position can combine with palatal
approximant /j/ as C2 as in (17).
(17) tsj
tshj
tsɦj

/tsju/
/tshjuku/
/tsɦjə/

'energy'
'oil'
'bird'

2.4.6 Nasals and palatal approximant
The nasals, /m/, /ŋ/ and /ŋɦ/ as C1 position can combine with palatal approximant, /j/ as
C2 as in (18).
(18) mj
ŋj
ŋɦj

/mja/
/ŋja/
/ŋɦjo-wə/

'mole'
'semen'
'to look'

2.4.7 Bilabial nasals and trill and liquid
The bilabial nasal /m/ as C1 position can combine with trill and murmured lateral as C2 as
in (19).
(19) mr
mlɦ

/mra/
/mlɦə/

'weeds'
'uncooked rice'

2.4.8 Fricative and palatal approximant
The fricatives /s/, /sɦ/ and /ɦ/ as C1, can combine with the palatal approximant, /j/ as C2 as
in (20).
(20) sj
sɦj
ɦj

/sjə/
'meat'
/sɦjaŋ/ 'vomit'
/ɦja/
'bull yak'

3. Segmental vowel phonemes
Hari (1970: 272) presents a set of six vowel phonemes and their breathy (also called
murmured voice) counterparts in Thakali. However, Limbu and Limbu (2008: 33) does
not take account of murmured voice (i.e., breathy) counterparts. Unlike Western Tamang
(Regmi and Regmi 2018), Thakali lacks the contrastive length. The distinctive nasalized
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vowels, which are the characteristics of the Bodish group of the Tibeto-Burman
languages (Noonan 2003:6) are absent in Thakali. However, nasalized variants occur
following nasal consonants (Hari 1970: 273) as in (21)
(21) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

/me/
/ma/
/ma̤/
/mu/
/mom/
/mo̤/

[me]
[ma]
[ma̤]
[mu]
[mõm]
[mõ̤]

'fire'
'down'
'son-in-law'
'sky'
'grandmother'
'cloud'

In this section, we briefly deal with oral monophthongs, their phonological oppositions,
their distributions as well as diphthongs in Thakali.
3.1 Oral monophthongs
Thakali contains six vowels with their murmured voice (i.e., breathy) counterparts. Table
4 presents the inventory of oral monophthongs with their murmured voice (i.e., breathy)
counterparts in Thakali.
Table 4: Inventory of oral monophthongs in Thakali
Front
Central
Back
i
i̤
u
ṳ
High
Mid
e e̤
ə
ə̤
o
o̤
Low
a̤
a

Table 4 exhibits six monophthongs with their murmured voice (i.e., breathy) counterparts
in terms of the height and front-back position of the tongue. They are: /i, i̤ / high front, /e,
e̤/ mid front, /ə ə̤/ mid central, /a, a̤/ low central, /u, ṳ / high back and /o, o̤ / mid back.
3.2 Phonological oppositions
The oral monophthongs present the phonological oppositions in terms of height, frontback positions as well as murmur (i.e., breathiness) in Thakali.
a. Height oppositions
Thakali presents the oppositions for the vowels in terms of height as in (22).
(22) a. /i/ vs. /e/
'credit'
/khi/
'incomet'
/khe/
b. /ə/ vs. /a/
'hem'
/khǝ/
/kha/
'neck'
c. /u/ vs. /o/
/pu/
'clay vessel with a hole'
/po/
'flood'
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d. i/ vs. /a/
/li/
'face'
/la/
'soul'
e. /e/ vs. /a/
/ke/
'farmland'
/ka/
'blood'

b. Front-back oppositions
Thakali presents the oppositions for the vowels in terms of front-back position as in (23).
(23) a. /i/ vs. /u/
/mi / 'eye'
/mu/ 'sky'
b. /e/ vs. /ə/
/me/ 'fire'
/mə/ 'a kind of cane'
c. /e/ vs. /o/
/pe/ 'story
/po/ 'flood'
d. /a/ vs. /o/
/pha/ 'supporting structure at the bottom of a bamboo basket'
/pho/ 'deer'
e. /i/ vs. /ə/
/mi/ 'eye'
/mǝ/ 'a kind of cane'

c. Murmur (i.e., breathiness)
Thakali presents the oppositions for the vowels in terms of murmur (i.e., breathiness) as
in (24).
(24) a. /i/ vs. /i̤ /
/tiwǝ/ 'to spread'
/ti̤ wǝ/ 'to stammer'
b. /e/ vs. /e̤/
/tewǝ/ 'to fall'
/te̤wǝ 'to drive away'
c. /o/ vs. /o̤/
/towǝ/ 'to need'
/to̤wǝ 'to meet'
d. /ǝ/ vs. /ǝ̤/
/kǝwǝ/ 'thick'
/kǝ̤wǝ/ 'thick'
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e. /a/ vs. /a̤/
/na/
'take!'
/na̤/
'pus'
f. /u/ vs. /ṳ/
/ru/
'horn'
/rṳ/
stir

3.3 Distribution of oral monophthongs
Table 5 provides an overview of the positional distribution of the oral monophthongs with
their murmured voice (i.e., breathy) counterparts in Thakali.
Table 5: Distribution of oral monophthongs in Thakali
Monophthongs
Word initial
Word medial
i
+
+
i̤
+
e
+
+
e̤
+
ə
+
+
ə̤
+
a
+
+
a̤
+
o
+
+
o̤
+
u
+
+
ṳ
+
-

Word final
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Table 5 shows that the clear monophthongs can occur in all positions: word-initially,
word-medially and word-finally. However, murmured voice (i.e., breathy) ones can occur
only word-initially. Table 6 presents the positional distribution of the oral monophthongs
with examples in Thakali.
Table 6: Positional distribution of the oral monophthongs in Thakali
Word initial
Word medial
'horse's bell'
/limpə/
'sweet'
i /intuŋ/
i̤ /i̤ nwə/
'to be'
/ken/
'father-in-law'
e /ewə/
'to return'
'to praise'
e̤ /e̤sewə/
ə /əpta/
'decision'
/kən/
'rice'
ə̤ /ə̤hjər/
'thousand'
a /anə/
'elder sister'
/kaŋ/
'shoulder'
a̤ /a̤kɦwə/
'to sulk'
o /onwə/
'to show'
/kon/
'cloth'
o̤ /o̤ŋləwə/
'to winnow'
u /umpə/
'to pour'
/kum/
'urine'
ṳ /ṳkpə/
'owl'
-

Word final
/mi/
/me/
-

'eye'
'fire'
-

/ka/
/ro/
/ru/
-

'blood'
'fruits'
'horn'
-
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3.4 Diphthongs
There are six diphthongs in Thakali. They are: əi, ui, oi, ai, ǝu and oe. The mid-central
vowel /ə/ makes a cluster with high front vowel /i/ and high back vowel/u/. The mid-back
vowel /o/ clusters with the high front vowel /i/ and the mid-front vowel /e/. Similarly, the
high back vowel /u/ goes for clustering with the high-front vowel/i/ and low-back
vowel/a/ clusters with the high-front vowel/i/ in Thakali. Following are the examples:
(25) əi
ui
oi
ai
ǝu
oe

/kəi/
/kuili/
/koi/
/tai/
/nǝu/
/joe/

'language'
'cockroach'
'relation'
'pan'
'snot'
'leaning'

4. Syllable structure
This section deals with syllable patterns, the syllable weight and the complex onset in
Thakali.
4.1 Syllable patterns
Hari (1970: 125-142) has identified two kinds of contrasts in tone in Thakali: contrast for
breathiness (tense vs. lax)) and contrasts for pitch contour. Thus, assuming Thakali as a
tonal language, the canonical structure of the syllable at the maximum may be presented
as in (26).8
(26) (T) (Ci) (X) V (Cf)

The canonical structure of the syllable in Thakali shows that V (i.e., nucleus) is
obligatory. The other constituents, (T, tone), (Ci, initial consonant), (X, glide or liquid), and
(Cf, final consonant) are optional.9 Thakali admits only six types of syllable patterns as in
(27).
(27) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

V
VC
CV
CVC
CXV
CXVC

/ale/
/ur/
/tsu/
/min/
/kra/
/mlaŋ/

'younger brother'
'yellow'
'this'
'name'
'head'
'black'

The syllable structure at the maximum as in (27f) consists of (C) (X) V (C). Figure 2
presents formally the maximum canonical structure of the syllable in Thakali.
8

At present, tone, a suprasegmental property, may be debatable in Thakali. Tulachan (2069BS)
argues that presence of murmur in stops is caused by the loss of tone. Data suggests that Thakali
still contains tones as in Tamang.
9
Mazaudon (2003:293) suggests the canonical form of the syllable in Risiangku Tamang as :
(Tone) (Initial Consonant) ( Liquid) ( Semi-vowel) Vowel (Final Consonant).
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Syllable

Rhyme

Onset

(C)(X)

Nucleus

Coda

V

C

Figure 2: Maximum canonical structure of the syllable in Thakali

4.2 Syllable weight
The weight of the syllable is solely determined by the rhyme of the syllable. There are
two types of syllables in terms of weight in Thakali: heavy and light. A heavy syllable
has the rhyme consisting of VC. Most of the monosyllabic words in Thakali are heavy
syllabic as in (28).
(28) a. VC
b. CVC

/ur/
/nəm/
/min/
/ŋis/
/tak/
/nən/
c. CXVC /mlaŋ/
/sɦjaŋ/

'yellow'
'rain water'
'name'
'seven'
'symbol'
'small sack'
'black'
'vomit'

Thakali exhibits light syllables in which the rhyme consists of only nucleus as in (29).
(29) a. V
b. VC
c. CV

/u/
/um/
/ka/
/ku/

'cave'
'mane of the horse'
'blood'
'chest'

4.3 Complex onset
Thakali registers only one type of complex onset consisting of CX as in (30).
'mole'
(30) a. /mja/
'semen'
b. /ŋja/
c. /tsju/ 'energy'
d. /pləwə/ 'to mutter in sleep'
'curry'
e. /pla/
f. /pɦri/ 'root'
g. /pɦro/ 'smallpox'
5. Comparison from typological perspective
While making a comparison of segmental phonological properties of Thakali with the
common segmental phonological properties of Bodish section and with those properties
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in the languages of West Bodish languages, some typologically interesting properties
have been revealed. They are briefly discussed as follows:
5.1 Segmental phonological properties of Thakali and Bodish
Languages of Bodish section contain some common segmental properties. They include
absence of phonemic voicing contrasts, 2-or-4 way tonal contrast, murmur concomitant
with tone, voicing opposition in liquids and/or nasals, retroflex series, distinct alveolar
and palato-alveolar series of fricatives, distinct alveolar and palato-alveolar series of
affricates, phonemic nasalized vowels, word-initial /ŋ/ and relatively weak, word
boundary stress (Noonan 2003c). Thakali conforms to the most of such phonological
properties of Bodish. However, Thakali lacks phonemic voicing contrasts. Nasalized
vowels are phonemic and velar voiced nasals take place word initially as in Bodish.
Unlike Bodish, it lacks phonemic nasalized vowels. Hari (1970) has identified tone in
Thakali. There is voicing oppositions in liquids. However, such oppositions take place in
murmured trills and laterals. The murmured may be taken as associated with tone. There
are distinct alveolar fricatives and affricates in Thakali. Thakali distinctively presents
contrasts for murmured stop with voiceless onset, murmured affricate with voiceless
onset, murmured fricative with voiceless onset, murmured trill/tap with voiceless onset
and murmured lateral with voiceless onset. This is indeed a striking feature of phonology
in Thakali.
5.2 Segmental phonological properties of Thakali and West-Bodish languages
Thakali as a member of West Bodish shares a number of phonological properties with
other West-Bodish languages. However, it differs from such languages with a rich
inventory of consonant segments which contrast involving voice onset time and murmur.
5.2.1 Segmental consonant properties
Thakali, like Chantyal (Noonan 2003a: 316), presents contrasts involving voice onset
time and murmur.10 Such contrasts are attested in stops, affricates, fricatives, trills/taps
and laterals in Thakali. Like Chantyal, Thakali contrasts voiceless, voiceless aspirated
and murmured stops. Unlike Chantyal, Thakali lacks voiced stops (both voiced and
murmured). Nar-Phu (Noonan 2003b: 338) exhibits a set of 25 segmental consonant
phonemes. Unlike Chantyal and Thakali, it lacks the contrast between aspirated/voiced
and murmured. Mazaudon (2003: 291-92) has indentified 28 consonant phonemes in
Tamang (Eastern Tamang). Hildebrandt (2005: 6) has indentified 30 consonant phonemes
in Manange. Unlike Thakali and Chantyal, Manange lacks contrasts between
aspirated/voiced and murmured. Glottal stops, labialized stops (labial and velar),
labialized nasals (labial and velar) and retroflex fricative have been identified in
Manange. Such consonants are absent in Thakali. Glover (1970; 1974) has established a
10

Noonan (2003: 316) holds the view that contrasts involving voice onset time and murmur in
Chantyal is typical of the South Asian speech area.
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set of 24 segmental consonant phonemes in Gurung. Like Manange, Gurung also lacks
contrasts between aspirated/voiced and murmured. Both Magar Kaike (Regmi 2013) and
Western Tamang (Regmi and Regmi 2018) lack such contrasts as well. Ghale (Paudel
2008: 169) presents 24 segmental consonants. It also lacks contrasts between
aspirated/voiced and murmured. However, Khadki (2010) identifies 18 non-modified
basic consonant phonemes and reports that any basic consonant may be palatalized.
Seke has three dialects: Tangbe, Tetang and Chuksang. Tangbe (Honda 2003: 52)
presents 19 initial segmental consonants whereas Tatang and Chusang (Honda 2002:195)
presents 20 initial segmental consonants. Unlike Tangbe, Tatang and Chusang exhibit
aspirated retroflex stop. All dialects of Seke lack murmured phonemes. Like Thakali and
Nar-Phu, they present two series of voiceless liquids. Unlike, Manange, Seke and NarPhu, Thakali lacks glottal stops. Strikingly, Thakali, unlike other West Bodish languages,
presents murmured trill/tap with voiceless onset and murmured lateral with voiceless
onset.
5.2.2 Segmental vowel properties
Manange (Hildebrandt 2005: 13) presents six plain vowel phonemes. There is no length
contrast in vowels. Unlike Thakali, it lacks murmured voice (i.e., breathy) counterparts.
Ghale (Pudel 2008:170) provides a set of seven vowels. Nar-Phu (Noonan 2003b: 337)
exhibits a set of eight segmental vowel phonemes. Mazaudon (2003: 292) has indentified
ten oral monophthongs with length contrast in Tamang (Eastern Tamang). Western
Tamang (Regmi and Regmi 2018: 16) exhibits ten monophthongs in terms of the height
and front-back position of the tongue. It presents contrast in length unlike in Thakali.
Magar Kaike (Regmi 2013: 17) presents six oral monophthongs. The vowel length is not
contrastive in Magar Kaike. Gurung (Glover 1970; 1974: 229) presents a set of five
segmental vowels and their nasalized counterparts. As in Thakali, each of these vowels
may be murmured voice (i.e., breathy) . However, it lacks contrast in length. Chantyal
(Noonan 2003a: 315-16) exhibits a set of six vowel phonemes and their nasalized
counterparts. There is vowel length in Chantyal. However, it is marginal. Marpha Thakali
(Georg 1996: 19) exhibits a set of six vowels. Marpha Thakali (Georg 1996: 19) does not
exhibit nasalized counterparts either. All three dialects of Seke (Honda 2002: 197) exhibit
a set of six vowels. Vowel length is marginal. Manange (Hildebrandt 2005: 18) presents
six nasalized counterparts of oral vowel phonemes. Magar Kaike (Regmi 2013: 19)
presents three nasal vowels, viz., /e / mid front, /u/ high back, and /a/ low central.
Western Tamang (Regmi and Regmi 2018: 18) exhibits four nasal vowels, viz., high front
/i:/, /e / mid front, / ẽː / mid front and /ə̃ / low central. In Eastern Tamang, nasality is
marginally distinctive (Mazaudon 2003: 292).
5.2.3 Syllable structure properties
The canonical structure of syllable may be supposed to be consisting of obligatory and
optional constituents. V (i.e., nucleus) is obligatory. Optional constituents include (T,
tone), (Ci, initial consonant), (X, glide or liquid), and (Cf, final consonant). Thakali admits
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only six types of syllable patterns. Such structure bears a resemblance to the structure in
Tamang (Eastern and Western). In Western Tamang (Regmi and Regmi 2018: 23) the
canonical structure of the syllable consists of V (i.e., nucleus) and other constituents
including (T, tone), (Ci, initial consonant), (X, glide or liquid), and (Cf, final consonant).
Western Tamang admits only six types of syllable patterns. Eastern Tamang (Mazaudon
2003: 293) contains a canonical structure of the syllable consisting of V (i.e., nucleus) and
other optional constituents, viz., (tone), (initial consonant), (liquid), (Semi-vowels) vowel
and (final consonant). Magar Kaike (Regmi 2013: 24) presents a canonical structure of
the syllable consisting of (consonant), (a glide) vowel (a consonant or a vowel). Kaike
accepts only five types syllable patterns. Seke (Honda 2002: 194) presents the syllable
structure as (C1 ) (C2 ) V (C3 ), where C1 is initial consonant, C2 is the medial consonant,
V is a vowel and C3 is the final consonant. Manange (Hildebrandt 2004: 27) presents
maximal syllable template in Manange being (C) (C) V (C). Thakali has only one
complex onset consisting of CX. It is almost attested in all West Bodish languages. Table
7 summarizes the comparison between Thakali and West-Bodish languages in terms of
segmental phonological properties.
Table 7: Thakali and West-Bodish languages: A comparison from typological perspective
West-Bodish Languages
Properties
TH CH
MN
WT ET
NP
KK
GR
GH
1.
Phonemic voicing contrasts
x
x
x
x





2.
Retroflex series
x
x
x






Distinct alveolar fricatives
3.









4.
Distinct alveolar affricates









5.
Phonemic nasalized vowels
x
**
* * * * 


Voicing opposition in liquids
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
6.


7.
Murmured stop with voiceless 
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

onset
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Murmured
affricate
with 
8.
voiceless onset
Murmured
fricative
with 
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
9.

voiceless onset
10. Murmured
trill/tap
with 
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
voiceless onset
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
lateral
with 
11. Murmured
voiceless onset
12. Murmured stop with voiceless x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

onset
13. Labialized stops and nasals
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
14. Glottal stops


15. Complex onset: CX









[=presence and x=absence]

SK

x



x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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TH=Thakali, CH=Chantyal, MN=Manange, WT=Western Tamang, ET= Eastern Tamang, NP=Nar-Phu, KK=
Kaike and GR=Gurung, GH=Ghale and SK=Seke
*very marginally distinctive or lacking full counterparts of all oral monophthongs ** not yet been identified

6. Summary
In this paper, we investigated some properties of basic sounds and syllable structure in
Thakali and compared them with the common segmental phonological properties of
Bodish as well as with the West-Bodish languages. Thakali, a shifting Tibeto-Burman
language, exhibits a rich inventory of 33 segmental consonant phonemes. Such phonemes
may be classified into voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced murmured and
voiceless murmured (murmured sound with voiceless onset). It contains six vowels with
murmured voice (i.e., breathy) counterparts. It lacks phonemic nasalized vowels as well
as length contrast. Thakali, a member of West-Bodish, conforms to the most of the
common phonological properties of Bodish. Murmur is concomitant with tone in Bodish.
Thakali, like Chantyal (Noonan 2003a: 316), presents contrasts involving voice onset
time and murmur. Such contrasts are attested in stops, affricates, fricatives, trills/taps and
laterals in Thakali. Unlike in Chantyal, murmur may take place with voiceless trill/tap
and voiceless lateral in Thakali. Thakali, one of the members of the Gurungic cluster of
West Bodish sub-section, shares many segmental phonological properties to other WestBodish languages, especially Chantyal, Manange, Gurung, Magar Kaike, Ghale, Seke,
Nar-Phu, Western Tamang and Eastern Tamang. Such properties include absence of
phonemic voicing contrasts and presence of retroflex series, distinct alveolar fricatives
and alveolar affricates. Thakali differs from other West-Bodish languages with the
exception of Chantyal mainly in terms of contrasts involving voice onset time and
murmur. To conclude, Thakali as a language with sustainable identity has to be uplifted
to sustainable orality. Especially, the murmured properties of the consonants have to be
maintained while teaching this language for speaking as mother tongue in the community.
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LEXICAL COMPARISON IN HAYU: A LEXICOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Tara M Rai
This article presents the lexicostatistical analysis of Hayu1 language based on 210 wordlist. There
appear different ranges of lexical and phonetic similarities across the five different survey points.
Being based on the Mudhajor, the core area of Hayu, exhibits a significant degree of lexical
similarity with other points, i.e. Aadmara, Kodre, Wadi and Balingkhola. Such similarity
percentages clearly indicate that Hayu spoken in five different points are mutually intelligible to
each other. The lexicostatistical data, therefore, show that there is not much lexical variations
across the villages where Hayu is spoken.
Keywords: lexicostatistical, phonetic, global correspondence, COG

1. Introduction
Hayu is a Kirati language of Western Himalyish subgroup of Tibeto-Burman group of
Sino Tibetan language family. It is mainly spoken in the Ramechhap and Sindhuli
districts of Janakpur zone of Nepal. However, they are scattered across the districts like
Sarlahi, Jhapa, Morang, Ilam, Udayapur2 and Kathmandu valley. The Hayu language is
one of the shifting languages in Nepal (Eppele et al. 2012: 39). The term 'Hayu' refers to
the people as well as the language they speak. They call their language as wayu da:bu
'Hayu language'. Hayu [ISO 639-3 vay) is recognized as the distinct national language. It
is also an indigenous nationality that belongs to endangered group (NFDIN 2002: 20, §
2C). Also it is considered to be closer to the neighboring languages; especially Kirat Rai
languages. There exist three language verities in the Hayu speaking area, namely
Ramechhaap and Sindhuli (Eppele et al. 2012: 39). The latest National Census of Nepal
gives the number of mother tongue speakers as 1520 (CBS 2012).
Hayu is classified on the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS)
as (7) shifting. This level of language vitality status is defined as, 'the language is used for
face-to-face communication within all generations, but it is losing users' (Lewis and
Simons 2015). The Hayus are one of the aboriginal peoples of Nepal. The equivalent
term they use is 'Wayu, Bayu, Vayu, Wayo. They call themselves as the descents of the
Kirat; however, they are highly influenced by the Hindu culture.
After they were given the allowance by the government in the name of social security, the
Hayu people are indifferent in their traditional occupation. In a conversation with a Hayu
named Gyan Bahadur in Kodre, he said that they prefer to produce more children in that
they get more money from the government on the basis of the number of members in a
1
2

The data used in this article are collected during the survey of Hayu language in Ramechhap and Sindhuli
district (Rai and Tamang 2017).
In course of the field work we found the Hayu people living in the westernmost part of the Udayapur
district (Rai and Tamang 2017).
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household three thousand rupees each. Some of them are in the recruitment either in India
or Nepal. Most of them are found to have changed their surnames and switched to Rai.
Some others are in Kahtmandu valley working in various fields as a labor.
2. Research methodology
The methodology comprises the collection of wordlists and tools used in the analysis of
the wordlists. First, the standardized wordlist of 210 words were elicited in the five
different points, namely, Wadi, Mudhajor, Balingkhola, Kodre and Aadmara from the
mother tongue speakers (grown up in the their locality, representing different sex, age and
literacy), compiled them with phonetic transcriptions and cross-checked from other
speakers from the same site. Secondly, the words from the wordlists were entered to the
WordSurv (Wimbish 1989), a tool primarily used to determine the genetic relationship of
the languages or dialects (Appendix 1). Thirdly, the words entered in the WordSurv were
exported as WordSurv 6 XML file to Cog for the comparison of the words collected in
the five different points in terms of the lexical and phonetic similarity.
Cog is a tool for comparing languages using lexicostatistics and comparative linguistics
procedures. It can be used to automate much of the process of comparing wordlists from
different language varieties. Table 1 shows the five different survey points of Hayu
language.
Table 1: Survey points of Hayu
Locality
Municipality
1
Wadi
Ramechhap Municipality
2
Mudhajor
Ramechhap Municipality
3
Balingkhola
Ramechhap Municipality
4
Kodre
Kamalamai Municipality
5
Adhmara
Kamalamai Municipality

District
Ramechhap, Sindhuli

2.1 Evaluation criteria
Around 60% has been generally taken as a cutoff point for the evaluation of lexical
similarity (Regmi 2013: 63). However, the 60% threshold may not always be a strict
cutoff point. Using such a method, the speech varieties having a lexical similarity less
than 60% are considered as different languages. However, languages (or dialects) with
around 60% or greater lexical similarity should be tested for intelligibility using another
tool referred to as Recorded Text Test (RTT). The attitudes and the perceptions of the
speakers are also important factors. Table 2 presents the evaluation criteria of the lexical
similarity percentages.
Table 2: Evaluation criteria of the lexical similarity
Lexical similarity (%)
Evaluation
1. 60% similarity
A cutoff point/threshold for the
evaluation
Different languages
2. Less than 60%
similarity

Remarks
May not always be a strict
cutoff point
-
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3.
4.
5.

60% or more
similarity
Higher than 85%
similarity
Higher than 95%
similarity

Different languages or dialects of
the same language
Speech varieties likely to be
related dialects
Same language

Intelligibility testing is
required by using RTT
-

3. Lexical comparison
In this section, we compare and analyze the 210 wordlist using a computer software
COG, a recently developed program for lexical and phonetic comparison between and
among dialects and languages. Cog allows us to compare and analyze wordlists from
different language varieties using an iterative approach. Using this program we can
quickly make sense of the data and then refine the wordlists and more settings, improving
the comparison results and the understanding of the varieties at each step. We, first,
present the lexical similarity in percentage among the five different points in the Hayu
speech community and show then phonetic similarities among the survey points.
3.1 Lexical similarity
Lexical similarity in this study refers to the items not strictly following the phonetic
realization of lexicon. Hayu presents different arrays of lexical similarity percentages
among the survey points.
Table 3 presents the lexical similarity in percentage among the survey points in the Hayu
speech community in the Ramechhap and Sindhuli districts.
Table 3: Lexical similarity among the key points of Hayu
Balingkhola
Aadmara
84%
Balingkhola
100%
Aadmara
100%
84%
Kodre
82%
91%
Wadi
84%
82%
83%
82%
Mudhajor

Konre
82%
91%
100%
80%
81%

Wadi
84%
82%
80%
100%
85%

Mudhajor
83%
82%
81%
85%
100%

Table 3 shows that Mudhajor, the core area of Hayu, exhibits a significant degree
(ranging from 81% to 85%) of lexical similarity with other points, i.e. Wadi, Balingkhola,
Kodre and Aadmara. Of the 210 words, Mudhajor exhibits the highest similarity with
Wadi and the least similarity with Kodre. Until intelligibility testing is carried out by
using RTT, only with the help of the 210 wordlist comparison may not determine whether
it is form of different language or a dialect. But the lexical comparison is necessarily
taken as one of the components to identify whether it is a distinct language or a dialect.
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Figure 1: Lexical similarity among the key points of Hayu

Figure 1 presents the lexical similarities among the five different points in Hayu.
3.2 Phonetic similarity
Hayu presents different ranges of phonetic similarity percentages among the five different
points. Unlike the lexical, phonetic similarity in this study means the phonetic realization
of the lexicon compared each survey points: Balingkhola, Aadmara, Kodre, Wadi and
Mudhajor.
Table 4 presents the phonetic similarity percentage among the five points in the Hayu
speech community.
Table 4: Phonetic similarity in the five key points in the Hayu speech community (in percentage)
Balingkhola
Aadmara
Kodre
Wadi
Mudhajor
86%
85%
85%
85%
Balingkhola
100%
Aadmara
100%
86%
86%
82%
82%
Kodre
Wadi
Mudhajor

85%
85%
85%

86%
82%
82%

100%
81%
80%

81%
100%
92%

80%
92%
100%

Table 4 shows that as Mudhajor, the core area of Hayu exhibits a significant degree
(ranging from 80 % to 92 %) of phonetic similarity with other points, i.e. Aadmara,
Kodre, Wadi, Balingkhola. To be precise, Mudhajor shares 85% with Balingkhola, 82%
with Aadmara, 80% with Kodre, and 92% with Wadi. It shows that Mudhajor shares the
highest phonetic similarity with Kodre and least with Wadi.
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Figure 2: Phonetic similarity in the key points in the Hayu Speech community
Figure 1 presents the phonetic similarities among the five different points in Hayu.
4. Hierarchical graphs
The lexicostatistical result of five different points in Hayu may be analyzed by
hierarchical graph. Such graph displays the genetic relatedness of language verities based
on lexicostatistical similarity.
There are two methods for mapping the graphs: UPGMA (Unweighted pair group
method with arithmetic mean) and neighbor-joining. The UPGMA method is such a
method that helps to construct the rooted tree base on a pairwise similarity matrix. In this
method, at each step, the nearest two clusters are combined into a higher-level cluster.
Dendogram 1 presents a hierarchical graph showing a rooted base tree.
Dendogram 1: Lexical similarity matrix

Lexical

Phonetic

Dendogram 1 (a-b) shows that there basically two speech verities: a) Wadi b) Mudhajor
c) Balingkhola in the one group whereas a) Kodre and b) Aadmara as another group. The
points Wadi, Mudhajor and Balingkhola share the closer lexical and phonetic similarity.
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Similarly, the network graph lays out the language varieties, where similar varieties will
tend to cluster together. This can be represented in the form of lexical and phonetic
network graph in Dendogram 1 (a-b).
5. Network relations
The network relations show the relationship of the languages in two ways: first by
showing the clusters of close languages and, secondly, by showing how they are nearer to
each other.
In this network graph, all the verities within Hayu are compared to each other. The
network graph shows that verities like Aadmara and Kodre seem to be closer than those
of other verities. Similarly the verities like Mudhajor and Wadi tend to appear closer. On
the other hand, Walingkhola is closer to the earlier group Aadmara and Kodre.
Figure 2 presents the similarity matrix network graph lexically and phonetically.

Lexical

Phonetic

Figure 2: Lexical and phonetic similarity matrix network graph

In a Figure 2 (a-b), the graph shows that the clusters of similar varieties and their
connection. The speech community Wadi, Mudhajor and Balingkhola seem to be closer
whereas the Speech community Kodre and Aadmara stand separately. This can be
realized lexically. Unlike lexical network, the phonetic network seems to be a bit different
since the point Mudhajor is up in the left corner and shows the close relation with Wadi
and Walingkhola.
6. Global correspondences
The global correspondence displays all of the segments that occur in a particular syllable
position across the wordlists from all the five different points. Edges indicate that at least
one correspondence has occurred between those two segments. The thickness of the edge
indicates the number of correspondences.
Figure 3 presents an IPA consonant chart (column headers are place of articulation; rows
are manner of articulation) in their onset position.
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Figure 3: Global correspondences of Hayu phonemes in onset position

Figure 3 allows us to get a good sense of correspondences that occur across multiple
variety pairs in Hayu. The phoneme /m/ and /t/,/tʰ/ indicate the thickness of the the
segments share the most correspondence onset position . Also the thickness of the edges
can be seen in the phonemes /k/, kʰ/,/g/ with /t/tʰ/ and /ts/, /tsʰ/, /dz/ with /h/. Figure 4
presents the corresponding of the different phonemes in their nucleus position.

Figure 4: Global correspondence of Hayu phonemes in nucleus position

Figure 4 shows the vowels phonemes of Hayu in nucleus position of the syllables. The
thickness of the edge indicates the number of correspondences. The frequency of vowels
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like close /i/ , close-mid/e/,/ẽ/, open /a/,ã/ tend to appear as the nucleus position in the
comparison to the wordlists. Also the back vowel /u/ , /o/ and /ʌ/ are realized as the
nuclease position.
7. Conclusion
Hayu is one of the Kirati languages of Western Himalyish subgroup of Tibeto-Burman
group of Sino Tibetan language family. While observing the ranges of lexical and
phonetic similarities across the five different survey points being based on 210 wordlist,
Mudhajor, the core area of Hayu, exhibits a significant degree of lexical similarity with
other points, i.e. Aadmara, Kodre, Wadi and Balingkhola. Such similarity percentages
clearly indicate that Hayu spoken in five different points are mutually intelligible to each
other. Being based on the Mudhajor, the core area of Hayu, it exhibits a significant degree
(ranging from 81 % to 85%) of lexical similarity with other points, i.e. Aadmara, Kodre,
Wadi and Balingkhola. Of the 210 words, Mudhajor exhibits the highest similarity with
Wadi and the least similarity with Kodre and Aadmara. The lexicostatistical data show
that there is not much lexical variations among these five different points. Phonetically,
Mudhajor, the core area of Hayu, exhibits a significant degree (ranging from 80% to
92%) of phonetic similarity with other points, i.e. Aadmara, Kodre, Wadi and
Balingkhola.
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Appendix
Lexical items from five different points
S.N. English
Walingkhola
1.
body
sʌrir
2.
head
puʔtsʰi
3.
hair
som
4.
face
mukʌtsʰeu
mekʰ
5.
eye
6.
ear
noktsʰum
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

nose
mouth
teeth
tongue
breast
belly
arm/ hand
elbow
palm
finger
fingernail
leg
skin
bone
heart
blood
urine
feces
village
house
roof
door
firewood
broom
mortar
pestle
hammer
knife
axe
rope
thread

tsʰʔno
muktsʰu
lu
leŋa
tsʰãti
bʰuʔɖi
got
kuina
ɦʌtkela
ʌmla
dimen
le
kuktso
ru
tʰum
ɦi
tsepi
eʔpʰi
gãu
kem
tsʰana
kamu
siŋ
bʰokim
silouʈa
loɦora
hʌmbʌr
tsʌkku
kʰojo
duri
dʰago

Kodre
dziu
puʔtsʰi
sʌm
gala
mekʰ
noktsʰum

Aadmara
dziu
puʔtsʰi
sʌm
gala
mekʰ
noktsʰum

Mudhajor
sʌrir
puʔtsʰi
som
mukʌtsʰe
mekʰ
noktsʰu

Wadi
sʌrir
puʔtsʰi
som
mukʌtsʰeu
mekʰ
noktsʰu

tsʰʔno
muktsʰu
lu
liŋa
tsʰãti
bʰuʔɖi
got
kurkutsa
ɦʌtkela
ãula
dimen
le
kuktso
ru
tʰum
ɦi
tsepi
eʔpʰi
gãu
kem
tsʰana
kamu
siŋ
bʰokim
silouʈa
loɦora
hʌmbʌr
tsʌkku
kʰojo
duri
dʰago

tsʰʔno
muktsʰu
lu
liŋa
tsʰãti
bʰuʔɖi
got
kurkutsa
ɦʌtkela
ãula
dimen
le
kuktso
ru
tʰum
ɦi
tsepi
eʔpʰi
gãu
kem
tsʰana
kamu
siŋ
bʰokim
silouʈa
loɦora
hʌmbʌr
tsʌkku
kʰojo
duri
dʰago

tsʰʔno
muktsʰu
lu
liŋa
tsʰãti
bʰuʔɖi
got
kuina
ɦʌtkela
ʌmla
dimen
le
kuktso
ru
tʰum
ɦi
tsepi
eʔpʰi
gãu
kem
tsʰana
kamu
siŋ
bʰokim
silouʈa
loɦora
hʌmbʌr
tsʌkku
kʰojo
duri
dʰago

tsʰʔno
muktsʰu
lu
leŋa
tsʰãti
bʰuʔɖi
got
kuina
ɦʌtkela
ʌmla
dimen
le
kuktso
ru
tʰum
ɦi
tsepi
eʔpʰi
gãu
kem
tsʰana
kamu
siŋ
bʰokim
silouʈa
loɦora
hʌmbʌr
tsʌkku
kʰojo
duri
dʰago
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38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

needle
cloth
ring
sun
moon
sky
star
rain
water
river
cloud
lightening
rainbow
wind
stone
path
sand
fire
smoke
ash
mud
dust
gold
tree
leaf
root
thorn
flower
fruit
mango
banana
wheat(husked)
barley
rice (husked)
potato
eggplant
groundnut
chili
turmeric
garlic
onion
cauliflower
tomato
cabbage
oil

tsʰutsui
dzewa
ʌmtʰi
nʌmʌ
tsolo
akas
tara
bʌrsa
ti
kosi
kuiro
tsʌmkainʌm
mutstsem
ɦudzuŋ
luʔpʰ
lom
baluwa
meʔ
kulu
dawaŋmi
koʔ
dʰulo
sun
pʰum
lo
dzʌra
su
pu
semi
dzuli
risa
gʌɦu
dzou
tsʰjaŋra
alu
bʰenʈa
bʌdam
sotsʰeŋpoi
ɦʌrdi
lasun
pyadz
kauli
belouti
b?nda
ki

tsʰutsui
dzewa
ʌmtʰi
nʌmʌ
tsolo
akas
tara
bʌrsa
ti
kosi
kuiro
tsʌmkainʌm
mutstsem
ɦudzuŋ
luʔpʰ
lom
baluwa
meʔ
kulu
dawaŋmi
koʔ
dʰulo
sun
pʰum
lo
dzʌra
su
pu
semi
dzuli
risa
gʌɦu
dzou
tsʰjaŋra
alu
bʰenʈa
bʌdam
sotsʰeŋpoi
ɦʌrdi
lasun
pyadz
kauli
belouti
b?nda
ki

tsʰutsui
dzewa
ʌmtʰi
nʌmʌ
tsolo
akas
tara
bʌrsa
ti
kosi
kuiro
tsʌmkainʌm
mutstsem
ɦudzuŋ
luʔpʰ
lom
baluwa
meʔ
kulu
dawaŋmi
koʔ
dʰulo
sun
pʰum
lo
dzʌra
su
pu
semi
dzuli
risa
gʌɦu
dzou
tsʰjaŋra
alu
bʰenʈa
bʌdam
sotsʰeŋpoi
ɦʌrdi
lasun
pyadz
kauli
belouti
b?nda
ki

tsʰutsui
dzewa
ʌmtʰi
nʌmʌ
tsolo
akas
tara
bʌrsa
ti
kosi
kuiro
tsʌmkainʌm
mutstsem
ɦudzuŋ
luʔpʰ
lom
baluwa
meʔ
kulu
dawaŋmi
koʔ
dʰulo
sun
pʰum
lo
dzʌra
su
pu
semi
dzuli
risa
gʌɦu
dzou
tsʰjaŋra
alu
bʰenʈa
bʌdam
sotsʰeŋpoi
ɦʌrdi
lasun
pyadz
kauli
belouti
b?nda
ki

tsʰutsui
dzewa
ʌmtʰi
nʌmʌ
tsolo
akas
tara
bʌrsa
ti
kosi
kuiro
tsʌmkainʌm
mutstsem
ɦudzuŋ
luʔpʰ
lom
baluwa
meʔ
kulu
dawaŋmi
koʔ
dʰulo
sun
pʰum
lo
dzʌra
su
pu
semi
dzuli
risa
gʌɦu
dzou
tsʰjaŋra
alu
bʰenʈa
bʌdam
sotsʰeŋpoi
ɦʌrdi
lasun
pyadz
kauli
belouti
b?nda
ki
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83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

salt
meat
fat (of meat)
fish
chicken
egg
cow
buffalo
milk
horns
tail
goat
dog
snake
monkey
mosquito
ant
spider
name
man
woman
child
father
mother
older brother
younger
brother
older sister
younger sister
son
daughter
husband
wife
boy
girl
day
night
morning
noon
evening
yesterday
today
tomorrow
week
month

tsja
kun
boso
matsʰa
tsijaʔ
tsalum
gai
pʰitam
dudʰ
ruŋ
mun
tseli
uri
ɦobu
rintsʰeu
lamkue
tsikibuʔla
makura
nam
sintoŋ
mistso
tsola
uʔpo
uʔmo
bulu
balu

tsja
kun
boso
matsʰa
tsijaʔ
tsalum
gai
pʰitam
dudʰ
ruŋ
mun
tseli
uri
ɦobu
rintsʰeu
lamkue
tsikibuʔla
makura
nam
sintoŋ
mistso
tsola
uʔpo
uʔmo
bulu
balu

tsja
kun
boso
matsʰa
tsijaʔ
tsalum
gai
pʰitam
dudʰ
ruŋ
mun
tseli
uri
ɦobu
rintsʰeu
lamkue
tsikibuʔla
makura
nam
sintoŋ
mistso
tsola
uʔpo
uʔmo
bulu
balu

tsja
kun
boso
matsʰa
tsijaʔ
tsalum
gai
pʰitam
dudʰ
ruŋ
mun
tseli
uri
ɦobu
rintsʰeu
lamkue
tsikibuʔla
makura
nam
sintoŋ
mistso
tsola
uʔpo
uʔmo
bulu
balu

tsja
kun
boso
matsʰa
tsijaʔ
tsalum
gai
pʰitam
dudʰ
ruŋ
mun
tseli
uri
ɦobu
rintsʰeu
lamkue
tsikibuʔla
makura
nam
sintoŋ
mistso
tsola
uʔpo
uʔmo
bulu
balu

nono
diu
tao
tami
rostso
ro?mi
to
tame
din
jeksa
numo
nuʔme
jeksadumi
listson
tiri
nukon
sata
mʌina

nono
diu
tao
tami
rostso
ro?mi
to
tame
din
jeksa
numo
nuʔme
jeksadumi
listson
tiri
nukon
sata
mʌina

nono
diu
tao
tami
rostso
ro?mi
to
tame
din
jeksa
numo
nuʔme
jeksadumi
listson
tiri
nukon
sata
mʌina

nono
diu
tao
tami
rostso
ro?mi
to
tame
din
jeksa
numo
nuʔme
jeksadumi
listson
tiri
nukon
sata
mʌina

nono
diu
tao
tami
rostso
ro?mi
to
tame
din
jeksa
numo
nuʔme
jeksadumi
listson
tiri
nukon
sata
mʌina
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127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.

year
old
new
good
bad
wet
dry
long
short
hot
cold
right
left
near
far
big
small
heavy
light
above
below
white
black
red
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
twenty
one hundred
who
what
where
when
how many
which
this

bʌrsʌ
purano
nesem
dimtsome
madimtsom
natsoŋ
sukkʰa
pʰita
itʰapi
tato
dzusa
daine
debre
kʰewa
kʰoʔlam
kʰõta
dʰumti
lista
oksa
õne
ɦute
duwaŋmi
kʰaktseŋmi
ɦitsʰiŋmi
kolu
nakuŋ
sim
suno
mitsi
ɦani
ɦakʰi
ɦaatʰa
ɦanam
i

bʌrsʌ
purano
nesem
dimtsome
madimtsom
natsoŋ
sukkʰa
pʰita
itʰapi
tato
dzusa
daine
debre
kʰewa
kʰoʔlam
kʰõta
dʰumti
lista
oksa
õne
ɦute
duwaŋmi
kʰaktseŋmi
ɦitsʰiŋmi
kolu
nakuŋ
sim
suno
mitsi
ɦani
ɦakʰi
ɦaatʰa
ɦanam
i
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õne
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kʰaktseŋmi
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sim
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mitsi
ɦani
ɦakʰi
ɦaatʰa
ɦanam
i
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natsoŋ
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pʰita
itʰapi
tato
dzusa
daine
debre
kʰewa
kʰoʔlam
kʰõta
dʰumti
lista
oksa
õne
ɦute
duwaŋmi
kʰaktseŋmi
ɦitsʰiŋmi
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nakuŋ
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suno
mitsi
ɦani
ɦakʰi
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bʌrsʌ
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natsoŋ
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pʰita
itʰapi
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daine
debre
kʰewa
kʰoʔlam
kʰõta
dʰumti
lista
oksa
õne
ɦute
duwaŋmi
kʰaktseŋmi
ɦitsʰiŋmi
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ɦani
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ɦaatʰa
ɦanam
i
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173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.

that
these
those
same
different
whole
broken
few
many
all
to eat
to bite
to be hungry
to drink
to be thirsty
to sleep
to lie
to sit
to give
to burn
to die
to kill
to fly
to walk
to run
to go
to come
to speak
to hear/listen
to look
I
you (informal)
you (formal)
he
she
we (inclusive)
we (exclusive)
you (plural)
they

miʔ
ikʰata
mikʰata
miʔ
tsʰalim
koʔnamuti
reʔlekat?m
denineretso
sunnaretso
dzakʰm
dzama
kʰawapma
sukma
tuʰma
tidukma
imma
pultema
mu?ma
ɦaama
ɦimma
meʔtema
seʔtma
bʌnma
kʰokma
lonma
lakma
pʰima
gonma
tʰakma
tsuʔakma
aŋ
uŋ
gon
miʔ
miʔ
gonnuŋ
ãkikʰata
gonekʰata
mikʰata

miʔ
ikʰata
mikʰata
miʔ
tsʰalim
koʔnamuti
reʔlekat?m
denineretso
sunnaretso
dzakʰm
dzama
kʰawapma
sukma
tuʰma
tidukma
imma
pultema
mu?ma
ɦaama
ɦimma
meʔtema
seʔtma
bʌnma
kʰokma
lonma
lakma
pʰima
gonma
tʰakma
tsuʔakma
aŋ
uŋ
gon
miʔ
miʔ
gonnuŋ
ãkikʰata
gonekʰata
mikʰata

miʔ
ikʰata
mikʰata
miʔ
tsʰalim
koʔnamuti
reʔlekat?m
denineretso
sunnaretso
dzakʰm
dzama
kʰawapma
sukma
tuʰma
tidukma
imma
pultema
mu?ma
ɦaama
ɦimma
meʔtema
seʔtma
bʌnma
kʰokma
lonma
lakma
pʰima
gonma
tʰakma
tsuʔakma
aŋ
uŋ
gon
miʔ
miʔ
gonnuŋ
ãkikʰata
gonekʰata
mikʰata

miʔ
ikʰata
mikʰata
miʔ
tsʰalim
koʔnamuti
reʔlekat?m
denineretso
sunnaretso
dzakʰm
dzama
kʰawapma
sukma
tuʰma
tidukma
imma
pultema
mu?ma
ɦaama
ɦimma
meʔtema
seʔtma
bʌnma
kʰokma
lonma
lakma
pʰima
gonma
tʰakma
tsuʔakma
aŋ
uŋ
gon
miʔ
miʔ
gonnuŋ
ãkikʰata
gonekʰata
mikʰata

miʔ
ikʰata
mikʰata
miʔ
tsʰalim
koʔnamuti
reʔlekat?m
denineretso
sunnaretso
dzakʰm
dzama
kʰawapma
sukma
tuʰma
tidukma
imma
pultema
mu?ma
ɦaama
ɦimma
meʔtema
seʔtma
bʌnma
kʰokma
lonma
lakma
pʰima
gonma
tʰakma
tsuʔakma
aŋ
uŋ
gon
miʔ
miʔ
gonnuŋ
ãkikʰata
gonekʰata
mikʰata

CHAMLING BASIC VOWELS: ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
Bhabindra Kumar Rai
This study analyzes Chamling vowels acoustically. Fundamental and formant frequency values of
the vowels have been measured for both the male and female speakers and their individual values
have been calculated for the comparison. Then, the average values have been computed for the
specification of the vowels through the acoustic measurement. Acoustic properties have been
observed in terms of gender, age, conditioning environment and intrinsic values. All this has
clearly been presented in tables and figures. The study covers an overall acoustic description of
the Chamling vowels on the basis of sound spectrogram using the up-to-date Pratt software. On
the whole, it is concerned with phonetic study of the Chamling vowels in terms of acoustic
properties and articulatory strategies.
Keywords: Chamling, basic vowels, acoustic analysis, fundamental frequency, formant frequency

1. Background
As the previous studies are not associated with acoustic analysis of the Chamling vowels,
the articulatory description made by Ebert (1997) and Rai (2012) has been taken as a
background for the study. In fact, the articulatory description has been considered to form
the basis for the observation of the acoustic description and its comparison.
Ebert (1997) studied the Chamling vowels in terms of opposition between five cardinal
vowels that can be demonstrated with verbs, e.g. i in khima ‘quarrel’, u in khuma ‘steal,
hide’, e in khema (SE) ‘break’, o in khoma ‘cut’ and a in khama ‘be satisfied’. All vowels
combine with i to form a diphthong. Nasalization is restricted to o and a in open syllables
(cãyu ‘net’, tõ ‘head’) and to the diphthong. There is a great deal of free variation
between nasalized and non-nasalized forms but the examples show that nasalization can
be phonemic, e.g. phūima (phund-) ‘jump’, phuima (phuid-) ‘pluck’.
Rai (2012) described the Chamling vowels in terms of height (high, mid and low),
position (front, central and back) and lip rounding (rounded and unrounded). Chamling
contains six pure vowels or monophthongs. The Chamling diphthongs have either /i/ or
/u/ as their second element.
Pokharel (1989) studied the sound system of Nepali language. His study, in the case of
vowels, shows that the area of the statistical experimentation includes the location of the
vowels in the vowel quadrilateral comparable to the cardinal vowel in the formant chart,
development of the vowel length, the length of a vowel before consonants with the same
place of articulation but with different manners like voicing, aspiration etc.
Gautam (2011) carried out an acoustic analysis of the Balami phonemes. The Balami
vowels have been observed based on oscillogram, FFT spectra, spectrogram and LPC
spectra. The fundamental frequencies (F0s) and average formant frequencies of the
Gipan 4. 2019. 175-185.
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vowels have been measured in terms of gender, age, conditioning environment and
intrinsic properties.
Stevens (1998) has had an examination of the various acoustic properties that can result
when the vocal tract is in a relatively open configuration. He has focused primarily on the
sounds produced for modes of vibration for which the average airflow is not large enough
to cause this pressure drop at the constriction.
Reetz and Jongman (2009) have discussed the primary acoustic characteristics of a
variety of speech sounds and illustrated them by means of spectrogram and spectra. The
primary acoustic characteristic of vowels is the location of the formant frequencies,
especially the first three formants (F1-F3).
2. Methodology
This section is concerned with the measurement and specification of the Chamling
vowels. All the vowels are measured acoustically in word level and measurements of the
fundamental and formant frequency are observed in different environments, i.e. p-p, t-t,
b-b, d-d, k-k, and g-g. The section 2.1 presents average frequency values of the Chamling
basic vowels.
3. The Basic vowels
In Chamling, there are six vowels, i.e. /i/, /e/, /a/, /ǝ/, /o/, and /u/, in terms of articulatory
parameters. These vowels need to be analyzed and presented again in terms of
fundamental and formant frequency values as it is more scientific based on an
instrumental technique of investigation. For this, using the sound spectrogram through the
Pratt software, the vowels, /i/, /e/, /a/, /ǝ/, /o/, and /u/, for both the male and female
speakers, have been measured, computed and presented on the ground of average
frequency in the following tables.
The vowel /i/
Table 1: Fundamental and formant frequency values of the vowel /i/
female speakers in terms of places of articulation and voicing
Bilabial
Alveolar
p-p
b-b
t-t
/i/
Male (average)
F0
127
155
160
F1
277
301
293
F2
2199
2219
2290
3093
3128
F3
2898
F0
218
231
232
Female (average)
346
354
F1
348
2352
2499
F2
2299
2896
3054
F3
2973

produced by the male and

d-d
151
305
2228
3009
235
347
2349
2793

Velar
k-k
157
296
2289
3204
236
320
2514
2964

g-g
157
278
2320
3273
228
317
2563
3144
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The vowel /e/
Table 2: Fundamental and formant frequency values of the vowel /e/
female speakers in terms of places of articulation and voicing
Bilabial
Alveolar
P-p
b-b
t-t
F0
132
142
157
/e/
Male (average)
346
346
F1
343
2090
2174
F2
2141
2656
2674
F3
2763
F0
225
219
223
Female (average)
F1
456
442
440
F2
2243
2173
2221
F3
2971
2926
2791

produced by the male and

d-d
138
359
2075
2691
242
481
1998
2778

Velar
k-k
149
327
2221
2835
235
436
2302
2774

g-g
148
334
2217
2782
231
393
2331
3006

The vowel /a/
Table 3: Fundamental and formant frequency values of the vowel /a/
female speakers in terms of places of articulation and voicing
Bilabial
Alveolar
p-p
b-b
t-t
F0
139
132
129
/a/
Male (average)
646
628
F1
683
F2
1467
1439
1512
F3
2430
2506
2421
Female (average)
F0
204
217
205
F1
806
742
764
F2
1687
1672
1738
F3
2233
2558
2276

produced by the male and

d-d
134
546
1593
2458
222
740
1719
2314

Velar
k-k
147
625
1524
2521
215
639
1853
2571

g-g
137
623
1496
2455
226
643
1759
2565

The vowel /ǝ/
Table 4: Fundamental and formant frequency values of the vowel /ǝ/ produced by the male and
female speakers in terms of places of articulation and voicing
Bilabial
Alveolar
Velar
p-p
b-b
t-t
d-d
k-k
g-g
/ǝ/
Male (average)
F0
139
141
145
140
146
136
F1
547
524
504
515
509
499
F2
995
987
1264
1192
1040
1082
F3
2621
2392
2437
2308
2499
2412
Female (average)
F0
222
216
195
222
223
227
591
638
626
594
546
F1
622
1176
1465
1563
1178
1280
F2
1087
635
2274
2631
2582
2733
F3
2798
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The vowel /o/
Table 5: Fundamental and formant frequency values of the vowel /o/
female speakers in terms of places of articulation and voicing
Bilabial
Alveolar
p-p
b-b
t-t
F0
149
144
156
/o/
Male (average)
371
372
F1
381
855
1102
F2
832
2485
2447
F3
2522
F0
221
218
226
Female (average)
F1
447
449
458
F2
931
1098
1263
F3
2846
2818
2644

produced by the male and

d-d
151
377
1042
2404
223
457
1269
2535

Velar
k-k
159
364
846
2532
237
440
997
2702

g-g
148
359
889
2404
227
452
1053
2795

The vowel /u/
Table 6: Fundamental and formant frequency values of the vowel /u/
female speakers in terms of places of articulation and voicing
Bilabial
Alveolar
p-p
b-b
t-t
Male (average)
F0
130
158
168
/u/
339
300
F1
327
F2
883
897
1350
F3
2441
2374
2369
Female (average)
F0
222
223
229
F1
419
432
361
F2
908
954
1541
F3
2919
2945
2607

produced by the male and

d-d
159
319
1192
2376
232
391
1506
2745

Velar
k-k
169
328
868
2250
236
374
912
2762

g-g
156
323
943
2361
229
360
1006
2689

4. Formant frequency
In this section, we discuss the analysis of formant frequency values of the Chamling
vowels. The vowel specification is studied on the basis of the average frequency values,
using the sound spectrogram and spectra of the spoken vowels. The average values of the
vowels are analyzed and compared with each other in formant tables and charts.
The Chamling vowels have separately been measured for the formant frequency values.
The average formant frequencies have been computed for both the male and the female
speakers. In Table 1, the first formant (F1) increases for the high vowels on account of
the decrease in the height of the tongue. Contrary to this, the first formant (F1) decreases
for the back vowels due to the increase in the tongue height. Therefore, the first formant
(F1) has an inverse relationship with the height of the tongue. The second formant (F2)
decreases continually from the front to back vowels, i.e. the vowel [i] has the high value
and the vowel [o] has the low value. As a result, the second formant (F2) has a direct
relationship with the parameters of back vowels. As for the third formant (F3), it has the
high value for the vowel [i] and the low value for the vowel [u]. That is to say it does not
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change the vowel quality as it is not changeable as the first formant (F1) and the second
formant (F2). It shows that the quality of the vowels depends on the locations of the first
and the second formant frequency values.
Table 7: Average formant frequency values of six pure vowels of the Chamling language for the
male speakers.
Vowels
[i]
[e]
[a]
[ǝ]
[o]
[u]
Formant Freq. (in Hz)
Male
F1
292
343
625
516
371
323
F2
2258
2153
1505
1093
928
1022
F3
3101
2734
2465
2445
2466
2362

The average formant frequency values in Table 7 have been given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Average and stylized formant frequencies F1, F2, and F3 of the pure vowels of the
Chamling language produced by the male speakers

In Figure 1, the tongue height decreases, so the F1 goes up for production of the front
vowel. The vowel [a] has the highest formant frequency values compared to the values of
other vowels as the tongue body is in the lowest position. On the other hand, the vocal
tract is also open enough for the sound. As for the back vowels, the tongue height
increases and the F1 gets lowered but the F2, without any change, goes from the front to
back. It is slightly higher for the back vowel /u/. The figure also shows that the F3 does
not show any change as the F1 and the F2 do, so it does not play an important role to
specify the vowels. It has the highest value for the front vowel /i/.
The first formant (F1) and the second formant (F2) are the determinant of changing the
qualities of the vowel. The former is directly related to the articulatory parameter of the
tongue height whereas the latter is related to the articulatory parameter of the backness of
the tongue body. The formant frequencies of the vowels can be plotted and observed in
the F1 versus F2 plane. The figure with the F1 in the vertical axis and the F2 in the
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horizontal axis is similar to the traditional vowel quadrilateral based on articulatory and
auditory vowel space.
The formant frequencies of the Chamling vowels have also been computed for the female
speakers. Average formant frequencies for the oral vowels produced by the female
speakers have been given in Table 8 below.
Table 8: Average formant frequency values of six pure vowels of the Chamling language
female speakers
Vowels
[i]
[e]
[a]
[ǝ]
[o]
Formant Freq. (in Hz)
F1
339
Fem-ale
441
722
603
451
F2
2429
2211
1738
1292
1102
F3
2971
2874
2420
2609
2723

for the

[u]
390
1138
2778

These frequency values have been shown in the stylized Figure 2.

Figure 2: Average and stylized formant frequencies of the F1, F2 and F3 of the oral vowels of the
Chamling language produced by the female speakers

In Table 7 and 8, the average formant frequency values can be compared with each other
in many ways. The formant frequency values have changed from one vowel to another
but they can be compatible to all the formant frequency values. The F1 of [i] sound for
the female speaker is higher than that for the male speaker by 47 Hz. Similarly, the values
of other vowels are also higher for the female than that for the male. In the case of the F2,
the correspondence is found for the female and male speakers. That is to say, the higher
F2 of [i] sound for the female speaker is accompanied by all other vowels.
This comparison shows that the vocal tract shapes determine the locations of the formant
frequency values. The value differences for the male and the female speakers are
accompanied by the differences of the vocal tract shape. Bordon and Harris (1980) has
said that a female has a different vocal shape with the female vocal tract shape shorter by
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about 2 cm in the pharynx whereas 1.25 cm shorter in the oral cavity. However, the ratio
difference of the values between the male and female speakers is similar. That is to say,
the difference between the formant frequency values of the vowel [i] and that of [e] is one
hundred two hertz (102 Hz) for the female whereas it is fifty-one hertz (51 Hz) for the
male. It is the ratio difference of frequency values of formants rather than the exact
frequency values.
In effect, both the Figure 1 and the Figure 2 can be observed in terms of the relationship
between the vocal tract shape and formant frequency values. The tongue height is
decreased and the first formant (F1) is higher for the front vowel whereas it is increased
and the first formant is lower for the back vowels. But as for the second formant (F2), it
is continually decreased for the vowels from the front to the back. The third formant (F3)
is constant except it is associated with the high front vowel [i].
5. Fundamental frequency
Fundamental frequencies are the representations of the rate of the vocal fold vibration.
The complex signals of the vowels are the result of the multiple frequencies of the
vibration. However, one period gets repeated and becomes a complex one. This period
frequency of the complex signals is called the fundamental frequency (Reetz and
Jongman 2009). The frequency components of the complex signals are the harmonics. In
other words, the fundamental frequency is defined as the greatest common denominator
(GCD) of all the harmonics and the duration of a period of the fundamental frequency is
the lowest common multiple (LCM) of the durations of the periods of the harmonics.
The fundamental frequency has a direct relationship with tension whereas it has an
inverse relationship with thickness and length of an object. In human, the periodic nature
of the vocal fold vibration yields the articulatory correlate of the fundamental frequency.
Fundamental frequency is highly affected by gender, for male speakers’ vocal folds are
heavier and larger than females’.
The fundamental frequencies of the Chamling vowels in k-k context have been measured
for the six speakers (three males and three females). Their measurements have been given
below in Table 9.
Table 9: Fundamental frequency (F0) of the Chamling pure vowels for three male and three female
speakers in k-k context
Vowels
[i]
[e]
[a]
[ǝ]
[o]
[u]
Male
Narendra
132
137
127
132
135
137
F0
Khadga
178
152
165
156
180
208
(in Hz)
Tilak
160
157
149
149
163
161
Average
157
149
147
146
159
169
Female
Rajmaya
227
237
215
221
237
224
258
250
220
245
252
257
Sarmila
Nirmala
222
219
210
204
221
227
Average
236
235
215
223
237
236
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The fundamental frequency (F0) for each of the six vowels has been measured
acoustically in k-k contexts for all the six speakers. There are the average computations of
fundamental frequency for both the male and female speakers. The fact is that the
fundamental frequency values produced by the female speakers are higher than that
produced by the male speakers. Also, the F0s of the vowels across the individuals vary
depending on the variations of the vocal folds. The normal F0 range is between 224 Hz
and 251 Hz for the vowels produced by the female speakers whereas it is between 155 Hz
and 196 Hz for the vowels produced by the male speakers. There is a difference of nearly
seventy hertz between the female and male speakers.
The age factor has played an important role to show the difference between the
fundamental frequencies. For instance, Tilak Chamling, who is 36, has higher F0s in all
the vowels than Khadga Chamling and Narendra Chamling, who are 46 and 50
respectively. It shows that fundamental frequencies of the vowels differ in terms of
gender and age. The F0s also differ within the same gender on account of the variations
of the vocal folds.
The average fundamental frequency for six vowels of Chamling language for male and
female speakers in Table 9 is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Average fundamental frequencies of six vowels of the Chamling language for the male
and female speakers in k-k context.

Table 9 and Figure 3 show that the average fundamental frequencies (F0s) of the vowels
differ from each other for the male and female speakers.
Apart from this, an intrinsic value is one of the factors that show differences of the
frequencies, i.e. F0s. According to the tongue-pull theory (Lehiste 1970), the adjustment
of the tongue rise also causes the larynx to rise at the same time. Then, it adds to the
tension of the vocal folds for the production of high vowels with the increased
fundamental frequencies.
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When the vowels are preceded by a voiceless obstruent, the Fundamental frequencies
(F0s) are higher than the situations in which they are preceded by a voiced obstruent. The
measurements of the frequencies (F0s) have been given in the following Table 10. Both
the individual and average frequencies have been shown in the following table.
Table 10: Fundamental frequency (F0) of the Chamling pure vowels for three male and three
female speakers in g-g contexts
Vowels
[a]
[ǝ]
[o]
[u]
`
[i]
[e]
Male
Narendra 129
127
124
125
129
129
165
147
142
167
185
F0
Khadga
181
(in Hz)
Tilak
160
151
140
142
149
153
Average
157
148
137
136
148
156
Rajmaya
225
229
225
219
226
225
Female
240
254
249
249
246
241
Sarmila
220
210
203
213
210
221
Nirmala
Average
228
231
226
227
228
229

The comparison of the F0s of the oral values in k-k and g-g contexts have been presented
in Table 11.
Table 11: Average fundamental frequencies (F0s) of the Chamling pure vowels in k-k and g-g
contexts
F0
[a]
[ǝ]
[o]
[u]
[i]
[e]
157
149
147
146
159
169
Male
k-k context
g-g context
157
148
137
136
148
156
k-k context
236
235
215
223
237
236
Female
228
231
226
227
228
229
g-g context

In Table 11, the comparison of the F0s of the vowels shows that the F0s are higher as the
vowels are preceded by a voiceless obstruent and the values of the F0s are lower when
they are preceded by a voiced obstruent. In the case of the female, the F0s of the vowels
/a/ and /ǝ/ in k-k are lower than that in g-g contexts. This comparison has been shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Average fundamental frequencies (F0s) of the Chamling vowels measured in k-k and g-g
contexts

To sum up, the measurements of the vowels show that the fundamental frequency values
differ from each other on the ground of different parameters. First, the gender affects the
fundamental frequency significantly. The F0s of the vowels for the female speakers are
higher than that of the vowels for the male speakers. Second, age factor plays an
important role to show the differences of the F0s of the vowels. Younger speakers have
the higher frequency values than the older ones. Third, the fundamental frequency
differences depend on different contexts or conditioning environments. The F0s of the
vowels with the voiceless is greater than that of the vowels with the voiced. Fourth, the
vowels also vary in terms of their intrinsic fundamental frequency values. That is to say,
the high vowels have higher Fundamental frequencies and the low vowels lower
fundamental frequencies. Thus, the fundamental frequencies of the vowels vary on the
basis of gender, age, context and intrinsic cues or properties.
6. Findings
The findings are as follows.
a. Fundamental frequency (F0) values vary in terms of gender. That is to say, the F0 of
the vowels for the female speakers is higher than for the male speakers.
b. The values with a voiced plosive, i.e. b-b environment are higher than that with a
voiceless plosive, i.e. p-p environment.
c. They differ in terms of age (the younger speaker has higher frequency values compared
to the older ones).
d. Their variances occur on the ground of conditioning environment, i.e. the F0 measured
in voiceless plosive or obstruent is higher than that in the voiced plosive or obstruent
contexts.
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e. The values are also different depending on the intrinsic properties of the vowels. It
means the F0 is higher for high vowels and lower for the low vowels as a result of the
intrinsic properties of vowels.
f. The acoustic vowels space for the female speaker is relatively larger than that for the
male speakers.
g. The duration of the front unrounded and back rounded vowel is relatively longer than
that of the low central short and long vowels.
h. The front vowels are more fronted than the oral vowels and the central and the back
vowels are more backed than their respective counterparts.
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